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Abstract

This work uses field and laboratory measurements to improve the understanding of

how shallow water depths affect the velocity and turbulence structure of fluid jets, in

particular how a low aspect ratio (AR=depth/width) changes the structure of plane

jets. The motivation for the work was the Otago Harbour (New Zealand) ebb tidal

jet, a strong tidal jet 2 km long and 500 m wide with AR= 0.03. Tidal jets are

globally common features and play an important role in the distribution of water-borne

constituents within and in the vicinity of tidal inlets. Five vessel-mounted Acoustic

Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) surveys of the jet were combined and spatially and

temporally interpolated using Radial Basis Functions (RBFs), an approach that was

only recently adapted for ADCP data and has never before been used on such a large

data set. The resulting velocity field agreed well with a previous study and showed

the typical tidally developing jet and a large vortex to its Eastern side. The RBF

method also allowed for the first direct extraction of the tidal jet’s dynamical terms,

which revealed that during peak ebb flow the dynamical balance was dominated by the

advection and pressure gradient terms, with bottom friction (BF), local acceleration

and Coriolis contributing in certain areas.

Here, a simplified model of an ebb jet, a laboratory plane jet, with much lower ARs

(0.06 ≤AR≤ 0.15) than those of any previous laboratory plane jet studies (mostly

AR≫ 1), is used to determine how bottom friction influences the plane jet. These low

ARs were made possible due to a novel self-regulating lateral entrainment water weir

system, which simulated infinite lateral boundaries. Surface drogue Particle Tracking

Velocimetry (PTV) was used to yield large coverage, high resolution surface velocity

field measurements, allowing detailed turbulence analysis.

Although the time-mean plane jet observed the typical near-Gaussian velocity pro-

file, the jet was temporally highly variable. It displayed large meanders flanked by

prominent asymmetrically aligned vortices, similar to that observed in the Otago jet.

This two-dimensional turbulence propagated downstream and gave the jet a ’flapping’

appearance. This two-dimensional turbulence outweighed the three dimensional tur-

bulence from five exit widths downstream and as BF increased (lower AR and/or

higher Re) the across-jet turbulent velocity component magnitude grew relative to its

along-jet counterpart. The flapping made the jet appear wider than accounted for

by its entrainment, due to the lateral smearing of the velocity profile. As AR de-

creased the entrainment relative to the jet’s lateral growth, decreased even further,

causing the along-jet velocity similarity profile to deviate from the common Gaussian
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profile towards an increasingly squarer shape. As BF increased the flapping occurred

more regularly and a dominant flapping frequency developed giving the jet a major

Strouhal number (St) of around 0.09. This St decreased notably with decreasing AR,

which could have been the cause for the squarer velocity profiles due to decreased mix-

ing through decreased vortex production. The jet’s meanders were compressed with

downstream distance, giving them smaller wavelengths and larger amplitudes. This

compression increased with increasing BF, as did the flapping amplitude and purity,

while the flapping advection velocity decreased. In summary, the laboratory results

show that shallowness greatly influences a plane jet’s velocity field, particularly its

two-dimensional turbulence, which will have to be incorporated in any future shallow

jet theoretical or numerical models. Future ADCP studies of ebb jets are recommended

to employ sampling frequencies fine enough to resolve such features.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Study motivation

The motivation for this shallow-water plane jet investigation was the Otago Harbour

tidal ebb jet, a strong jet-like current spanning the entire water depth that extends

seaward from the entrance of the Otago Harbour tidal inlet during the ebb phase of

the tide.

Tidal inlets are naturally occurring bays and harbours which are connected to the

open ocean by a constricted entrance through which tidal flows cause an interchange

of water between both bodies. Such tidal inlets are common features globally (Onishi,

1983, van Senden, 1985). Estuaries are tidal inlets where significant freshwater input

creates density driven flows. The flows considered here are for tidal inlets without

significant freshwater input, that is inlets where flows through the entrance of the

channel are primarily forced by tides.

During the ebb phase of the tide a fluid ebb tidal jet typically extends seaward

from the inlet entrance, thereby transporting inlet water and momentum offshore. On

the flood tide, on the other hand, the inlet acts as a fluid sink, radially drawing in

water at its entrance. This ebb-flood asymmetry is often referred to as ’tidal pumping’

(Chadwick and Largier, 1999) as it ensures that the inlet water is at least partially

replenished during each tidal cycle and is the main exchange process between a tidal

inlet and the open ocean.

Consequently the concentration and redistribution of any natural and artificial wa-

ter constituents within inlet and surrounding waters such as sediment, larvae, nutrients

and pollutants are strongly influenced by tidal pumping (Joshi, 1982). Brown et al.

(2000) and Churchill et al. (1999), for example, proposed that fish species that spawn
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offshore often rely on this pumping to transport their larvae to their estuarine and inlet

nursery grounds, while Haigh et al. (1992) and Wolanski et al. (1988) showed that tidal

jets can stimulate plankton growth due to mixing and upwelling.

Tidal inlets are often used as shipping ports as they provide a natural shelter

from the open ocean wave climate and detailed knowledge of inlet hydrodynamics is

subsequently of great interest for engineering and navigational purposes (Seabergh,

2002). It has been frequently shown that sediment transport within and in the vicinity

of tidal inlets due to tidal pumping is significantly influenced by the ebb tidal jet and

associated features (Hume and Herdendorf, 1992, Takasugi et al., 1994, Militello and

Kraus, 2003, Buonaiuto and Bokuniewicz, 2008, Spiers et al., 2009). To retain shipping

channels within and at the entrance to tidal inlets is costly due to the necessity of

dredging and/or installation of jetties or groynes to increase natural scour (Seabergh,

2002).

Tidal inlets and their hydromechanics, particularly those responsible for the inlet-

oceanic water exchange such as ebb tidal jets, are therefore of substantial environmental

and economic interest.

Tidally developing jets are typically associated with a vortex cap of two counter

rotating vortices (figure 1.1) forming and growing immediately outside the channel

exit (del Roure et al., 2009), before detaching and convecting offshore at a velocity less

than that of the mean flow (van Senden, 1985). The trailing jet feeds both mass and

momentum into the vortex cap (van Senden, 1985) and mixing is thus increased even

further (Wells and van Heijst, 2003). Ebb jets and these vortices have been observed

on numerous occasions by for example Chao (1990), Fujiwara et al. (1994), Hearn et al.

(1985), Heron et al. (2005), Onishi (1983) and Joshi (1982). The tidal jet flow through

the inlet entrance is primarily determined by inlet area, tidal range and entrance width

and depending on these properties can be very strong. Onishi (1983) observed a tidal

jet at the Naruto Strait in Japan with velocities of 5 m/s. In practice tidal jets are

also influenced by wind, sea state, density differences and non-tidal currents.

The tidal inlet of Otago Harbour is located on the Southeast coast of New Zealand’s

South Island and is a natural tidal inlet with a mean length, width and water depth

of 23 km, 2 km and 4.5 m, respectively (Smith et al., 2010) and can be seen in figure

1.2. Its main shipping port Port Chalmers is situated mid-way between the harbour

entrance and the city of Dunedin at its end. Although the Leith river enters the

harbour its freshwater input is insignificant compared to the harbour’s tidal fluxes.

The harbour has a spring tidal range volume of around 4.6 ∗ 107 m3 and a low aspect
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of an ebb jet with its associated vortex cap. Arrows
indicate stream line orientation.

ratio opening 500 m wide and on average 15 m deep connecting the harbour to the

Pacific Ocean. During the ebb phase of the tide the volume of water pushing through

the harbour entrance forms the typical turbulent jet extending 2 km away from the

entrance at peak velocities of 1 m/s (Old, 1999). Large scale counter-rotating vortices

have been shown to exist on both sides of the Otago Harbour jet (Old, 1999) and can be

visually observed in a satellite image of the area (figure 1.3). To the east of the shipping

channel a shallow sandbar extends northwards from the harbour entrance. The Otago

Peninsula shelters the ebb jet to some degree from the prevailing North-Northwesterly

Southland current.

The Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet has been previously extensively surveyed using a

vessel-mounted Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) (Old, 1999, Old and Ven-

nell, 2001). Old (1999) found an East-West asymmetry due to the presence of the

sandbar, which also caused the jet to curve towards the bar further offshore. He ob-

served an advective time lag in the jet development, with peak ebb flow further offshore

occurring later than at the harbour entrance. Old (1999) also observed the typical vor-

tex pair propagating offshore which is also visible in figure 1.3.

1.2 Study overview

As will be discussed in chapter 2, an ebb jet, such as that of the Otago Harbour, can

be approximated using a laboratory model of a shallow-water plane jet. The present
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Figure 1.2: Otago Harbour and study area. Top image axes are in degrees lati-
tude/longitude. Bottom image axes are in Eastings/Northings (m) according to the
North Taieri Circuit 1949 projection. Image reproduced with kind permission from Old
(1999).
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Figure 1.3: Google Earth satellite image of the Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet, downloaded
22/01/07.

study aims to improve the present understanding of the dynamics and hydromechanics

of shallow-water ebb tidal jets and plane jets. This is done through a field and an

extensive laboratory investigation.

A field study concerning measurements of the actual Otago Harbour ebb jet pre-

ceded the laboratory investigation and is treated in chapter 3. The vessel-mounted

ADCP data gathered by Old (1999) combined with newly made measurements were

used to spatially interpolate the jet’s velocity field using a Radial Basis Function (RBF)

approach. This led to the observation of the jet’s dynamical terms obtained from the

depth-averaged momentum equations. These dynamical terms are typically difficult

to obtain as they require first and second order velocity derivatives. This is the first

instance where this approach was used not only on an ebb jet, but also on such a large

dataset and high horizontal resolution.

Although the resulting dynamical term distribution revealed many interesting fea-
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tures the inherent temporal variability of the ebb jet due to its tidal nature meant

that the velocity field was equally as variable and therefore difficult to resolve. This

combined with the vessel-borne nature of the measurement technique meant that the

spatial and temporal resolution of the data was limited, thereby making it unclear

whether the spatial variability observed in one of the dynamical terms was innate to

the flow or an artefact of the coarse resolution. Direct measurements of properties

requiring high temporal resolution, such as for example the horizontal shear stresses,

were entirely unattainable.

A subsequent detailed laboratory study of an idealised ebb jet in the form of a

shallow-water plane jet was carried out (chapters 4 through 7). The Particle Track-

ing Velocimetry (PTV) measurement technique yielded instantaneous coverage of high

temporal and spatial resolution velocity measurements, which allowed detailed turbu-

lence analysis of the jet’s velocity field. A novel self-regulating experimental approach

was employed to simulate infinite lateral and downstream boundaries, thereby allowing

the use of very low depth to width aspect ratio (AR)s similar to those of the real Otago

Harbour jet, which constitute the shallowest laboratory plane jet study conducted to

date. Due to the controlled laboratory environment the effects of bottom friction on

the jet’s hydrodynamics could be investigated by systematically varying the jet’s AR

and flow discharge.

Chapter 2 introduces plane jets, their laboratory investigation, the present state of

knowledge regarding plane jets and discusses how they can be employed to approximate

ebb jets. Chapter 3 addresses the Otago ebb jet field study. This is followed by

the laboratory study method (chapter 4). The laboratory results and preliminary

discussion are treated by topic in chapters 5 to 7. All results are drawn together in a

final discussion in chapter 8, followed by conclusions in chapter 9.

1.3 Aims and objectives

The overarching aim of this study was to improve the present understanding of the

dynamics and hydromechanics of shallow-water ebb tidal jets, and in particular to

evaluate the influence bottom friction has on small AR jets. A second aim was to

validate the applicability of the various experimental and analysis techniques to the

context of this research. These techniques were the RBF interpolation, the physical

experimental laboratory jet model and the PTV analysis.

The aims were addressed using the following objectives:
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• Determine the physical driving forces behind the Otago Harbour ebb jet by using

the RBF interpolator to determine the jet’s dynamical balance.

• Evaluate whether the RBF interpolator technique can be employed on large

ADCP datasets from multiple surveys to give the spatial structure of the dy-

namical terms.

• Approximate the Otago Harbour ebb jet in the laboratory by successfully em-

ploying an experimental model of a shallow water plane jet using the shallowest

ARs employed to date.

• Use PTV to quantify the plane jet flow and thus yield a high spatial coverage

and temporal resolution of velocity measurements allowing a detailed turbulence

analysis, focusing in particular on any large turbulent structures such as the

counter-rotating vortices observed in the Otago Harbour jet.

• Assess how bottom friction influences the velocity field of shallow AR plane jets

by systematically varying both the AR and jet discharge in the laboratory jet.

• Evaluate the dynamical balance of the laboratory jet and compare it to that of

the Otago Harbour ebb jet.
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Chapter 2

Laboratory investigations of

shallow-water plane jets

The ability to obtain high resolution data was the motivation behind modelling a sim-

plified ebb jet, i.e. a plane jet, in the laboratory environment. This chapter aims to

give an introduction to the topic of turbulent plane jets, particularly shallow plane

jets. The chapter begins by defining plane jets, followed by a brief introduction to

turbulence in general. The chapter then leads on to discuss turbulent plane jet lab-

oratory representation, particularly the challenges associated with providing ’infinite’

boundaries. Two theoretical plane jet models and their main results are then described

before summarising the main previous laboratory findings of mean and turbulent plane

jet properties. This is followed by previous findings of plane jet dependence on aspect

ratio and Reynolds number, as these are the two main variables tested within this

investigation. Lastly, the chapter briefly discusses the validity of using plane jets to

approximate tidal jets.

2.1 Plane jet definition

A plane jet issues from a rectangular outflow into a plane environment that is unre-

stricted in the lateral (y) and downstream (x) directions. In its thickness (z), however,

the jet is restricted to the height of its outflow (H). The jet therefore has in-plane

velocity components (u and v) which are much larger than their normal-to-plane coun-

terpart (w). The latter component is therefore often neglected in plane jet studies,

making the jet effectively two-dimensional in its temporally averaged velocities.

An idealised conceptual plane jet and its definitions can be seen in figure 2.1. For
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ease of description it is assumed henceforth that the plane within which the jet operates

is horizontal, i.e. x and y are the horizontal dimensions, although some previous studies

have also used vertical planes. The jet issues from a rectangular slot/channel/nozzle of

width W and height H . x is the downstream distance from the centre of the jet exit, y

is the across-jet distance from the mean jet centre line and z the vertical distance from

the tank bed. The respective instantaneous velocity components are u, v and w with

temporal means U , V and 〈W 〉. The classical plane jet issues from its source with a top-

hat shaped profile, i.e. the depth- and width-mean discharge velocity U0 is identical to

the depth-mean velocity across the channel’s width (U(0,−W/2 : W/2) = U0), where

the overbar denotes the depth-mean value. As the jet exits a free shear layer instantly

forms on either side of the jet between the jet interior and the ambient fluid due to the

velocity difference, or shear, between them. The stationary ambient fluid decelerates

the jet, while the jet does the opposite, accelerating the surrounding ambient fluid.

These shear layers thus grow with distance downstream, causing the jet to spread

laterally. In the initial region immediately beyond the jet exit, the shear layers also

grow inwards into the potential core, thereby encroaching upon the originally top-hat

shaped middle of the jet where the velocity is still equal to U0. Where the two lateral

shear layers meet the potential core nominally ends, beyond which the jet centre line

velocity Uc falls below U0, and the velocity profile approaches a self-similar Gaussian

shape. Self-similarity will be discussed in more detail in section 2.4.3. The initial

region holding the potential core is termed the Zone of Flow Establishment (ZOFE),

while the region beyond is referred to as the Zone of Established Flow (ZOEF). Some

researchers (e.g. Ortega-Sanchez et al. (2008)) additionally distinguish an Intermediate

Zone (IZ) which is defined as the section between the end of the potential core (xp) and

the downstream location where self-similarity is established (xs). As the jet spreads, so

does its halfwidth b, which is the lateral distance from the jet axis to where U is equal

to half the mean centre line velocity (U(x, b(x)) = 0.5Uc(x)) (e.g. Deo et al. (2007),

Giger et al. (1991)).

2.2 Turbulence

The above plane jet description applies to a time averaged plane jet. The instantaneous

plane jet at any particular moment in time might look very different due to the jet’s

underlying turbulent structure and therefore this section gives a brief introduction to

turbulence in general.
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Figure 2.1: Plane jet properties.

Turbulence in the ocean can be described as three dimensional energetic random

rotational motions of the water. Turbulence is omnipresent in coastal waters and plays

an important part in mixing processes. It disperses particles initially close together,

but also increases mixing of different water layers by homogenising properties within

the water column. Turbulence transfers momentum and heat but also stresses and

disperses properties of the water column at much higher rates than through molecular

diffusion alone.

Where turbulence occurs it produces large velocity gradients over short distances

and the kinetic energy of the flow is transferred into large rotational vortices. In three

dimensional turbulence these randomly distributed eddies transfer their kinetic energy

in an energy cascade to smaller eddies which in turn continue to transfer the energy to

even smaller eddies until a length scale is reached where viscous forces become dominant

and the energy is dissipated in the form of heat. In shallow flows this energy cascade

can also be reversed with energy shifting to larger eddy scales as will be discussed in

more detail in section 2.4.5.
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2.2.1 Reynolds number

Turbulence begins at a critical Reynolds number (Re) which is usually approximately

of the order of 103, but depends on the type of flow (e.g. Tsinober (2001)). The

Re represents a ratio of inertial and viscous forces. If viscous forces dominate the

Reynolds number is small and the flow can be described as laminar, i.e. streamlines

are approximately parallel and ordered. If the inertial forces dominate, the Reynolds

number lies above its critical value. The flow becomes unstable and random eddy

motions dominate the flow causing it to become turbulent. For plane jets the exact

definition of the Reynolds number is

Re =
LU0

ν
, (2.1)

where ν is the fluid’s kinematic viscosity and L is the relevant length scale which is

either W or H , whichever is smaller. This will be explained further in section 2.3.1.

2.2.2 Turbulent shear stress

The turbulent shear stress, also referred to as the Reynolds stress, is the transfer of

momentum due to the turbulent motions. More precisely, Kundu and Cohen (2008)

defines the turbulent shear stress as ”the rate of mean momentum transfer by turbulent

fluctuations”.

In turbulent flows the instantaneous velocity can be represented as the sum of the

mean velocity, averaged over an appropriate time scale, and the velocity fluctuation,

i.e.

u(x, y, t) = U(x, y, z) + u′(x, y, z, t) (2.2)

v(x, y, t) = V (x, y, z) + v′(x, y, z, t) (2.3)

w(x, y, t) = 〈W 〉(x, y, z) + w′(x, y, z, t). (2.4)

This is more commonly referred to as the Reynolds decomposition. In a two dimensional

flow the z/w component is neglected.

Reynolds decomposition allows to mathematically separate the flow into its mean

and turbulent components. It is not an approximation of the real flow and no assump-

tions are required for the decomposition (Müller, 2006). It allows the analysis of the

mean and turbulent components of the flow separately, provided the averaging period

is much larger than the period of the dominant turbulent fluctuations.
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In a plane jet strong shear stress is experienced between the jet interior and the

near-stationary fluid on either side of the jet, due to the large difference in flow velocity.

The jet exerts an accelerating force on its surrounding fluid while the latter, in turn,

decelerates the jet. Subsequently, the jet’s velocity decreases with distance from the jet

centre. In turbulent plane jets the lateral transfer (in the y-direction) of downstream

momentum (in the x-direction) through turbulent eddies/vortices is the most significant

component of the Reynolds/shear stress tensor and is the product of the medium’s

density ρ and the mean product of the turbulent velocity fluctuations in the x and y

directions (average covariance of the fluctuating components), i.e.

τxy = −ρu′v′. (2.5)

The overall two-dimensional shear stress tensor is given by

T =

[

τxx τxy

τxy τyy

]

=

[

−ρu′2 −ρu′v′

−ρu′v′ −ρv′2

]

, (2.6)

where the over-bar denotes the time mean.

In a turbulent flow momentum is transported primarily by eddies and the molecular

processes (kinematic viscosity) are negligible. The turbulent shear stress is thus often

also represented using the turbulent eddy viscosity ε as defined by (Kundu and Cohen

(2008), p.581)

τxy = ε
∂U

∂y
, (2.7)

where the value of ε depends on the type of flow in a complex way which is beyond the

scope of this work. Here we resolve the temporal and spatial variation in the laboratory

to calculate the shear stresses directly.

2.2.3 Turbulent intensities

The turbulent intensity is a measure of how large a velocity component’s turbulent

fluctuations are relative to the time-mean flow. For a plane jet mean turbulent intensity

(TI) is typically expressed as

TIu =

√

u′2

Uc
(2.8)

TIv =

√

v′2

Uc
(2.9)
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TIw =

√

w′2

Uc
, (2.10)

where Uc is the jet centre line velocity, used as a reference for turbulent intensities.

2.2.4 Turbulent kinetic energy

The total mean turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) per unit volume can be calculated from

the turbulent velocity variances as defined by

k =
1

2
(u′2 + v′2 + w′2), (2.11)

where, in a two-dimensional flow, the last component’s turbulent contribution is ne-

glected.

2.2.5 Anisotropy

A turbulent velocity field that has no directional preference is considered to be isotropic.

This is the case when all velocity components’ mean turbulent fluctuations at a partic-

ular location are identical, i.e. u′2 = v′2 = w′2, or TIu = TIv = TIw, and the Reynolds

stress τxy = −ρu′v′ = 0 (Kundu and Cohen, 2008). If the turbulent intensities are not

equal then the flow is anisotropic.

In the case of a two-dimensional flow, a scatter plot ellipse approach can be used

to determine the amount of anisotropy within the turbulence. A scatter plot of non-

dimensional v′ against u′ can be approximated using an ellipse with major and minor

axes of length a and c, respectively and whose major axis lies at an angle of β to

the x axis (see figure 2.2). These ellipse properties can be determined using the two-

dimensional shear stress tensor T given in (2.6). If the components of T are non-

dimensionalised by dividing them by −ρU2
0 , they form the non-dimensional Reynolds

stress tensor

Tnd =





u′2

U2
0

u′v′

U2
0

u′v′

U2
0

v′2

U2
0



 . (2.12)

The eigenvector χ and eigenvalue φ of a square real matrix such as Tnd are defined as

Tnd × χ = χ× φ, (2.13)

i.e. the eigenvector lies parallel to Tnd even after it has been multiplied by it. The

eigenvalue is therefore physically meaningful, as it gives the direction of Tnd which
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is equivalent to the directional preference of the turbulence, while its eigenvalue gives

information about the turbulence’s isotropy or lack thereof. If the eigenvector is written

as

χ =

[

χxx χxy

χxy χyy

]

(2.14)

and its eigenvalue as

φ =

[

φb 0

0 φa

]

, (2.15)

then this leads to the ellipse’s major axis length

a =
√

φa, (2.16)

minor axis length

c =
√

φb (2.17)

and angle

β = arctan
χyy

χxy
. (2.18)

The major axis length a is a measure of how turbulent the flow field is and thereby has

a similar distribution to the field’s TKE. The relative lengths of the major and minor

axes depend on the amount of directionality within the turbulence. The quantity c/a

is the ellipticity. If c/a = 1 the ellipse is a perfect circle and the turbulence is isotropic.

The smaller c/a, the more anisotropic the turbulence. The angle β gives the orientation

of the turbulence’s major axis.

2.3 Previous plane jet investigations

A non-exhaustive list of previous laboratory plane jet studies and their experimental

parameters can be found in table 2.1. The following sections discuss some of the

differences in experimental set-up between these studies. Refer to the table for details.

Also note that Jirka (1994) summarised results from a paper termed ’Mixing char-

acteristics of shallow turbulent jets’ from 1993 by researchers Chen and Jirka that was

in preparation at the time, but does not appear to have been published. Information

given by Jirka (1994) on Chen and Jirka’s results will therefore be cited as Jirka (1994).

The laboratory study by Rowland et al. (2009) aimed to mimic the flow from a

channel with bounding levees into a lake and therefore included a pair of submerged
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Figure 2.2: Example scatter plot of the turbulent velocity components and the eigen-
value ellipse (red) of their shear stress tensor, with major axis a (green) and minor axis
c (yellow). Example taken from the laboratory results presented in chapter 6.

diminishing levees at the outlet, thereby partially confining the jet laterally within this

region. Although these levees technically rendered Rowland et al. (2009)’s jet to not be

a classical plane jet, Rowland et al. (2009) found that beyond x = 8W the jet assumed

self-similarity and had mean properties consistent with other plane jet studies. They

therefore assumed that the levees had only limited effects beyond the ZOFE and their

results will be directly compared to all others here.

The plane jet experiments by Rockwell and Niccolls (1972) focused primarily on

flow visualisation by producing hydrogen and oxygen bubbles within the flow through

heated wires near the exit, that acted as streak lines. Their results were predominantly

qualitative.

2.3.1 Vertical boundaries and shallowness

In order to limit the jet to a single plane, all studies listed in table 2.1 confined the jet

vertically through parallel solid boundaries spaced at the height of the nozzle/channel

H , although in some of the plane jet experiments carried out in water only a bottom

boundary was included since the water-air interface at the surface acted as the second

boundary to the vertical dimension (Rowland et al. (2009), Chen and Jirka (1999),
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Table 2.1: Previous laboratory plane jet studies and their experimental parameters.

Medium Inflow Other Measurements W (cm) H (cm) AR U0 (m/s) Re

Rowland et al. (2009) water channel with
submerged
diminishing levees

false bed ADV 22.00 5.0 0.23 0.53 27000

Deo et al. (2008) air contracting nozzle HWA 0.56, 1.00, 2.00 34.0, 36.0, 72.0 61.00, 36.00, 36.00 3.00-44.00 1500-57500
Deo et al. (2007) air contracting nozzle HWA 0.56 34.0 60.71 18.40 7000
Deo et al. (2006) air contracting nozzle HWA 1.00 15.0-72.0 15.00-72.00 27.00 18000
Chen and Jirka (1999) water contracting nozzle false bed, weak

ambient co-flow
LIF 1.00 2.5-8.0 2.50-8.00 10000

Jirka (1994) water contracting nozzle false bed, weak
ambient co-flow

LIF 1 (-10 for some) 2.5-15.0 2.50-15.00 1.00 10000

Dracos et al. (1992) water contracting nozzle entrainment water
supply

LDA 1.00 2.0-36.0 2.00-36.00 1.10 10000

Giger et al. (1991) water contracting nozzle entrainment water
supply

LDA 1.00 2.0-36.0 2.00-36.00 1.10 10000

Thomas and
Goldschmidt (1986)

air contracting nozzle HWA 0.64 30.5 47.63 15.24 6000

Ramaprian and
Chandrasekhara (1985)

water contracting nozzle vertical jet with
false walls in large
tank

LDA 0.50 25.0 50.00 0.30 1500

Browne et al. (1984) air contracting nozzle slightly heated jet HWA 1.27 25.0 19.69 9.00 7620
Antonia et al. (1983) air contracting nozzle heated jet HWA 1.27 25.0 19.69 9.00 7620
Mumford (1982) air Slot between

reservoirs
HWA 0.25 40.0 160.00 65.00 10000

Cervantes de Gortari
and Goldschmidt (1981)

air contracting nozzle HWA 0.64 30.5 48.00 24.30 10000

Goldschmidt et al.

(1981)
air HWA 0.64 30.5 48.00 23.77 10000

Everitt and Robins
(1978)

air contracting nozzle HWA + pitot 0.32-2.54 40.6 16.00-128.00 7000-75000

Hussain and Clark
(1977)

air both contracting
nozzle and 2.7m
channel tested

HWA 3.18 140.0 44.03 15.38 33000, 81000

Gutmark and
Wygnanski (1976)

air contracting nozzle HWA 1.30 50.0 38.46 35.00 30000

Holdeman and Foss
(1975)

air contracting nozzle HWA + vorticity meters 2.54 10.2 4.00 30.48 50000

Goldschmidt and
Bradshaw (1973)

air HWA 0.95 40.6 42.65 43.00 26000

Rockwell and Niccolls
(1972)

water contracting nozzle false bed and
surface

hydrogen bubble 2.54 7.6 3.00 1860-10800

Foss and Jones (1968) air contracting nozzle pressure probes 2.54 15.2 6.00
Bradbury (1965) air contracting nozzle weak co-flow HWA + pitot 0.95 45.7 48.00 30000
Heskestad (1965) air 1.5m channel HWA 1.27 167.6 132.00 34000
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Jirka (1994) and in part by Dracos et al. (1992) and Giger et al. (1991)).

Plane jets are often considered to be two dimensional due to their much larger

horizontal than vertical velocity components and the vertical dimension is therefore

often neglected in theoretical calculations as will be seen in the classical plane jet model

in section 2.4.1. In many laboratory investigations two-dimensionality was simulated

by focusing on measurements at mid-depth (z = H/2) and within distances from the

jet exit of the order of the flow depth (e.g. Deo et al. (2007), Thomas and Goldschmidt

(1986) and Bradbury (1965)), thereby limiting the influence of frictional boundary

effects (Jirka, 1994). This type of flow is therefore termed un-bounded and has large

vertical ARs (AR = H/W ) where H ≫ W .

In most environmental jet flows such as river or tidal inlet outflows the aspect ratio

of the flow is, however, of much smaller value than in these experiments. Limiting

measurements to a maximum downstream distance of the order of the flow depth would

therefore be absurd when W is within an order of magnitude of H . Simulating such

shallower flows in the laboratory environment implies that boundary influences from the

bounding walls are unavoidable and, indeed, desirable in order to accurately mimic the

corresponding environmental flow, because such flows are subject to three-dimensional

wall-turbulence of the order of the depth as well as the typical two-dimensional shear

flow turbulence (Jirka, 1994). Such lower aspect ratio plane jet studies are hence termed

bounded and were conducted by Rowland et al. (2009), Chen and Jirka (1999), Jirka

(1994), Dracos et al. (1992), Giger et al. (1991), Holdeman and Foss (1975), Rockwell

and Niccolls (1972) and Foss and Jones (1968). In those low aspect ratio experiments

carried out in water that had a free surface the water-air interface can be ignored as a

solid boundary since the comparatively low viscosity of air causes negligible frictional

effects. This type of boundary is often referred to as a slip as opposed to a solid no-slip

boundary.

A ’shallow’ flow is by definition a flow with larger, usually much larger, horizontal

than vertical dimensions. Many researchers (e.g. Dracos et al. (1992), Jirka (1994))

considered those flows shallow where b ≫ H at some distance downstream of the jet exit

despite the fact thatH > W , i.e. the jet had an AR of greater than unity, but soon after

exit spread to horizontal dimensions much greater than the depth. In this investigation

and in that of Rowland et al. (2009) the shallow flows examined had much smaller

aspect ratios (Rowland: AR = 0.23, Present Experiments: AR = 0.148, 0.092, 0.06),

thereby creating jets that were shallow even in the near-field. To allow us to distinguish

between those shallow flows with aspect ratios greater than unity and those with aspect
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ratios smaller, the former will hereafter be referred to as semi-shallow.

It should be mentioned that there have been numerous other jet studies, some which

also employed very low ARs (e.g. Wakes et al. (2002)), that are not listed in table 2.1

because they examined free rather than bounded jets, i.e. upon exit the jet was not

restricted in the vertical dimension. Beyond one depth scale distance from the exit,

free jets are strongly influenced by the vertical velocity shear with the ambient fluid

rather than by bottom friction resulting in an elliptical rather than a plane jet and

thus cannot be directly compared with the results presented here.

The Re values given in table 2.1 were calculated by the respective authors using the

smaller of the two length scales H and W in equation (2.1). This is common practice

since in a high AR jet horizontal friction, not bottom friction, is expected to limit the

turbulence within the jet, while the opposite is true for a low AR jet. In a high AR jet

the horizontal, not the vertical, length scale therefore limits the jet’s turbulence and

is thus used to calculate Re. The opposite is true for low AR jets. In a low AR jet

the largest turbulence will be in the horizontal plane and the limiting length scale will

thus be the vertical.

2.3.2 Plane jet medium

The experiments that will be presented here were carried out in water. The majority

of previous laboratory plane jet studies, however, were conducted in air (see table 2.1).

The reason for this is as follows. As will be discussed in subsequent sections the two-

dimensional jet has mean transverse cross-stream velocity profiles that have non-zero

asymptotes, i.e. the jet-wards velocity does not diminish with lateral distance from the

jet. Practically this necessitates the provision of the laboratory plane jet with infinite

or the illusion of infinite lateral boundaries. Experiments by Dewals et al. (2008)

show what happens to a plane jet in a laterally restricted flow environment. Their jet

issuing into a restricted basin could not attain the required lateral entrainment fluid

and subsequently started to recirculate within the basin, i.e. forming large vortices of

the horizontal scale of the basin, thereby providing its own entrainment fluid.

To simulate infinite boundaries in air is generally easier than it is in water, as most

experimental facilities are located in laboratories within which the airspace, although

not infinite, is still substantial compared to the size of the experimental model. When

conducting a plane jet study in water, however, infinite lateral boundaries have to be

simulated by establishing a lateral entrainment water supply of some form. Rowland

et al. (2009), Chen and Jirka (1999), Jirka (1994) and Rockwell and Niccolls (1972)
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achieved this by placing a false bed within a much larger tank. The plane within

which the plane jet was operating was thus lying on top of a much larger water volume

to which the plane was open at the sides. The required entrainment water was thus

laterally supplied from this larger water volume. Chen and Jirka (1999) and Jirka

(1994) additionally introduced a weak background current in the jet discharge direction

(co-flow) to ensure that enough entrainment water was supplied. A slight variation on

the false-bed approach was carried out by Ramaprian and Chandrasekhara (1985) who

issued a vertical jet into a much larger tank in between two false walls. A very different

infinite lateral boundary simulation technique in water was used by Dracos et al. (1992)

and Giger et al. (1991), who placed perforated tubes along the lateral boundaries of

their plane jet study region and supplied entrainment water through these pipes at the

estimated required entrainment rate. The experiments presented here had a similar

entrainment water supply as that by Dracos et al. and Giger et al. (1991) but instead

of limiting the entrainment flow rate from the perforated pipes a self-regulating system

was introduced. The perforated pipes supplied ample fluid and any excess exited the

system by spilling over lateral weirs.

Although plane jet experiments in air are easier to create, there are more possibili-

ties of experimental errors due to background drafts within the laboratory or acoustical

excitation. Therefore most researchers took care to limit such disturbances through

the use of screens, anechoic chambers and similar measures.

The largest difference between air and water as experimental media is that the

former medium is compressible, i.e. its density varies with pressure, whereas in the

latter density variation due to pressure is minimal. When the Mach number, which is

the ratio between the medium’s speed and the speed of sound in that medium, is less

than 0.3, however, a compressible fluid is considered to be incompressible, meaning

that density variations due to pressure can be neglected (Kundu and Cohen, 2008).

For all plane jet experiments in table 2.1 that were conducted in air, this was indeed

the case and compressibility influences when comparing results between experiments

within different media, may therefore be neglected.

All studies in table 2.1, bar two exceptions, examined isothermal neutrally buoyant

plane jets, i.e. the jets were of the same temperature and density as the ambient fluid.

The exceptions are the studies by Browne et al. (1984) and Antonia et al. (1983) who

used a slight difference in temperature as a watermass marker.
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2.3.3 Laboratory Reynolds numbers

Flows are often classified by their Re, introduced in section 2.2.1. The value for kine-

matic viscosity ν in equation (2.1) varies with the medium. At a temperature of 20oC,

νair = 1.5 × 10−5m2/s and νwater = 1.0 × 10−6m2/s. When Re is large then inertial

forces dominate over viscous forces and the flow within the jet is turbulent. For shal-

low plane jets this transitional value is 1000 (Jirka, 2001). All experiments listed in

table 2.1 thus had turbulent flows as did all flows in the experiments presented here

(4000 ≤ Re ≤ 12000).

2.3.4 Plane jet measurement techniques

Previous studies have employed a variety of measurement techniques which are briefly

reviewed here, with the chief purpose of highlighting the advantages of the technique

used in the present investigation.

Hot-wire anemometry

As can be seen from table 2.1 the majority of laboratory plane jet studies have used

Hot-Wire Anemometry (HWA) for measurements. Hot-Wire Anemometers are small

heated metallic probes that measure instantaneous velocity by detecting the convective

loss of heat due to the incident current. They can have a very good temporal resolution

and due to their size can also offer a good spatial resolution. Spatial coverage is usually

achieved by employing several anemometers at once and/or moving the existing ones

to other locations. Achieving good coverage is therefore usually labour intensive. The

main draw-back of hot-wire anemometers is that they cannot measure flow direction

(List, 1982) and their measurements can therefore result in errors within the plane jet’s

shear layers where u velocities are at times negative (List, 1982). To avoid such errors

due to flow reversal Bradbury (1965) conducted his plane jet experiments in a weak

co-flow.

Laser Doppler anemometry

Three studies (Dracos et al. (1992), Giger et al. (1991), Ramaprian and Chandrasekhara

(1985)) employed Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) for their laboratory plane jet

studies. Here a Doppler frequency shift in the wavelength of laser beams reflected off

passive tracer particles within the flow allows the calculation of velocity magnitude and

direction. The technique has the advantage of being non-invasive and can have very
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good spatial and temporal resolution. Again, the spatial coverage can only be achieved

by moving the measurement point.

Laser-induced fluorescence

Although Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) does not measure velocity directly, it is

included here as it was used by two of the water plane jet studies in table 2.1 (Chen and

Jirka (1999), Jirka (1994)) to obtain plane jet information. In LIF studies, the jet source

water is mixed with a known concentration of fluorescent dye which acts as a passive

scalar. A horizontal laser sheet induces the fluorescence which is recorded through

images taken perpendicular to the laser sheet. The intensity of fluorescence within

the images can then be used to calculate the concentration of the dye. The readings

are vertical averages over the thickness of the laser sheet which is user defined. LIF

has the advantage of being non-invasive and having a very good horizontal coverage.

Its temporal and spatial resolutions are only limited by the camera used to record the

images. The disadvantage of LIF is that it yields only concentration measurements and

no velocity magnitudes or components. In both LIF plane jet studies a weak co-flow

had to be introduced to avoid contamination of the ambient fluid with dyed water

through flow reversal.

Acoustic Doppler velocimetry

One Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV) plane jet study is listed in table 2.1 (Row-

land et al., 2009). ADV infers three-component velocity signals from the Doppler

frequency shift in backscattered acoustic signals in a usually small sample volume.

ADV has an excellent temporal and good spatial resolution, but again lacks spatial

coverage. Rowland et al. (2009) used a single velocimeter to measure their plane jet

by repeatedly and precisely repositioning it.

Particle imaging and tracking velocimetry

Although none of the experiments listed in table 2.1 used Particle Imaging Velocimetry

(PIV) or PTV both methods have in recent years become increasingly popular in fluid

mechanical experiments. Seo and Kwon (2005), for example, used PIV to measure

three-dimensional rectangular laboratory jets which initially issue as two-dimensional

jets from a rectangular orifice, but spread three-dimensionally and thus ultimately

assume the structure of an axisymmetric jet. Since PIV and PTV are similar in many
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ways and the latter was used in the experiments presented here both will be briefly

introduced.

Both PIV and PTV extract velocities from images of a flow seeded with particles.

The images in question are usually subsequent frames of a video recording. The velocity

of the particles is equivalent to the velocity of the surrounding medium, provided the

particles travel passively within their surroundings. Due to the shallowness of the

experiments presented here and the consequently near two-dimensional flow, positively

buoyant particles were used as surface drogues and thus only the surface motions of the

flow were measured, similar to the PTV study by van Prooijen and Uijttewaal (2002).

Most PIV and PTV studies, however, have been conducted using three-dimensional

flows seeded with near-neutrally buoyant particles (Adrian, 2005). A light sheet of

limited thickness illuminated the particles within the plane of interest and images were

collected by a camera perpendicular to this plane. The majority of PIV studies now

use pulsed lasers and very small particles with diameters of tens of microns in liquid

studies (e.g. Adrian (2005)). Examples of recent PIV studies are Di Cicca and Iuso

(2007) and Lecuona et al. (2002), while some recent PTV studies were carried out by

Plew et al. (2009) and Nokes et al. (2008).

The difference between PIV and PTV lies in the analysis technique of the images.

PTV tracks individual particles between frames. After identifying all particles in two

consecutive frames, as many particles as possible are matched between both frames

using various algorithms. The simplest of these is the distance algorithm. It finds the

match of a particular particle in the first frame by assuming the particle in the second

frame that is closest to the original particle’s position is the correct match. Other

examples of algorithms track particles based on their intensities or shapes. Several

algorithms can be used in conjunction and once initial velocity estimates are obtained

these can be used to improve the matches. Nokes (2009) provides more details and

further examples of PTV matching algorithms. Once the particles have been tracked

between frames, one can easily obtain their velocities from their displacement and the

time elapsed between frames. These Lagrangian, or moving frame, particle velocities

can then be interpolated onto a Eulerian, or fixed frame, grid.

Instead of tracking individual particles, PIV measures velocities through statistical

cross-correlation of intensities of groups of particles within a certain region of two

images. By finding how a certain group of particles has been displaced between frames,

one can infer the mean velocity at this location. A recent review article by Adrian

(2005) summarises the historical development of PIV and its current state of the art.
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PIV has been applied for more than 20 years and its accuracy has been found to be

a function of how densely the particles are seeded, the size and shape of the regions

within which the correlation takes place, and the percentage of particles lost from the

region and the plane of illumination (Adrian, 2005). Generally, dense particle seeding

and a small loss of particles are desirable. If all these factors are optimised, PIV

can yield velocity measurements that are almost 100% correct (Adrian, 2005). Three-

dimensional PIV has been achieved by using two displaced cameras or by creating

holograms (Adrian, 2005).

PIV images can be directly processed to yield velocities, whereas PTV images need

to undergo post processing to identify and track particles and to subsequently calculate

velocities. Although PTV is therefore computationally more expensive, it yields many

more velocity vectors than PIV and thus can have a better spatial resolution. Due to

the now wide range of particle tracking algorithms PTV is also more versatile than

PIV and is therefore preferable in for example strong shear flows where large velocity

gradients exist. PIV and PTV are, however, not mutually exclusive methods, but can

be used in conjunction, where PIV is used as a first estimate, to then enable individual

particle tracking (Adrian, 2005).

Adrian (2005) describes PIV as an ”accurate, quantitative measurement of fluid

velocity vectors at a very large number of points simultaneously”. The same can

be said to be true about PTV. Provided the practical configuration and the analysis

technique are optimised PIV and PTV can perform very well. The temporal and

spatial resolution is limited only by that of the camera and the seeding. PIV and

PTV have the major advantage of large instantaneous spatial coverage which point

measurement techniques such as HWA, LDA and ADV do not provide, although large

spatial coverage usually comes in conjunction with a loss of spatial resolution. LIF can

provide the same spatial coverage, but PIV and PTV are directionally sensitive and

measure velocity components rather than scalar concentrations.

Adrian (2005) does suggest that unlike PIV, PTV requires sparse particle seeding,

but he bases this observation on a distance matching algorithm. Much more sophis-

ticated algorithms have been developed which can perform well with densely seeded

flows (e.g Nokes (2009)), a desirable characteristic if good spatial resolution is required.

Although both PIV and PTV can perform well with densely seeded flows, care needs

to be taken that the density of particles does not in itself influence the flow. Similarly,

in the case of surface seeding as is the case here, once particle density becomes very

large, particles might begin to aggregate due to surface tension effects, thereby form-
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ing larger particles with different drag and inertial properties which no longer travel

passively within the flow and their velocities are therefore not identical to the flow’s.

From experience this type of aggregation can also occur at surface-seeded flows with

low-density seeding within areas of low flow velocity, as in these areas the velocity is

not sufficiently large to counteract the surface tension effects.

2.4 Review of plane jet theory and observations

This section delves into general plane jet knowledge. It starts out by presenting theo-

retical classical plane jet theory and its main results. Additionally, a modified classical

plane jet theory will be presented that incorporates bottom friction. The section then

focuses on results from previous laboratory studies including previous results on plane

jet AR and Re dependence.

2.4.1 Classical plane jet theory

The following Classical Plane Jet Model (CM) equations have been taken from Old

(1999), who in turn summarised standard texts such as Schlichting (1979), Goldstein

(1965) and Pai (1957). The aim here is only to supply a brief summary of Classical

Plane Jet theory to illustrate key plane jet features. Derivation of the equations can

be found in the original texts.

As defined in section 2.1, a plane jet exits at right angles through a rectangular

opening in a wall into a plane that is infinite in its lateral and downstream dimensions.

It changes from an initial top-hat shaped to a Gaussian velocity profile in the ZOEF.

Please refer to figure 2.1 for the standard plane jet variable definitions such as halfwidth.

A classical plane jet by definition is incompressible, in a steady state, isothermal,

hydrostatic and has a constant momentum flux. The Coriolis force is negligible. Its

continuity equation has the form

∂U

∂x
+

∂V

∂y
= 0, (2.19)

while its momentum equation is

U
∂U

∂x
+ V

∂U

∂y
=

1

ρ

∂τxy
∂y

, (2.20)

where ρ is the fluid’s density and τxy the turbulent shear stress or Reynolds stress (see
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section 2.2.2). The terms on the left hand side of equation (2.20) can be rewritten as

U ∂U
∂x

= 1
2
∂U2

∂x
and V ∂U

∂y
= ∂UV

∂y
−U ∂V

∂y
and from mass continuity −U ∂V

∂y
= U ∂U

∂x
= 1

2
∂U2

∂x
.

Therefore (2.20) can be rewritten as

∂U2

∂x
+

∂UV

∂y
=

1

ρ

∂τxy
∂y

. (2.21)

The jet’s halfwidth spread and centre line velocity decay are shown in figures 2.3

and 2.4 and within the ZOEF can be described by

b(x) = Cb(x− x0) (2.22)

Uc(x) =
CAC√
x− x0

, (2.23)

where x0 is the virtual origin and Cb and CAC are coefficients. Cb has to be exper-

imentally determined, while CAC can be derived using the assumption of constant

momentum flux to be

CAC =

√

b0U2
0

I2Cb
, (2.24)

where b0= W/2 for a top-hat shaped velocity exit profile,

I2 =
1

2

√

π

loge4
, (2.25)

where Cp= loge2. Where the potential core ends the across-jet U profile immediately

adopts self-similarity. This location xs is the end of the ZOFE and beginning of the

ZOEF.

xs =
1

αe
(
I1
I2

− 1)b0. (2.26)

where

I1 =
1

2

√

π

Cp
(2.27)

and the entrainment coefficient

αe =
I1Cb

2
, (2.28)

Using a Gaussian similarity form of (see section 2.4.3 for a definition of self-similarity)

f(η) =
U(x, y)

Uc(x)
= e−loge(2)η2 , (2.29)

where the non-dimensional across-jet location η= y/b(x), ultimately leads to the along-
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jet velocity

U(x, η(y)) = Uc(x)e
−Cpη2 , (2.30)

and to the across-jet velocity

V (x, y) = Uc(x)Cb{ηe−Cpη2 − 1

2

∫ η

0

e−Cpη′2dη′} (2.31)

V (x, y) = Uc(x)Cb{ηe−Cpη2 − 0.25

√

π

Cp
erf(

√

Cpη)}. (2.32)

Figure 2.5 shows the normalised across-jet U and V profiles. The asymptotes of V in

figure 2.5 are the entrainment velocity

Ve = lim
y→∞

V (y) = −αeUc(x). (2.33)

The corresponding turbulent stress is

1

ρ
τxy = UV − CbηU

2 = −CbU
2
c (x)

4

√

π

Cp
e−Cpη2erf(

√

Cpη) (2.34)

and can also be found in figure 2.5. Turbulent stress is largest within the jet’s shear

layers. The depth-integrated momentum flux is given from the integration of the

squared velocity profile multiplied by the depth yielding

M = 2ρb(x)HU2
c (x)

∫ ∞

0

f 2(η)dy, (2.35)

where the integral is equal to I2 within the ZOEF , i.e.

M = 2ρb(x)HU2
c (x)I2. (2.36)

As one of the assumptions for the classical plane jet model derivation was constant

momentum flux (see figure 2.4), M may also be calculated using the exit momentum

flux M0= 2ρb0HU2
0 = M , though this does not hold if there is bottom friction.

2.4.2 Plane jet theory incorporating bottom friction

The above classical plane jet equations were modified by Joshi (1982) and Özsoy and

Ünlüata (1982) to incorporate the effect of bottom friction and variable along-jet

bathymetry. The following Modified Plane Jet Model incorporating bottom friction
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Figure 2.3: Classical plane jet (solid line) and Bottom Frictional plane jet (dashed line)
half width and potential core. Bottom friction plane jet results for H/W = 0.064 and
Cb = 0.1.
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normalised centre line velocities (blue) and momentum fluxes (red). Bottom friction
plane jet results for H/W = 0.064.
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Figure 2.5: Classical plane jet (class) and Bottom Frictional plane jet (mod) non-
dimensionalised mean velocity (blue) and turbulent stress (red) profiles. Bottom friction
plane jet results for H/W = 0.064.

(MM) equations were again taken from Old (1999), who used and expanded the model

by Özsoy and Ünlüata (1982). Refer to the original texts for more detail and equation

derivation. All velocities given are depth averaged. Only those model results for a

constant depth are given here.

The continuity equation for the bottom friction plane jet is identical to that of the

classical plane jet. The momentum equation, on the other hand now contains an extra

term resulting in
∂U2

∂x
+

∂UV

∂y
= −CD

U2

H
+

1

ρ

∂τxy
∂y

. (2.37)

where the first term on the right hand side is the quadratic bottom friction term

where CD is the bottom drag coefficient, assuming U > 0. The universal average drag

coefficient for the ocean is CD = 0.0025, while the friction coefficient (f = 8 × CD) in

laboratory experiments has been found to be 0.02 ≤ f ≤ 0.03 (0.0025 ≤ CD ≤ 0.00375)

for the perspex material used as tank flooring here (Nokes, 1985). The field and

laboratory friction coefficients are therefore comparable. The jet spread and axial

velocity decay within the ZOEF can be seen in figures 2.3 and 2.4 and are

B(ξ) =
L(ξ)

I2K(ξ)
(2.38)
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U∗
c (ξ) =

K(ξ)
√

L(ξ)
(2.39)

where ξ= x/b0, B(ξ)= b/b0, U
∗
c (ξ)= Uc/U0 and

K(ξ) = e−µξ (2.40)

L(ξ) = e−2µξs − 2αeI2
I1µ

{e−µξ − e−µξs}, (2.41)

where µ= CDb0
H

. This shows a decreased potential core and an increase in lateral jet

growth and centre line velocity decay compared with the CM. The MM also assumes

a self-similar U velocity profile of the same shape as equation (2.29). The across-jet

velocity component, however, is now

V (x, y) = Vclassical + CDU(x)η
b0
H
. (2.42)

which can be seen in figure 2.5. The MM V component still has the same asymptotes

and hence entrainment velocities as the CM. The turbulent stress is also identical for

both models (see figure 2.5). The momentum flux for the bottom friction model is

also still described by equation (2.36), but is now no longer constant. Instead it now

decreases with downstream distance (see figure 2.4).

2.4.3 Previous plane jet laboratory results: mean properties

The classical plane jet and bottom friction plane jet theories introduced above are

idealised scenarios. There have been many laboratory plane jet studies over the years

which yielded information about plane jets, some of which agreed and some of which

did not agree with classical plane jet theory. Table 2.2 lists some of the previous

laboratory investigations’ parameters tested and selected results where given.

This and the following section summarise some main plane jet features found in

these laboratory studies as well as in theoretical and computational investigations and

compare some of them to the plane jet theories above. The first section focuses on time-

mean properties, while the second deals with temporally varying flow and turbulence

characteristics. The latter were not covered in the plane jet theoretical investigations.
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Table 2.2: Previous laboratory plane jet experimental parameters tested and results found where applicable. Arrows denote an
in-/decreasing tendency.

W (cm) H (cm) AR U0 (m/s) Re xp xs Cb x0 CA x0 (CA)

Rowland et al. (2009) 22.00 5.0 0.227 0.5 27000 8-9W 0.103 -0.13W 0.200 0.97W
Deo et al. (2008) 0.56 34.0 60.710 4-44 1500-16500 see section 2.4.7

1.00 36.0 36.000 3-38.5 2000-26000
2.00 72.0 36.000 3-38.5 4500-57500

Deo et al. (2007) 0.56 34.0 60.714 18.4 7000 6W 10W 0.110 0.170
Deo et al. (2006) 1.00 15.0 15.000 27.0 18000 2W 20W 0.060 ⇓ 0.115 ⇓

1.00 20.0 20.000 27.0 18000 ⇓ ⇑ 0.070 ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
1.00 30.0 30.000 27.0 18000 ⇓ ⇑ 0.080 ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
1.00 40.0 40.000 27.0 18000 ⇓ ⇑ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
1.00 50.0 50.000 27.0 18000 ⇓ ⇑ 0.090 ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
1.00 60.0 60.000 27.0 18000 ⇓ ⇑ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
1.00 72.0 72.000 27.0 18000 5W 5W 0.110 ⇓ 0.180 ⇓

Dracos et al. (1992)/Giger
et al. (1991)

1.00 4.0 4.000 1.1 10000 0.100 6W 0.182 6W

1.00 8.0 8.000 1.1 10000 0.100 0W 0.192 2W
1.00 12.0 12.000 1.1 10000 0.106 3W 0.205 3W
1.00 16.0 16.000 1.1 10000 0.100 0W 0.192 4W
1.00 32.0 32.000 1.1 10000 0.095 0W 0.192 9W

Thomas and Goldschmidt
(1986)

0.64 30.5 47.625 15.2 6000 6W 8W 0.100 -3.2W 0.220 -1.6W

Ramaprian and
Chandrasekhara (1985)

0.50 25.0 50.000 0.3 1500 0.112 0.093

Browne et al. (1984) 1.27 25.0 19.685 9.0 7620 4W 5W 0.104 5W 0.143 9W
Cervantes de Gortari and
Goldschmidt (1981)

0.64 30.5 48.000 24.3 10000 20W 0.083 6.62W 0.240 -4.53W

Goldschmidt et al. (1981) 0.64 30.5 48.000 23.8 10000 0.088 8.75W 0.150 1.25W
Hussain and Clark (1977) 3.18 140.0 44.025 15.2 Nozzle: 33000 5W 8W 0.118 -1.08W 0.123 -4.47W

3.18 140.0 44.025 15.2 Channel: 33000 5W 8W 0.115 1.08W 0.174 0.63W
3.18 140.0 44.025 38.1 Nozzle: 81000 5W 8W 0.120 0.95W 0.113 -211W
3.18 140.0 44.025 38.1 Channel: 81000 5W 8W 0.110 1.3W 0.189 1.73W

Gutmark and Wygnanski
(1976)

1.30 50.0 38.462 35.0 30000 40W 0.100 -2W 0.170

Goldschmidt and Bradshaw
(1973)

0.95 40.6 42.647 43.0 26000 10W

Bradbury (1965) 0.95 45.7 48.000 30000 0.109 3W
Heskestad (1965) 1.27 167.6 132.000 34000 65W 0.110
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Along-jet velocity and self-similarity

A self-similar or self-preserving flow has velocity profiles that collapse on top of one

another when scaled/non-dimensionalised by common parameters, irrespective of their

downstream locations. This essentially implies that although the magnitude and hor-

izontal extent of the flow might change with distance, its shape remains constant. In

the case of a plane jet the time-mean streamwise velocity component U is typically

normalised by the time-mean jet centre velocity Uc, while the across-stream distance

y is typically scaled by b, yielding the similarity parameter η = y/b(x). Therefore the

similarity function that holds true for all profiles within the self-similar region is

f(η) =
U(x, y)

Uc(x)
. (2.43)

The classical plane jet and bottom frictional plane jet theories introduced in sections

2.4.1 and 2.4.2 assume a Gaussian similarity profile (equation (2.29) and figure 2.5)

as did other studies (e.g. Rowland et al. (2009), Deo et al. (2006), Giger et al. (1991)

and Dracos et al. (1992)) although some researchers (e.g. Piquet (1999), Joshi (1982),

Heskestad (1965) and Townsend (1956)) used a squared hyperbolic secant similarity

profile instead. Both functions are very similar, although the secant has slightly broader

wings.

In agreement with plane jet theory, most laboratory plane jet studies indeed found

that their jets reached similarity at some distance xs downstream (e.g. Rowland et al.

(2009), Giger et al. (1991), Dracos et al. (1992) and Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976)),

thus signifying the beginning of the ZOEF, which by definition is entirely self-similar.

As can be seen from table 2.2, where values for the end of the potential core region (xp)

and xs were given these vary greatly between studies without displaying a clear trend.

Rockwell and Niccolls (1972) found that upstream conditions such as the exit velocity

profile influenced xp and this is a likely reason for the discrepancies between studies.

Those studies with channel inflows (see table 2.1) did not have a top-hat shaped exit

profile while those with contraction nozzle inflows differed in contraction rate between

studies.

Jet spread

Jet growth is caused by lateral entrainment through large-scale fluctuations at the jet

boundaries (List, 1982). The shear layer creates vortices that entrain surrounding fluid

into the jet while simultaneously moving jet fluid outwards. The linear jet spread pre-
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dicted by the CM (equation (2.22)) has indeed been found in many laboratory plane

jet studies. Table 2.2 lists some experimentally determined values for Cb and x0. The

spreading coefficient appears to be approximately 0.1 for most studies. Kotsovinos

(1976), Liu et al. (2008) and Stanley et al. (2002) each in independent literature sum-

maries also found similar average experimental values for Cb of 0.104, 0.102 and 0.109,

respectively. Unlike the spreading coefficient, the x0 values differ substantially in table

2.2 and in the above mentioned reviews. This might have been due to slight differences

between inflow conditions for the different studies such as nozzle contraction rate or

channel presence. Hussain and Clark (1977), for example, compared plane jets with

contracted nozzle inflows to those with channel inflows and found that the latter had a

slightly decreased jet spread which was supported by Klein et al. (2003) with numerical

simulations. Klein et al. (2003) observed that inflow conditions in general had a strong

effect on the properties investigated.

Centre line velocity

Similarly to the jet spread conforming to the linear classical plane jet prediction, the

predicted centre velocity square root decay (equation (2.39) and figure 2.4) within the

ZOEF was also observed in most laboratory studies. Accordingly, the values lay on a

straight line with slope CA when plotted as

(
Uc

U0
)−2 = CA(x+ x0). (2.44)

Table 2.2 lists the experimentally determined values for CA and its associated x0 from

some laboratory investigations. As with the virtual origin for the plane jet spread, the

virtual origin of the axial velocity decay varied greatly and the two were not identical,

contrary to the CM predictions. CA varied substantially between different experiments

with an average of approximately 0.17. As with jet spread, Hussain and Clark (1977)

found a difference in CA depending on the type of jet inflow. A channel inflow appeared

to cause a faster centre line velocity decay. Deo et al. (2008) even found differences

in centre line velocity decay rate for different nozzle exit surface areas with the same

aspect ratio. It is therefore likely that the large discrepancies between CA values in

table 2.2 are, at least partially, due to the varying inflow conditions.

Interestingly, Rowland et al. (2009) found an increase of CA with depth, z, of

measurement, suggesting a more rapid velocity decay near the bed, which might have

been expected. Giger et al. (1991) found for their lowest vertical aspect ratio (AR =
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4) that (Uc/U0)
−2 at larger distances downstream did not vary linearly, but rather

exponentially as predicted by the MM (equation (2.39)), thereby suggesting that at

this aspect ratio bottom friction does indeed influence the plane jet.

Cross-jet velocities and entrainment

Classical plane jet theory predicts V velocities to be directed outwards for |y/b(x)| / 1.2

and inwards beyond, approaching near-constant jet-ward entrainment flow as described

in equation (2.33) for |y/b(x)| ' 2.8 (see equation (2.32) and figure 2.5). The ini-

tial outward cross-stream velocities are due to the lateral spreading of the main jet

fluid, while the jet-ward motion at larger |y/b(x)| can be attributed to the entrain-

ment of ambient fluid into the jet. Entrainment is the movement of non-turbulent

fluid from outside the jet boundaries (Turner (1986) called this ’engulfing’), into the

jet interior. The entrainment coefficient depends only on Cb (equation (2.28)) which

previous laboratory investigations found to be approximately 0.1 (section 2.4.3) and

thus αe ≈ 0.053. The predicted V distribution and associated entrainment velocity

has indeed been found in experiments by for example Ramaprian and Chandrasekhara

(1985) and Rowland et al. (2009). The latter, however, found good agreement only

for their near-surface measurements. The ZOEF near-bed cross-stream velocities were,

contrary to the equation, actually directed towards the jet for |y/b(x)| < 0.5, while for

|y/b(x)| > 0.5 outwards cross-stream velocities were stronger than predicted, suggest-

ing possible secondary circulation (see section 2.4.3). Giger et al. (1991) found for their

lowest aspect ratio (AR = 4) a faster decrease in centre line velocity but no change

in jet spread and therefore concluded that this must have been due to a decreasing

entrainment coefficient with distance downstream, thereby suggesting that αe might

not always be constant as assumed by theory.

Momentum flux

In the classical plane jet momentum M is conserved, i.e. dM/dx = 0 while the bottom

frictional plane jet sees a decrease in M with x (equation (2.37)). Giger et al. (1991)

reviewed several deep plane jet studies and found that momentum flux increased or

decreased near the jet exit before approaching a constant value. There is no clear

explanation as to this initial change in M , although the subsequent approach to a

constant value indicates that no frictional momentum flux loss occurred. Giger et al.

(1991) found for their own lowest aspect ratio (AR = 4) that their momentum flux

indeed decreased beyond x/H = 20 due to bottom friction. Rowland et al. (2009)
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estimated momentum from their shallow plane jet data (AR = 0.23) with distance

from source and found that momentum loss and the rate of momentum loss in the

downstream direction both increased with the depth of measurement. Little momentum

loss occurred at the surface within their ZOEF.

Vertical structure

Since the classical plane jet is two-dimensional, no significant vertical variations in ve-

locity should be present. Several laboratory plane jet studies incidentally did find such

vertical variations, also known as secondary circulation, so called because it is smaller

in magnitude than the main primary velocity field. Giger et al. (1991), Dracos et al.

(1992), Holdeman and Foss (1975) and Foss and Jones (1968) all found some secondary

circulation in their semi-shallow plane jet experiments from horizontal realignment of

vertical vortices. They described the secondary circulation to be in the form of ’rollers’

with axes aligned in the x direction with fast outward velocities at the jet centre surface

and bed and slow inward velocities at mid depth. Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986)

detected the presence of up to ten vertically stacked horizontally inclined roller-like

structures in their deep plane jet flow. Dracos et al. (1992) found strong secondary

currents from these rollers in their mid-field (2 < x/H < 10) that caused non-similarity

and Uc, b and V values to deviate from the predictions. Dracos et al. (1992) did not,

however, find secondary circulation within their shallowest plane jet (AR = 4), while

Holdeman and Foss (1975) found secondary currents in their AR = 4 experiments that

decayed by x/W ≃ 40. This raises the question of whether shallowness suppresses

strong secondary circulation.

Rowland et al. (2009) performed the shallowest plane jet experiments to date (AR =

0.23) and made measurements at several vertical locations. They found that their

cross-stream velocity and lateral shear stresses deviated from self-similar plane jet

theory below the surface of their flow and increasingly so with bed proximity. This

was, however, not the case for their streamwise velocities and turbulence intensities.

They also found a vertical gradient in the cross-stream velocity. The ZOEF near-bed

cross-stream velocities were such that, contrary to equation (2.32), they were actually

directed towards the jet axis for |y/b(x)| < 0.5, while for |y/b(x)| > 0.5 outwards cross-

stream velocities were stronger than predicted. Rowland et al. (2009) attribute their

vertical disparities to their unique submerged levee entry conditions and consequently

deem it unlikely that secondary circulation was inherent in the flow. As a result a

possible dampening effect on secondary circulation by the aspect ratio still remains to
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be determined.

Unrelated to secondary circulation but nevertheless interesting are the differences

Rowland et al. (2009) found in the vertical streamwise (U) velocity distribution between

the ZOFE and ZOEF. They found a logarithmic vertical velocity profile over the entire

depth in the ZOFE but only in the bottom third or half of the depth in the ZOEF. This

resulted in a larger vertical velocity gradient in the ZOFE (10-20%) compared to the

ZOEF (0-8%). Additionally, the vertical maximum U velocity within the ZOEF shifted

to around mid-depth, although there was only a small difference (average of 2.6%)

between this maximum mid-depth velocity and the surface velocity. The experimental

results that will be presented here are based solely on surface velocities and as a result

the above findings by Rowland et al. (2009) are of importance when relating them to

depth-mean velocities.

Scalar concentration

The concentration of a passive tracer in a plane jet was measured using LIF by Jirka

(1994) and Chen and Jirka (1999). Ramaprian and Chandrasekhara (1985) on the

other hand used temperature as a passive tracer, keeping the temperature difference

low enough to inhibit buoyancy effects. The concentration of such scalars, i.e. non-

directional flow properties, has a similar distribution to the streamwise velocity U . The

scalar concentration reaches self-similarity in the ZOEF as found by all three studies

mentioned above and its halfwidth bc follows the same linear growth (Chen and Jirka,

1999)

bc = Cbc(x− x0b). (2.45)

Ramaprian and Chandrasekhara (1985) found Cbc = 1.49Cb (Cbc = 0.167, Cb = 0.112),

which is close to that considered normal for an unbounded (deep) plane jet (Cbc = 1.4Cb

(Chen and Jirka, 1999)) and similar to others they found in the literature. Chen

and Jirka (1999) and Jirka (1994), however, found Cbc = 1.7Cb for their semi-shallow

bounded plane jets, possibly suggesting that scalar spatial spread is increased by bot-

tom friction.

The axial concentration Cc also behaves like the axial velocity through (Chen and

Jirka, 1999)

(
C0

Cc

)2 = a1
x

W
+ a2, (2.46)

where Chen and Jirka (1999) found values for a1 and a2 of 0.3 and 8 respectively for

their shallowest aspect ratio (AR = 2.5) and for x/W > 100 for the others tested.
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2.4.4 Previous plane jet laboratory results: time-averaged tur-

bulent properties

Since the plane jets investigated here are all turbulent (Re > 103) their underlying

velocity structure can be separated into a mean and a turbulent component as done

by the Reynolds decomposition introduced in section 2.2.2. The plane jet theory and

results presented up until now all referred to the jet’s time-mean velocities and asso-

ciated properties, whereas the following section aims to summarise previous findings

regarding the turbulent velocity fluctuations.

All turbulent plane jet studies revealed a temporally immensely variable velocity

field. The majority of studies, including the one presented here, identified large scale

coherent vortex-like structures within the jet region which appeared to be intrinsic

to the flow and often dominated the instantaneous flow field. Consequently, after an

initial summary of time-mean turbulent properties, these prominent structures lie at

the centre of the following plane jet turbulence review. All studies that found these

large scale structures measured velocity over durations which were significantly longer

than the structures’ time scale, thus allowing for Reynolds decomposition (see section

2.2.2). Due to the shallow nature of the experiments that will be presented here, the

focus will lie on the findings of other shallow or semi-shallow plane jet studies, rather

than deep plane jet studies.

Turbulent intensities

TI was introduced in section 2.2.3. The plane jet across-jet TIu profiles have been ob-

served to have a saddle shape with symmetric maxima within the shear layers (Rowland

et al. (2009), Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976), Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986), Brad-

bury (1965), Heskestad (1965)). Some studies showed a decrease in the ratio between

the lateral TIu maxima and the TIu jet centre line value with distance downstream

(Deo et al. (2006), Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986), Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976),

Heskestad (1965)) and Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976) suggested the saddle shape was

likely to vanish entirely eventually. Along the jet centre line TIu was observed to follow

a rapid initial increase over x before approaching an asymptotic value (e.g. Rowland

et al. (2009), Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976)), although some studies found a peak

prior to the asymptotic behaviour (Deo et al. (2007), Dracos et al. (1992), Thomas and

Goldschmidt (1986), Browne et al. (1984)).

Across-jet TIv profiles did not have the saddle shape of TIu but instead had their
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maxima at the jet centre, decreasing with y (e.g. Rowland et al. (2009), Gutmark and

Wygnanski (1976) and Bradbury (1965)). Their magnitude also increased with x and

Browne et al. (1984) found a peak similar to that in their TIu values. The magnitudes

of TIv were generally slightly lower than those of TIu, although Rowland et al. (2009)

found theirs to become larger along the jet centre line beyond x/W = 6.

Some of the un-bounded deep plane jet studies also determined TIw (Browne et al.

(1984), Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976), Bradbury (1965)) and found its magnitude

to be slightly smaller than that of the other two components. In a shallow plane jet

TIw would necessarily be small as the turbulence’s vertical extent is limited by the

water depth.

As a side note, Browne et al. (1984) found that self-similarity in the U profiles was

achieved at a smaller x than the asymptotic behaviour of TIu, the latter also being an

indication of self-similarity (Giger et al., 1991). According to Browne et al. (1984) the

TI distribution is therefore a much better indicator of self-similarity preservation than

U as U is so large that small deviations from self-similarity are difficult to discern.

Turbulent kinetic energy

TKE quantifies a flow’s total mean turbulent energy and was introduced in section

2.2.4. Bradbury (1965) measured TKE in their turbulent plane jet and found the same

saddle-shaped across jet distribution typical for TIu. Browne et al. (1984) found the

same saddle shape and, after a short but rapid initial increase, saw the ratio between

the TKE maxima and the jet centre line velocity decrease with x, again similar to

the behaviour of TIu. Along the jet centre line Browne et al. (1984) found TKE = 0

within the potential core, then a dramatic increase followed by an equally rapid decrease

before seemingly levelling out at a near-constant value of approximately one quarter

the magnitude of the large peak. This centre line peak in TKE occurred at the same

location that had a peak in TIu and Browne et al. (1984) suggested that both peaks

were caused by a collision of vortices where the shear layers met.

Shear stress

The plane jet shear stresses (see section 2.2.2) found in the laboratory studies of Brad-

bury (1965) and Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976) agreed well with those predicted by

equation (2.34) and figure 2.5. Heskestad (1965), on the other hand, found their peaks

to be slightly lower than those predicted. Rowland et al. (2009) found no change in

shear stress distribution with distance downstream but vertically the stresses flattened
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out with depth by more than an order of magnitude and none of them were as large

as predicted by the above equation.

Anisotropy

Where isotropic turbulence exists the Reynolds stress tensor’s eigenvector ellipse axes

lengths are equal (see section 2.2.5). Isotropic turbulence is unlikely in a shear flow such

as that of a plane jet, as the large lateral velocity gradient creates large shear stresses

within the shear layers as could be seen in the previous section. This effectively means

that as high velocity fluid from the jet interior is laterally swept into lower velocity

ambient fluid, its momentum exerts an accelerating force on its new surroundings, i.e.

an outward v′ value is associated with a positive u′ value. Similarly, slower ambient

fluid that is laterally ejected into the jet interior exerts a decelerating force on its

surroundings, i.e. an inward v′ value is associated with a negative u′ value. The flow

is therefore anisotropic. In the case of shallow free shear layers there is typically no

isotropy between their vertical and horizontal turbulent components either, due to the

limited vertical extent (van Prooijen and Uijttewaal, 2002).

Unsurprisingly therefore, anisotropy has been observed in previous laboratory plane

jet studies. Everitt and Robins (1978) found that although not largely different, near

the jet exit v′2 developed more rapidly than u′2, while further downstream the opposite

was true. Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976) found on the jet centre line that
√

w′2/u′2 ≈

0.71 and
√

v′2/u′2 ≈ 0.82. Browne et al. (1984) observed the TIu’s asymptotic value on

the jet centre line to be of approximately twice the magnitude of that of TIv. In their

ZOEF Browne et al. (1984) found v′2/u′2 < 1 ratios across the jet that decreased even

further with y. Dracos et al. (1992) found anisotropy for x/H > 5, since, when plotted

against a logarithmic x scale TIu had a −1/2 slope, while TIv’s slope was −1/4.

2.4.5 Previous plane jet laboratory results: coherent turbu-

lent structures

As will be shown in this section, many laboratory plane jet investigations, including the

one presented here, observed large horizontal organised (coherent) turbulent structures

within the jet shear layers which advected downstream. The vortices within each shear

layer all have the same sense of rotation which is opposite to that of the vortices

within the other shear layer and are thus counter-rotating. These vortices are very

prominent features and dominate the jet’s turbulent structure. They have often, but
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not always, been observed to be asymmetrically aligned across the jet axis, causing the

jet to ’weave’ in between them and thus causing an apparent meandering or ’flapping’

jet motion (e.g. Dracos et al. (1992), Rowland et al. (2009)). Findings regarding these

coherent structures and jet meandering will be summarised in this section.

Significance

Meanders and large vortices are known to exist in nature (Jirka, 2001) and have been

observed in ocean jets by for example Allen et al. (1991), who found them in a large

scale coastal transition zone jet off California, or by Flierl et al. (1987), who detected

large scale meanders in the Gulf Stream. Onishi (1983) found large scale spatially

growing coherent structures in aerial images of a shallow tidal jet.

Large scale coherent structures are intrinsic to high Re mixing layers (Ho and

Huerre, 1984), such as the lateral shear layers of a plane jet. Bradbury (1965) found

that a large amount of a plane jet’s shear stress and turbulent energy is carried by

eddies larger than the size of the shear layer. Similarly, van Prooijen and Uijttewaal

(2002) observed for a shallow mixing layer that this large scale horizontal turbulence

rendered the small scale three-dimensional turbulence insignificant. Only at distances

where the horizontal Reynolds stresses had been sufficiently reduced through bottom

friction, to be of a similar size as the vertical Reynolds stresses, influence from three-

dimensional turbulence could be detected through a change in entrainment coefficient.

By separating the meander from the bed induced turbulence through low pass filtering

Rowland et al. (2009) also showed that the plane jet’s turbulence was dominated by the

meanders and associated vortices. When removing the meander dominated turbulence,

they found that the turbulent intensity magnitudes were reduced by almost an order

of magnitude and the remaining shear stress in the surface layer was one sixtieth of

the original.

The importance that this dominance of the large coherent structures within the

turbulence field has becomes apparent when looking at concentrations of scalars. Chen

and Jirka (1999) measured scalar concentrations within a semi-shallow jet and found

that the large scale coherent structures contained up to four times the concentration

as the location’s mean, suggesting that the mean concentration value is not a good

indication of actual instantaneous concentration. Similarly, Jirka (1994) found from

LIF passive tracer images that the time-averaged concentration spread along the semi-

shallow plane jet they studied was much narrower than the root mean square (RMS)

concentration spread, suggesting that there are also strong spatial as well as temporal
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fluctuations. This becomes highly significant when investigating pollution, nutrient or

sediment distributions from jet discharges, where instantaneous concentrations might

be of great importance and mean plane jet knowledge might consequently not be suf-

ficient.

Vertical vortex structure

Some of the laboratory studies that were carried out with very high aspect ratios

often found that the vortices were vertically long roller like structures (e.g. (Mumford,

1982)) which realigned at an angle to the x-axis, thereby no longer being precisely

vertical. Such roller-like structures can at times be subject to other instabilities along

their axes (e.g. Jimenez (1983), Lasheras and Choi (1988)) which can be thought

of as undulations within the ’roller’. For these reasons these rollers have often been

found to be the cause of substantial secondary circulation within the flow. Since the

results presented here deal with particularly low aspect ratio plane jets the focus of

this section will lie on coherent structure findings from semi-shallow (AR of the order

of 1) or shallow (AR < 1) investigations, where such rollers were much less commonly

found.

These large coherent structures do not appear instantly, but require a development

time and length (Jirka, 2001). Dracos et al. (1992) found in their semi-shallow plane

jet experiments three regions within the vortex development. The first ’near-field’

(x < 2H) shear flow was two-dimensional on average but consisted of small-scale three-

dimensional turbulence and the flow was therefore not influenced by the boundaries

except for a very small boundary layer near the bed. In the mid-field (2H < x <

10H) the interaction between two- and three-dimensional turbulence created a strongly

three-dimensional flow with secondary currents, probably due to the above mentioned

horizontally realigned rollers. In the far field (x ≥ 10H) the vortices achieved horizontal

extents beyond the vertical depth of the flow and by x/H = 15−20 their jets displayed

fully developed meanders for all aspect ratios tested. In their shallowest experiment

(AR = 4), however, they did not find a mid-field with secondary currents. It can thus

not be assumed that such a three stage vortex development actually occurs within a

truly shallow flow, because it is likely that the three-dimensional bottom frictionally

induced turbulence is ’felt’ by the jet almost upon exit.
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Shallow flow vortices

Shallow flow coherent structures are so called because their vertical dimensions are

smaller than their horizontal. Many coastal flow features such as tidal jets, but also

river outflows, coastal currents, many tidal flows in general and also many atmospheric

flow features fall under this category. Fully turbulent unidirectional shallow flows,

such as wakes and jets, are often known to exhibit large scale coherent instabilities

(Jirka, 2001) and are subject to strongly periodic fluctuations with lateral amplitudes

and wavelengths of the order b (Jirka, 1994). These coherent structures are considered

to be ’quasi two-dimensional’ as their horizontal extent is much larger than the flow

depth, their horizontal flow components extend over the depth of the flow and they lack

significant vertical components (Jirka, 2001). These vortices will hereafter therefore be

referred to as two-dimensional coherent structures (2DCS).

Rowland et al. (2009) explains that in a shallow jet the surface susceptible to

bottom shear is much larger than those surfaces susceptible to the lateral shear, which

essentially extend over the depth of the flow, whereas the former extend over the

horizontal width of the jet. Therefore, the turbulence structure of the shallow-jet can

be expected to not only be influenced by the lateral shear between the high-velocity

jet and its stationary surroundings as predicted by classical plane jet theory, but also

by the shear caused by bottom friction as predicted by the bottom frictional plane

jet model. In shallow flows, however, the three-dimensional turbulence created by the

bottom frictional influence is limited in size by the flow depth (Socolofsky and Jirka,

2004), whereas the lateral 2DCS are not, which is the reason for their prominence.

Symmetry

In the developed jet flow there commonly only exists one 2DCS within each shear

layer at each downstream location. When the two 2DCS of both shear layers are

aligned across the jet their configuration is symmetrical about the jet axis giving the

jet a ’puffing’ appearance (List, 1982). Where the 2DCS are misaligned they have an

asymmetrical configuration giving rise to the already mentioned apparent ’flapping’

or ’meandering’ jet. This meander has been likened to a ’von Karman - type vortex

street’ (Oler and Goldschmidt, 1982). In a review paper List (1982) summarised that

both modes of vortex configuration had been found in plane jets. The studies reviewed

here that investigated symmetry, however, predominantly found the meandering type

of flow within their ZOEF (Rowland et al. (2009), Deo et al. (2008), Dracos et al.
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(1992), Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986), Browne et al. (1984), Antonia et al. (1983),

Cervantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981)), although Rockwell and Niccolls (1972)

found a cycling between symmetric and asymmetric modes in their higher Re experi-

ments.

Nevertheless, Deo et al. (2008), Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986), Browne et al.

(1984) and Antonia et al. (1983) all found that their plane jets displayed symmetri-

cal 2DCS within their potential core region and that the asymmetrical realignment

occurred where the two shear layers met. As mentioned earlier, Browne et al. (1984)

proposed that the sudden peak in turbulent intensities at this location found by them

and some others was due to the symmetrically aligned vortices colliding. Deo et al.

(2008) suggest that symmetry within the potential core region is caused by the type of

jet inflow. A contracting nozzle inflow thereby creates symmetric vortices within the

potential core region, while channel exit flows cause antisymmetric vortex configura-

tions within this region. Since almost all of the studies in table 2.2 used contracting

nozzles and those with channels did not investigate vortex symmetry within the po-

tential core region, it is impossible to determine the validity of this theory. Since the

experiments presented here employed a channel, however, they can potentially provide

some support for or against this theory.

Vortex advection

The coherent structures have been found to propagate downstream at velocities UCS

below that of the mean jet centre line flow Uc. Rockwell and Niccolls (1972) found the

ratio UCS/U0 near the exit to lie between 0.5 and 0.55 but found it variable with x, while

Cervantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981) and Goldschmidt et al. (1981) found

0.58 <= UCS/Uc <= 0.75. Goldschmidt et al. (1981) also found that the convection

lines of the vortices had the same angle as the mean flow’s streamlines.

Vortex growth

The plane jet vortices have been observed to grow with distance downstream (e.g.

Dracos et al. (1992), Browne et al. (1984), Antonia et al. (1983), Rockwell and Niccolls

(1972)). Dracos et al. (1992) found their vortices to be approximately the size of the

halfwidth and to grow at the same rate as the jet. This horizontal growth is caused

by entrainment and vortex pairing (Jirka, 2001). Vortex pairing is a process within

which two adjacent vortices with parallel axes and same sense of rotation merge to

form a single larger vortex. For vortices of the same size and frequency, vortex pairing
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doubles the original wavelength, while halving the original frequency. Thomas and

Goldschmidt (1986), for example, found a halving of the vortex frequency at the end

of their potential core where the formerly symmetrically aligned vortices realigned

asymmetrically. Unless vortices were destroyed here, this implies that the realignment

occurred in conjunction with a vortex pairing. Vortex pairing has been documented on

numerous occasions (e.g. Ho and Huerre (1984), Huang and Ho (1990)) and Rockwell

and Niccolls (1972) gave detailed photographic evidence of it in a plane jet. According

to Ho and Huerre (1984) vortex pairing is the primary mechanism by which free shear

layers, such as the shear layers in a plane jet, grow laterally.

Maximum vortex size

Vortices only grow until a maximum size has been reached, beyond which any further

attempted growth results in a vortex ’tearing’ (Ho and Huerre, 1984). For deep flows

this maximum size is a function of the radius and spacing of vortices (Ho and Huerre,

1984) and tearing eventually culminates in a transition to small scale turbulence. For

semi-shallow or shallow flows vortex size is limited by the effect of bottom friction.

The 2DCS decay through vertical shear stress τb caused by bottom friction as given by

(Jirka, 2001)

τb = ρCfU
2/2, (2.47)

where Cf is a quadratic law bottom friction coefficient (typically 0.01 for laboratory

experiments (Jirka (2001)). Therefore the maximum size a vortex can achieve is that

which causes it to lose all its energy within one rotation, i.e. λmax≈ 2H/Cf (Jirka,

2001) typically resulting in a maximum vortex size of the order of 100H .

Turbulence spectra

Information about these large scale structures has also been obtained from statistical

and spectral analysis. In normal three-dimensional turbulent flows energy progres-

sively shifts to larger frequencies (smaller eddies) through vortex tearing/stretching

before dissipating through viscosity at sufficiently small scales. The power spectra of

three-dimensional turbulence data is therefore known to adhere to a −5/3 power law

dependence within the inertial subrange of frequencies. This can be visualised in plots

with logarithmic axes as a straight line dependence where the slope of that line is −5/3.

In two-dimensional turbulent flows, however, the energy spectrum distribution follows

a −3 power law among the low frequencies (Dracos et al. (1992),Jirka (2001),Lesieur
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(1997)) as energy is not restricted to shifting to larger frequencies, but can also shift to

lower frequencies through vortex pairing. Dracos et al. (1992) and Jirka (2001) found

that this −3 power law dependence replaced the −5/3 power law dependence in the

lower frequencies only in their far-field which is not surprising as the flow only achieved

two-dimensionality at this distance. Dracos et al. (1992) still found a −5/3 power law

dependence for the higher frequencies and a transitional zone with a −1 dependence

between the two. By fitting sloped lines and computing their intersections Dracos et al.

(1992) found the cut-off frequencies for the beginning and end of the −3 power depen-

dence region to respectively be fb = C1Uc/b(ξ
′ − ξ′b)

1/2 and fe = C2Uc/b(ξ
′ − ξ′0)

1/2 for

(ξ′ − ξ′0) > 10, where ξ′= x/H , C1 = 0.036 and C2 = 0.0036 from experiments.

Chen and Jirka (1999) and Jirka (1994) also found the −5/3 to −3 power law

dependence change in their semi-shallow plane jet scalar concentration fluctuations, as

did Rowland et al. (2009) in their plane jet velocity fluctuations. The latter concluded

that the data following the −3 power law were solely the meander/2DCS turbulence,

while the higher frequency −5/3 power law dependent data were the bed induced

three-dimensional turbulence. They were able to separate the two types of turbulence

from each other by low pass filtering their velocity data with the dominant meander

frequency and found that the 2DCS turbulence dominated the turbulence field.

This −3 power law spectra behaviour was also observed by Dracos et al. (1992) for

both velocity components in their plane jet experiments. They found that the flow had

a dominant frequency identifiable from a peak in the power spectrum which increased

in magnitude with distance downstream, although its associated dominant frequency

reduced with distance due to vortex pairing and propagation speed decline. This was

confirmed by Cervantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981), who additionally found

that the dominant frequency was independent of y. Deo et al. (2008) found that these

spectral peaks appeared from x = 2W .

Correlations

Additionally to flow visualisations and power spectra, velocity correlations have been

used extensively to extract information about large coherent structures in plane jets.

By strategically placing two hot-wire anemometers at selected locations their outputs

could be cross-correlated to yield information about the symmetry, frequency and wave-

length of the vortices (e.g. Cervantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981), Goldschmidt

and Bradshaw (1973), Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976), Antonia et al. (1983), Gold-

schmidt et al. (1981)). A positive cross-correlation between readings from two probes
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placed symmetrically about the jet axis indicates asymmetric vortex alignment and

thus meandering as was shown by Cervantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981) and

Goldschmidt and Bradshaw (1973), while negatively correlated readings imply sym-

metry. This is how Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986), for example, discovered a shift

from symmetrical to asymmetrical vortex alignment beyond the potential core. Cer-

vantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981) found the cross-correlation amplitude to be

an indication of flapping amplitude which they discovered was approximately 20% of

the halfwidth in their experiments. Cross-correlations between probes displaced in x

yielded vortex/flapping frequency and wave length (Cervantes de Gortari and Gold-

schmidt (1981),Goldschmidt and Bradshaw (1973)). The flapping or vortex frequency

can also be obtained from auto-correlations of the same probe’s output as was done by

for example Rowland et al. (2009) and Cervantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981).

Strouhal numbers

The dominant flapping/vortex frequency can consequently be obtained from power

spectra peaks and time differences between reoccurring peaks in correlations. When

this dominant frequency fd is non-dimensionalised using either W and U0 (e.g. Deo

et al. (2007), Goldschmidt and Bradshaw (1973)) or b and Uc (Jirka, 2001), one obtains

the Strouhal number (St)

St =
fdW

U0
(2.48)

which can then be compared between studies. Both Cervantes de Gortari and Gold-

schmidt (1981) and Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986) found St ≈ 0.11 within their

ZOEFs, whereas Everitt and Robins (1978) found a St between 0.2 and 0.3, similar

to that of Bradbury (1965) of St = 0.3 ± 0.1. Dracos et al. (1992) found for their

shallowest jet of AR = 4 that St = 0.082. Deo et al. (2007) found a value of 0.22,

while Goldschmidt and Bradshaw (1973) found 0.27. Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986)

observed that the frequencies of some of their spectral peaks were ’difference modes of

some other’, i.e. they can be found by adding or subtracting two others, while some

were harmonics of other peak frequencies. Onishi (1983) found large scale 2DCS in

aerial images of a real shallow tidal jet (AR = 1.2) and calculated Sts at the end of the

potential core for different dates and found values between 0.2 and 0.5. In summary,

only few studies determined plane jet Sts and from the little evidence no universal

value or clear trend in St is apparent.
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Stability

Although the flow within a turbulent plane jet is turbulent, the jet itself undergoes a

spatial transition to turbulence caused by lateral shear. During this transition some

small scale ’instabilities’ of varying frequency and wavelength get amplified exponen-

tially and roll up into the previously mentioned vortices (Ho and Huerre, 1984). Sta-

bility theory aims to determine these ’unstable’ wave characteristics which become

the dominant instability mode of the flow regime. In the case of shallow plane jets

these amplified instabilities are expressed in the form of 2DCS and, where present,

meandering of the jet.

Although the initial instability modes arise through linear processes, as soon as

the superimposed disturbances propagate and are amplified they start interacting with

each other in a non-linear fashion and stability analysis is usually carried out using

numerical simulation (e.g. Ravier et al. (2006)).

There are three types of stability states for 2DCS (Socolofsky and Jirka, 2004).

The first is absolute instability, within which disturbances grow at a fixed location and

can thus travel upstream with respect to the fixed location. The second is convective

instability in which disturbances grow only at a moving location and thus only travel

downstream with respect to the fixed location. The third is stability within which dis-

turbances do not grow and/or decay (Socolofsky and Jirka, 2004). Absolute instability

is rare in shallow jets due to the strong downstream currents (Socolofsky and Jirka,

2004) unless the jet has a lower density than the surrounding fluid (Ravier et al., 2006).

Linear stability analysis of shallow jets in stationary surroundings (e.g. Socolofsky

and Jirka (2004), Jirka (1994)) has shown that stability depends on the stability pa-

rameter S and the jet Reynolds number Rej . The stability parameter is defined as

(Socolofsky and Jirka, 2004)

S =
Cf0.881b

H
. (2.49)

If S lies below a critical value the instabilities grow. S is essentially a ratio between

the stabilising bottom friction and destabilising lateral shear (Uijttewaal and Booij,

2000). The jet Reynolds number is defined as (Socolofsky and Jirka, 2004)

Rej =
0.5Uc0.881b

νε
, (2.50)

where νε is the kinematic eddy viscosity which is related to the turbulent eddy viscosity

ε in equation (2.7) through ε = νερ. Unlike Re in equation (2.1), Rej is not a measure of
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the turbulence within the jet, but instead of whether an already turbulent jet becomes

unstable. This is why Rej uses the eddy viscosity rather than the kinematic viscosity.

Socolofsky and Jirka (2004) found that for Rej > 1000, stability was independent of

Rej and therefore depended only on S.

Since S is a function of the jet’s inverse local aspect ratio b/H , which increases with

distance from the exit and in real tidal jets also varies over the tidal cycle with the tidal

elevation, an eventual transition from an initially unstable to a stable jet will occur.

Rowland et al. (2009) showed that the meandering/vortex structure of the shallow

turbulent plane jet contains the majority of the turbulent intensity, and a stable jet

would therefore mean a much reduced turbulence structure.

Socolofsky and Jirka (2004) found from their linear stability analysis a critical

stability parameter of S≈ 0.6 for shallow flows in uniform density fluid, while Jirka

(1994) found that for large Rej Sc ≈ 0.66. Conservatively assuming the former value

is correct and given a Cf value of 0.01, this implies a high Re plane jet is/remains

unstable provided that

b < 68H. (2.51)

Socolofsky and Jirka (2004) and Jirka (1994) also supplied the most unstable wave

numbers and frequencies for varying S. Ravier et al. (2006) examined the stability

of two-dimensional non-shallow varying density plane jets using linear and non-linear

stability analysis. They found a dominance of those instability modes associated with

asymmetrically aligned vortices about the jet axis, which conforms with the majority

of the experimental findings mentioned earlier. Interestingly, they also found that this

dominance of the asymmetrical over the symmetrical regime was small for a top-hat

shaped exit profile, but very large for a near-Gaussian exit profile. This supports

the earlier stated findings, that inflow conditions severely affect the downstream jet

structure.

2.4.6 Aspect ratio dependence

As mentioned in sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.5, the majority of laboratory plane jet investi-

gations focused on deep plane jets, i.e. large vertical aspect ratio jets (AR ≫ 1). Since

most environmental flows and particularly the ebb tidal jet that this study aims to

approximate are indeed shallow (AR ≪ 1), a bottom frictional influence on the plane

jet might be expected and the study presented here aims to determine its effect by

varying the shallow plane jet aspect ratio.
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The plane jet model incorporating bottom frictional effects by Özsoy and Ünlüata

(1982) summarised in section 2.4.2 predicts bottom frictional effects in shallow jet mean

properties, such as an exponential jet spread and a faster centre line velocity decay.

Those laboratory studies that have tested plane jet aspect ratio dependence dealt with

semi-shallow to deep jets (AR > 1) (Dracos et al. (1992), Deo et al. (2006)). As far

as the author is aware only a single laboratory study focusing on a truly shallow jet

(AR ≪ 1) has been carried out (Rowland et al., 2009). Although this study’s results

were detailed and extensive, only a single aspect ratio was tested, and therefore an AR

dependence of shallow jets yet remains to be determined.

Nevertheless, AR dependence has been shown to exist even for semi-shallow and

deep jets. Dracos et al. (1992) tested aspect ratios between 4 and 36, while Deo et al.

(2006) tested aspect ratios between 15 and 72. Deo et al. (2006) found as AR increased,

so did the length of the potential core and the jet’s spread, while the distance where

the jet achieved self-similarity decreased. Deo et al. (2006) found that their higher

aspect ratio jets no longer conformed to the predicted Uc ∼ x−1/2 power law at some

distance downstream which increased with aspect ratio, while their lowest aspect ratio

(AR = 15) did not conform to this power law at all. They attributed this to secondary

circulation caused by the vertically bounding surfaces, which affected the lower aspect

ratios sooner than the larger aspect ratios. Dracos et al. (1992), on the contrary,

found secondary circulation within all their jets, bar that with the lowest aspect ratio

(AR = 4). Holdeman and Foss (1975) did, however, find secondary circulation at the

same aspect ratio. Dracos et al. (1992) also failed to find a difference in jet spread

and TI distributions for different aspect ratios, except where influenced by the lack

of secondary circulation. Giger et al. (1991), however, found an increased centre line

velocity decay for their lowest aspect ratio (AR = 4) as predicted by the bottom friction

plane jet model. From table 2.2 no clear AR dependent trend in jet spread and velocity

decay can be seen between different studies, although slightly different experimental

configurations for each study makes a direct comparison difficult. Rowland et al. (2009)

and Giger et al. (1991) found some momentum flux loss due to bottom friction (see

section 2.4.3).

In summary, both studies that investigated AR dependence of plane jets obtained

some conflicting results and no conclusive trend has therefore been established. Since

both studies covered slightly different aspect ratio ranges, however, this is not neces-

sarily surprising as frictional boundary effects might not necessarily be unidirectional

and/or linear. Regardless of any possibly determined bottom frictional effects by either
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or both of these studies, since the aspect ratios used by both are between two and three

orders of magnitude larger than the ones tested here, even a conclusive AR dependence

trend at these high values, would be unlikely to still hold true at such greatly reduced

aspect ratios.

2.4.7 Reynolds number dependence

Aside from aspect ratio dependence, Re dependence was also investigated in the ex-

periments presented here. The most extensive previous study on Reynolds number

dependence of plane jets was carried out by Deo et al. (2008) (see table 2.2) using high

aspect ratio jets. Deo et al. (2008) found Re independence for Re ≥ 25000, while Klein

et al. (2003) numerically simulated a two-dimensional plane jet and found Re indepen-

dence for Re > 6000. Both studies suggest that the plane jet is not fully turbulent

below a certain Re value. One needs to again distinguish here between flow and jet tur-

bulence. All studies listed in table 2.1 dealt with jets which contained turbulent fluid

(Re > 1000), but that does not necessarily imply that the jet itself was fully turbulent

(see Stability Theory in section 2.4.5). The studies by Deo et al. (2008) and Klein

et al. (2003) therefore suggest that many of the studies in table 2.1 and the majority

of experiments presented here were actually within an intermediate Re region where

jet turbulence/instability was not yet fully developed. Everitt and Robins (1978), for

example, found no Re dependence of xs and xp, but their Re values were larger than

7000 and their plane jets were therefore possibly Re independent.

Deo et al. (2008) found that within their intermediate Re number region, Re altered

the plane jet’s inflow conditions, and an increase in Re thus caused the exit top-hat

velocity profile to become more distinguished, the exit peak TI values within the shear

layers to decrease and the exit boundary layer thickness to decrease. Rockwell and

Niccolls (1972) found that increasing Re resulted in the formation of large vortices

closer to the jet exit and a decrease in the potential core length xp, while Klein et al.

(2003) observed in their numerical simulations that such larger length scales caused

faster spread. Deo et al. (2008) confirmed these results by finding that an increase in

Re caused xp to decrease asymptotically, while the jet spread increased in this region.

Both findings denote increased entrainment. Deo et al. (2008), however, suggest that

this increased entrainment was caused by an increase in symmetrical vortex alignment

dominance, rather than the presence of larger vortices. In their intermediate Re ex-

periments, the dominance of the symmetric regime increased with Re. For Re > 7000

only the symmetrical mode was present in this region (St ≈ 0.22). Deo et al. (2008)
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still found, however, that in the near-field for Re < 10000 St slightly increased for both

modes with increasing Re, while they both seemed to become independent of Re from

Re ≈ 10000. Rockwell and Niccolls (1972) observed that an increased Re resulted in

an increased St according to St = 0.012(Re)0.5 and that the vortex wavelength λ on

each side of the core followed λ/W = 0.44(Re)−0.5. In addition, Deo et al. (2008) found

that an increase in Re caused xs to decrease, suggesting the increased entrainment is

a feature of the entire ZOFE.

Within the similarity region, however, Deo et al. (2008) found a reduced centre

line velocity decay and a decrease in spread for higher Re, suggesting that contrary to

the ZOFE, the ZOEF was subject to reduced entrainment with increasing Re. They

observed that an increase in Re caused CA to decrease asymptotically. This asymptote

was reached at the previously mentioned value of approximately Re = 25000, beyond

which the jet appeared Re independent. Deo et al. (2008) obtained the same trends

for the virtual origin associated with the centre line velocity decay. Cb decreased

asymptotically from 0.14 to 0.09, while its associated virtual origin increased from −3

to 0. Contrary to their ZOFE symmetry findings, Deo et al. (2008) found that in the

ZOEF the asymmetrical mode dominated and that St increased from 0.1 to 0.22 as Re

increased from 3000 to 16500.

Within the along jet TI profiles, Deo et al. (2008) observed that the TI peak at the

end of the potential core decreased with increasing Re. The x location of maximum TI

and its magnitude thus decreased from 18W to 12W and from 0.31 to 0.22 respectively,

while its asymptotic value increased. Again, both the TI’s maximum and its asymptote

appeared independent of Re for Re ≥ 25000.

Deo et al. (2008) suggest that the increased spread in the far field for lower Re

might have been due to a lack of vortex destruction when the shear layers met due to

the increased asymmetrical alignment within the potential core region for lower Re.

For larger Re symmetrical alignment dominated in the potential core region and vor-

tices might have been destroyed by their collision at the end of the core. They would

have thus had to be regenerated asymmetrically aligned, thereby reducing entrainment

during this regeneration. This theory contradicts the previous theory of the TI peak

being caused by vortex collision at the end of the potential core. The latter is contra-

dicted by Deo et al. (2008)’s results, as the TI peak actually decreased for increasingly

symmetrically aligned vortices.

In summary, a plane jet Re dependence has indeed been found on several occasions,

although the findings do not necessarily agree as to exact trends and values. It has also
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been suggested that there might be a threshold Re value beyond which the jet becomes

Re independent, although its magnitude is equally uncertain. The fact remains that all

studies investigating Re dependence dealt with large aspect ratio jets and it is possible

that a shallow jet’s Re dependence is very different to that of a deep jet.

2.5 Using plane jets to approximate ebb tidal jets

Plane jet tidal jet analogies have been drawn before, by for example Joshi (1982) and

Rowland et al. (2009). Joshi (1982) conceded that tidal jets can be strongly influenced

by the wave and current environment, meteorological fluctuations and density gradients

as well as the state of the tide, but in order to achieve a better understanding of tidal jets

Joshi (1982) simplified the problem by examining a turbulent, homogenous, isothermal

plane jet subjected to bottom friction and a variable depth, with the intention of

adding the above factors at a later stage. Rowland et al. (2009) considered shallow-

water environmental outflows such as river and tidal inlet outflows to be analogous

to plane or two-dimensional bounded jets since ”turbulent mixing with the receiving

waters is considered restricted to the vertical margins of the outflow due to contact

with the bed at the base and the free water surface at [the] top of the outflow”. This

section explores the similarities and differences between both types of jet, to determine

the validity of a comparison between them.

2.5.1 Theoretical considerations

In many ways a classical plane jet is an idealised and simplified tidal jet. As for a plane

jet, most tidal jets indeed operate within a horizontal plane restricted by the sea bed

and surface and in most cases their vertical velocity components are small compared

to their horizontal counterparts.

Unlike plane jets, however, the sea bed in real tidal jets is rarely uniform. The

Otago ebb tidal jet, for example, has a very prominent sand bar that extends outwards

from one side of the harbour mouth and eventually the jet traverses the sandbar. Many

other tidal jets experience an increase of depth with distance from the mouth (Özsoy

and Ünlüata, 1982). Influences on the flow field through such large depth variations

are not accounted for by classical plane jet theory.

The second most important limiting factor when comparing plane jets to tidal jets

is the temporal variability in tidal jets. Plane jets by definition are in a steady state,

i.e. there is no temporal variation in the mean velocity structure. Laboratory studies,
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such as the ones presented here, achieve a steady state, by taking measurements only

after a sufficient amount of time has elapsed since the initiation of the experiment.

Tidal jets, on the other hand, vary over time with the dominant tidal frequency (see

section 3.1). Experiments by del Roure et al. (2009), Gao et al. (2008), van Senden

and Imberger (1990) and Pullin and Perry (1980) simulated a starting jet with time

variable jet outflows. Some starting jet experiments were also carried out as part of

the present investigation, but they will not be discussed here. Starting jets have been

found to exhibit a growing counter-rotating vortex cap that propagates offshore as the

jet flow increases, with the body of the jet trailing behind the cap. The jet eventually

diminishes as the source flow decreases. When comparing plane jets to tidal jets the

assumption is made that at the peak of the tidal jet flow the jet approaches a steady

state well behind the starting cap.

Naturally, there are many other factors affecting a tidal jet that plane jet theory

and experiments do not incorporate, such as variations in wave state, barotropic pres-

sure, winds or background currents to name a few. Nevertheless, plane jets can give

insights to fundamental tidal jet dynamics and properties provided one is aware of

the simplifications and idealisations made during the comparison. Onishi (1983), for

example, identified typical plane jet features such as a potential core and shear layers

with large scale coherent vortices in a tidal jet, using aerial photography and satellite

imagery.

2.5.2 Practical considerations

The laboratory modelling of geophysical flows invariably leads to problems associated

with scaling issues. One needs to scale down the flow to allow it to fit within a

laboratory model, while at the same time not altering its dynamical and geometrical

properties. In the case of plane jets there are primarily three properties that need to be

considered. These are the Reynolds number Re (equation (2.1)), the Froude number

(Fr) and the aspect ratio AR. Re was introduced in section 2.2.1 and is the ratio of

the inertial and viscous forces. Fr, on the other hand, is the ratio of the inertial and

gravitational forces, the latter being represented by the shallow water wave speed

Fr =
U0√
gH

, (2.52)

where g is the acceleration due to Earth’s gravity (g = 9.81m2/s). If Fr ≥ 1 the flow

is super-critical, i.e. the flow speed is equal or greater than the speed of long surface
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waves, meaning that information about the flow cannot travel upstream. For two flows

to be dynamically similar, their Re and Fr values have to be identical (Kundu and

Cohen, 2008). In the Otago Harbour Ebb tidal jet Re = 7.5× 109 and Fr = 0.08. It is

impossible to create flows in the laboratory with such a high Re, while still keeping Fr

low. Thus a concession must be made in laboratory modelling and invariably that is to

assume that the flow becomes Re independent at high Re, allowing the experimental

Re to be greatly reduced while still retaining turbulent flow. Fr on the other hand has

to remain subcritical.

Typically ebb tidal jets have ARs much smaller than unity, as the depth of the flow

is usually much smaller than its width. The Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet for example

has an aspect ratio of 0.03. The majority of previous laboratory studies listed in table

2.1 investigated plane jets with AR >> 1, i.e. deep or semi-shallow (AR > 1) plane

jets (see section 2.3.1), the only exception being that of Rowland et al. (2009), whose

plane jet had an AR of 0.23. The plane jets investigated in the present laboratory work

were true shallow jets and covered ARs as low as 0.06.

For completeness’ sake two further parameters should be compared in magnitude

between the Otago Harbour jet and the laboratory jet. The first is a non-dimensional

measure of the bottom friction, such as the bottom drag coefficient CD. As mentioned

in section 2.4.2, the bottom drag coefficients of both jets are very similar. Another

approximate non-dimensional number to use would be the ratio of CD and AR as this

also includes a length scale over which the bottom friction might act. The resulting

values are 0.083 for the Otago Harbour jet and between 0.026 and 0.052 for the labo-

ratory jet and are, again, therefore very similar. It should be added here that this last

non-dimensional assessment of bottom friction might result in a slight underestimate

due to the length scale used being in the across rather than the along-jet direction, due

to the lack of an appropriate along-jet length scale.

The second other parameter that should be compared in magnitude between both

jets is the Rossby number (Ro), a non-dimensional parameter comparing the relative

strengths of the inertial and Coriolis forces. The Coriolis force is the deflection of the

flow due to the earth’s rotation and increases with latitude. From Kundu and Cohen

(2008)

Ro =
U0

f L
, (2.53)

where L is the horizontal length scale, in the present case W and f is the Coriolis

parameter. If |Ro| . 0.1, then the Coriolis force is considered to be significant. For

the Otago jet |Ro| = 19, while for the laboratory jet 4400 ≤ |Ro| ≤ 16000. Although
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they differ substantially, both are large enough to signify a very low influence of the

Coriolis force on the flow, if any. The exact extent of the influence of the Coriolis force

on both jets will be determined in chapters 3 and 7.

2.6 Summary

• This chapter introduced plane jets and their properties and discussed the var-

ious aspects affecting their laboratory representation and how previous studies

addressed them.

• Unlike most field observations, laboratory investigations allow for high resolution

measurements.

• A plane jet is essentially a simplified and idealised ebb tidal jet and can thus be

used to investigate certain properties of the latter.

• Since the majority of environmental flows such as ebb jets are shallow flows, i.e.

have horizontal dimensions that are larger than their vertical dimensions, bottom

friction can be expected to exert a detectable influence on the jet as shown by

the results of the two plane jet models introduced.

• Shallow plane jets are particularly difficult to model in the laboratory environ-

ment due to their requirement of ’infinite’ lateral and downstream boundary

conditions.

• To the best of the author’s knowledge only a single previous laboratory plane jet

study has been conducted that employed truly shallow plane jets, i.e. AR < 1

(Rowland et al., 2009), although some investigated semi-shallow aspect ratios

(1 < AR < 10). Although many laboratory plane jet studies have been carried

out, their results, many of which were summarised in this chapter, are therefore

not necessarily applicable to shallow jets.

• The time-averaged velocity structure of plane jets in general has been extensively

studied, but turbulent plane jets have also been found to be temporally highly

variable. The instantaneous plane jet contains large prominent vortices within the

jet shear layer that, depending on their alignment about the jet axis, give the jet a

meandering or puffing appearance. In shallow flows these vortices are particularly

large and prominent and have been observed in many shallow environmental jets.
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This large discrepancy between the jet’s time-averaged and instantaneous flow

fields is highly significant for any environmental or mixing studies and is thus of

particular interest.

• It follows that, although there is a vast amount of literature on plane jet experi-

ments in general, very little is known about how bottom friction influences plane

jets and their turbulent velocity field at shallow aspect ratios.
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Chapter 3

Dynamics of an ebb tidal jet

observed using RBF interpolation

3.1 Introduction

The Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet introduced in chapter 1 was surveyed on several

occasions using a vessel-mounted ADCP. Four of the five surveys used for the analysis

here were carried out by Old (1999) and Old and Vennell (2001), each of which surveyed

adjacent areas at the harbour mouth over one semi-diurnal tidal cycle. The fifth survey

was conducted by the author on different survey lines and was included in the analysis

to spatially correlate three of the previous surveys. Old (1999) and Old and Vennell

(2001) analysed their ADCP survey data using harmonic reduction, i.e. by fitting sine

curves of known tidal frequencies to each velocity time series at a horizontal location.

This smooths noisy data and allows velocity predictions at the same location at any

time during the tidal cycle. In the study discussed here the relatively novel technique

of RBF interpolation was used instead to smooth and interpolate the velocity field.

RBF interpolation effectively fits a minimum curvature surface to the data, allowing

velocity interpolations not only in time, as the harmonic reduction approach does, but

also in space. An additional advantage of the RBF interpolation is that it allows the

harmonic reduction to be spatially smoothed. The smoother RBF interpolated velocity

data will be compared to the harmonically reduced velocity interpolation by Old (1999)

and Old and Vennell (2001).

RBFs can be used to ensure that the interpolated velocities’ first and higher order

derivatives are continuous. This allows for improved estimates of the velocity deriva-

tives required for determining the dynamical terms, making it possible to compute the
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dynamical terms of the depth-averaged shallow-water momentum equations directly

from the data. The observations of the dynamical terms in the momentum balance

enable a better understanding of ebb jet structure at different stages of the tide. The

presented observations will be compared to numerical model results of a similar ebb

tidal jet by Hench and Luettich (2003) and the laboratory observations in chapter 7.

This section begins by introducing the ADCP instrument and its use in vessel-

mounted current surveys. The harmonic reduction method often applied to such ve-

locity data will then be briefly discussed before focusing on the new RBF approach

and its associated techniques for optimum performance. The depth-averaged shallow

water momentum equation will then be discussed in terms of its dynamical terms,

their importance and how they may be obtained directly from the data using RBF

interpolation.

3.1.1 ADCPs

An ADCP (figure 3.2a) is an instrument that measures the velocities of different layers

in the water column using acoustical techniques. It emits short sound pulses into the

water and measures the difference in frequency between these emitted pulses and those

backscattered from particles travelling passively in the water. The motions of the

particles that reflect the sound pulses create a Doppler frequency shift in the reflected

signal. This Doppler shift is proportional to the speed of the particles in the along-beam

direction. Assuming that the particles travel passively in the water and are therefore

representative of the water itself, one can thus deduce the speed of the water. The time

delay of the reflected sound pulse combined with the known speed of sound in water

gives information on the location of the particles relative to the instrument. From

the combined beam data one can thus infer the velocity of the particles in different

vertical water layers (’bins’) of constant height. Most modern ADCPs have two pairs of

opposing beams positioned in a convex configuration, each operating as both transducer

and receiver of the acoustic pulses. The four beams are inclined from the vertical by

an angle of 20 to 30o which allows all three velocity components to be resolved. Each

pair of transducers gives an independent vertical velocity reading, and by comparing

both one arrives at the error velocity, which gives a measure of a reading’s accuracy.

Increased sound pulse frequency increases resolution and decreases range. ADCPs tend

to be used either moored on the sea-bed looking upwards, or facing downwards attached

to a moving platform near the sea surface, typically a vessel. In the case of the study

discussed here the ADCP was vessel-mounted.
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There have been many vessel-mounted ADCP studies to date and a very small

selection is mentioned here, e.g. Geyer and Signell (1990), Munchow et al. (1992),

Allen and Simpson (2002). Studies by Munchow et al. (1992) and Geyer and Signell

(1990) compared the performance of vessel mounted ADCPs with data collected by

moored current meters and found very good agreement between both, although they

observed random noise in the velocity measurements of between 0.03 and 0.07 m/s,

which Munchow et al. (1992) found to be correlated with the sea state and removed

the noise through spatial and temporal averaging. Vessel-mounted ADCP measure-

ments of tidal jets have been carried out before, e.g. Fujiwara et al. (1994), Chadwick

and Largier (1998) and Chadwick and Largier (1999). Fujiwara et al. (1994) used four

separate vessels to continuously sample a tidal jet over 24 hours while Chadwick and

Largier (1998) used cross-sectional surveys across the San Diego Bay mouth to deter-

mine the effect of tidal range on the bay’s tidal exchange rate due to the ebb/flood

asymmetry. Another extensive vessel-mounted ADCP survey by Chadwick and Largier

(1999) covered the ebb jet area immediately outside the bay mouth.

3.1.2 Harmonic reduction

Four of the five vessel-mounted ADCP surveys used in the study presented here were

carried out and previously analysed by Old (1999) and Old and Vennell (2001). The

analysis employed the different technique of harmonic reduction. The surveys by Old

(1999) and Old and Vennell (2001) as well as those by Geyer and Signell (1990) and

Chadwick and Largier (1998) repeatedly traversed the same transect lines over the

course of a tidal cycle, where each traverse of all transect lines will be referred to as

one ’circuit’ here. These multiple circuits gave numerous measurements for each part of

the circuit to resolve the whole tidal cycle. The depth-averaged data were horizontally

binned, or averaged, into boxes along the survey lines, thereby creating velocity time

series for each horizontal bin. Through classic harmonic reduction they were then

able to smooth and interpolate the data temporally and to separate the tidal from the

residual current. This classic harmonic reduction of Old (1999) and Old and Vennell

(2001) used least squares fits to each horizontal velocity component (u and v) of the

depth-averaged velocity. The time series at a particular location were fitted with sine

curves corresponding to the semi-diurnal lunar tidal frequency M2 (tidal period 12.42

h, known to be the dominant tidal constituent in this area) and its second and third

harmonics (M4 and M6). This enabled Old (1999) and Old and Vennell (2001) to

examine the velocity structure at particular times during the tidal cycle.
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The limited number of frequencies (M2, M4, M6) which could be resolved by the 13

hour surveys limited the ability of the harmonic reduction to resolve rapidly changing

flows. This was particularly the case in offshore regions of the survey area, due to the

strong tidal asymmetry/pumping inherent in the flow. The method also lacked spatial

coherence, as each horizontal location was fitted independently. The analysis of both

Geyer and Signell (1990) and Old (1999) and Old and Vennell (2001) merged several

ADCP surveys collected at different times by applying a phase shift and amplitude

factor to their data. Old (1999) and Old and Vennell (2001) found that the sine

curve phases corresponding to the M2 and M4 tidal constituents generally matched up

between adjacent surveys, but that that of the M6 component often displayed large

discrepancies.

3.1.3 Radial basis functions

A different approach to harmonic tidal analysis of vessel-mounted ADCP data that

has developed over the last two decades is that of RBFs. Thin plate splines (TPS)

are one class of RBFs and are physically equivalent to bending a thin horizontal plate

to fit data vertically offset from the plate’s plane by placing heavy weights at various

locations on the plate’s surface. These weight locations are sometimes also referred

to as ’nodes’. The TPS’s weights are chosen to minimise the plate’s total energy or

curvature. If a spline weight is placed at all data locations, the data are fitted exactly

and the resulting surface passes through every data point. Sandwell (1987) realised

early that by using fewer weights than data points noisy data could be smoothed and

used this to smooth and interpolate satellite measured ocean surface altimeter data.

Candela et al. (1992) extended the technique to vessel-mounted ADCP data without

circuit repetitions. The large spatial gaps in their data allowed only very few weights to

be applied and they found that results were very dependent on location and quantity of

the weights. Vennell (2006) further extended the Candela et al. (1992) technique and

applied it to data much denser both spatially and temporally due to circuits having

been traversed numerous times. He found that the interpolations using TPS were

independent of weight numbers and locations, provided enough weights were applied

to resolve the smallest spatial scale of interest.

Vennell and Beatson (2006) explained that TPS are one class of Radial Basis Func-

tion (RBF), so termed as they are radially symmetric about a particular centre. The

term ’centre’ is equivalent to the previously used terms of ’weight location’ or ’node’.

RBFs are able to approximate any function by minimising curvature, thus producing
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a smooth surface minimising energy. Since TPS are just a particular form of RBFs,

Vennell and Beatson (2006) showed that by using previously known RBF techniques

TPS performance could be significantly improved. Firstly, Vennell and Beatson (2006)

imposed side conditions that restricted the curvature of the RBF surface predominately

to the survey area. They also found that putting weights at the location of data points

as required by RBF theory reduced buckling of the splines.

The following equations are adapted from Vennell and Beatson (2006) unless where

otherwise stated. The polyharmonic RBFs used to spatially represent the data have

the form

S(x) = ~P (x)α+
N
∑

n=1

λnΦ(|x− yn|), (3.1)

where bold variables are two component vectors, ~P is a polynomial vector, N the

number of weights, x the horizontal location of the data point (x, y), yn the weight

location and the vectors α and the λn’s are series of coefficients. These coefficients are

chosen to best fit the data using least squares. Φ is the polyharmonic basis function.

The lowest order continuous TPS RBF has the biharmonic basis function Φ(x) =

|x|2 log |x| and the polynomial is linear, i.e. ~P =
(

1 x y
)

. These biharmonic RBFs

have continuity of their first derivatives and were used by Vennell (2006). To obtain

an even smoother surface and a continuous second and third derivative a triharmonic

RBF can be employed where the basis function Φ(x) = |x|4 log |x| and the polynomial

is quadratic, i.e. ~P =
(

1 x y x2 y2 xy
)

. These triharmonic RBFs were used by

Vennell and Beatson (2006), Vennell and Old (2007) and Vennell and Beatson (2009).

The RBF weight coefficients λn must fulfil the side conditions

N
∑

n=1

λnp(yn) = 0, (3.2)

for all separate polynomial terms p of ~P . These are the constraints added by Vennell

and Beatson (2006) to restrict the RBF curvature outside of the data region. RBF

theory requires these conditions to minimise the energy. In the case of an exact fit,

a weight is placed at all data locations and N = Mp, where Mp is the number of

data points. RBF’s can be used for smoothing as well as interpolating purposes by

having much fewer weights than data points, N ≪ Mp. The system is consequently

overdetermined and equation (3.1) can subsequently be solved subject to (3.2) by

constrained least squares.

To allow for temporal and specifically tidal variation in velocity the 2D RBF form
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of equation (3.1) has to be expanded to

u(x, t) = F u
0 (x) +

Mp
∑

m=1

[F u
m(x) cos(ωmt) +Gu

m(x) sin(ωmt)], (3.3)

v(x, t) = F v
0 (x) +

Mp
∑

m=1

[F v
m(x) cos(ωmt) +Gv

m(x) sin(ωmt)], (3.4)

where the functions F (x) and G(x) are all of the form of equation (3.1) and differ

only in their polynomial and RBF coefficients α and λn, u(x, t) and v(x, t) are the

depth-mean horizontal velocity components and ωm the tidal frequencies included in

the analysis.

Determining RBF weight location

Vennell and Beatson (2006) greatly improved techniques to find the number of weights

required and their placement. By placing all weights at data locations rather than

at arbitrary locations within the survey region a smoother surface can be achieved.

Furthermore Vennell and Beatson (2006) developed the ’greedy fit’ technique, where

centres are added iteratively by placing the next weight at the data point with the

largest residual between the newly predicted and actual values. They showed that

this technique rapidly decreases the total root mean square (RMS) error between the

predicted and actual data values. Vennell and Beatson (2009) improved the technique

even further by introducing the ’modified greedy fit’, within which the next weight

location is chosen based on minimising the overall RMS error between the velocity

interpolation and the actual data. This prevents placing a weight at the location of

a possible data glitch, which is a potential danger in the normal greedy fit. To find

the best next weight location using a modified greedy fit, each remaining data location

would have to be tested as a potential next centre, which would be computationally

excessive. Instead, Vennell and Beatson (2009) tested only a small random number of

new centres. They calculated that when selecting a new centre from 10 random tested

centres the best centre within those 10 will be within ’the best 20% of centres 89% of

the time’. To further reduce the computational cost Vennell and Beatson (2009) gave a

mathematical approach based on Householder’s least squares that relies on an additive

process of centres.

For mathematical reasons the initial three weights for biharmonic, or six weights

for triharmonic, RBFs cannot lie on a straight line or lie close together (Vennell and
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Beatson, 2009). To overcome this problem the first weights can instead be selected

from a randomly trialled number of three/six weight location combinations to be those

that create a polygon with the largest area. This ensures both requirements of not

lying close together or on the same line are met.

Determining the number of RBF weights

To determine how many weights should be applied Vennell and Beatson (2006) intro-

duced the ’cross-validation’ technique. When fitting too few weights the underlying

velocity pattern of a test data set could not be resolved. When fitted with too many

weights the noise within the test data was fitted, thereby masking the underlying sig-

nal and increasing the uncertainty in the predictions. To find the optimum number

of weights NO Vennell and Beatson (2006) repeatedly fitted one random half of the

test data with different numbers of weights and compared the resulting predictions

to the remaining half. That value for NO was the optimal that produced the lowest

mean root mean square error between the prediction and remaining half of the data.

Hastie et al. (2003) had gone one step further by dividing a dataset into multiple ran-

domly selected equal-sized blocks, fitting each block in turn with increasing numbers

of weights, and comparing the predictions’ performances to the remaining blocks of

data. This technique was later successfully employed by Vennell and Beatson (2009)

on vessel-mounted ADCP data using 10 blocks and 10 repetitions.

Vessel-mounted ADCP studies using RBF

Vennell and Beatson (2006) showed that the RBF analysis technique is superior to the

previously used harmonic decomposition technique, by showing that the RMS error

between predicted and test data was much further reduced when employing greedy-fit

RBFs. Vennell and Old (2007) used the triharmonic 2D RBFs to fit vessel-mounted

ADCP velocity data from within the Otago Harbour’s curved tidal channel. Two

datasets were temporally correlated by analysing each separately, fitting stream func-

tions to the data and matching up along-stream transports between both. The datasets

were then shifted scaled, merged and re-analysed. Vennell and Old (2007) also used

RBFs to fit the surface cross-stream velocities to identify the secondary circulation

caused by the channel’s curvature. Equations (3.3) fit each velocity component sep-

arately, but they are in fact related through mass continuity, which was included in

the divergence-free RBF fit of Vennell and Beatson (2009). This technique will not be

discussed here in detail, as it was not employed in the analysis presented here. Vennell
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and Beatson (2009) found that the divergence-free approach worked very well on spa-

tially sparse velocity data, but made little improvement to dense data, which are the

type analysed here.

3.1.4 Dynamics of tidal flows

In fluid flows Newton’s second law is expressed in the momentum equations, which

sum up the different dynamical terms influencing the flow. In the case of a shallow-

water environment with no vertical or horizontal density differences the depth-averaged

shallow water momentum equations have the vector form (Vreugdenhil (1994), p.37-49)

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u+ fk× u = −g∇η − CD

h + η
|u|u+ AH∇2u, (3.5)

where u is the horizontal depth-averaged velocity vector, t is time, f the Coriolis

parameter, k the unit vector, g acceleration due to Earth’s gravity, η the difference in

surface elevation, CD the bottom friction coefficient, h the water depth and AH the

horizontal eddy viscosity. The terms in (3.5) represent in order the local acceleration,

horizontal advection of momentum, Coriolis, pressure gradient, bottom friction and

lateral, or horizontal, friction. The term ’shallow’ refers to an environment where h is

much smaller than the horizontal length scales.

In component form (3.5) is

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
− fv = −g

∂η

∂x
− CD

h+ η
|u|u+ AH(

∂2u

∂x2
+

∂2u

∂y2
) (3.6)

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+ fu = −g

∂η

∂y
− CD

h+ η
|v|v + AH(

∂2v

∂x2
+

∂2v

∂y2
). (3.7)

Local acceleration is the change in flow over time due to local factors, such as wind

or tide. Horizontal advection of momentum is the rate of change of momentum at a

fixed location due to fluxes into and out of a small volume at this location. Coriolis is

the deflection of the flow due to the Earth’s rotation. It acts normal to the main flow

direction to the right in the Northern and to the left in the Southern hemisphere and

its magnitude increases with latitude. The pressure gradient is the forcing due to the

sloping water surface. Bottom friction is due to friction between the moving fluid and

the sea bed and retards the flow by dissipating its momentum. Horizontal friction also

slows the flow through dissipation of momentum caused by relative horizontal motion

of the fluid or lateral boundaries. Each component acts to influence the flow to varying
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degrees. By determining how much each term contributes to the momentum balance

one can deduce which dynamics control the structure of a velocity field.

Ebb tidal jet dynamics from numerical models

Hench and Luettich (2003) used a numerical model to estimate dynamical term contri-

butions at two tidal inlets similar to the Otago Harbour. The first was an idealised inlet

with a 1 km wide and 0.5 km long channel connecting a shallow sound to a large basin

with a linearly decreasing depth. The second inlet was a model of Beaufort Inlet in

North Carolina, US. The model employed finite-element and finite-difference methods

in space and time respectively, to directly calculate velocities and derivatives at peak

ebb, mid ebb and slack before flood stages of the tide. They validated their model with

moored and drogue data. Peak ebb velocities within the channel were 1 m/s. With

the intention of simplifying equation (3.6), Hench and Luettich (2003) presented their

dynamical terms in a streamwise/cross-stream coordinate system, rotating each term

based on the depth-averaged velocity direction at that particular location resulting in

(for derivation please refer to Hench and Luettich (2003))

∂usw

∂t
+ usw

∂usw

∂s
+ g

∂η

∂s
+

CDu
2
sw

h
= 0, (3.8)

usw
∂α

∂t
+

u2
sw

Rs
+ fusw + g

∂η

∂n
= 0, (3.9)

where α is the angle described by the (u, v) velocity vector, the stream wise ve-

locity usw(x, y, t) = u cosα + v sinα, s and n are the streamwise and cross-stream

directions respectively and Rs(x, y, t) is the streamwise radius of curvature. The over-

bars denoting depth-averaged velocities have been removed for convenience. Hench

and Luettich (2003) identify the terms in the streamwise momentum balance in (3.8)

to be local streamwise acceleration, streamwise (Bernoulli) acceleration (former advec-

tion), streamwise pressure gradient and nonlinear bottom friction respectively. In the

normal momentum balance the terms are local rotary acceleration, centrifugal acceler-

ation (former advection), Coriolis acceleration and normal direction pressure gradient,

respectively. Since in this streamwise coordinate system (hereafter SW coordinate sys-

tem) v = 0, bottom friction is no longer present in the cross-steam and Coriolis no

longer in the streamwise momentum balance. All other terms are simply a reorienta-

tion of previous terms, although Hench and Luettich (2003) omitted horizontal friction

since they found its magnitude to be negligible.
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Hench and Luettich (2003) found that the entire tidal cycle’s dynamical balance was

well represented by the peak ebb, mid ebb and slack before flood phases, as similar bal-

ances occured during their opposite flow phases. They found that during the stronger

current phases streamwise deceleration (negative advection) was balanced by bottom

friction in the jet region, while in the cross-stream direction centrifugal acceleration

(positive advection) was balanced by pressure gradient. During slack phases Hench

and Luettich (2003) found a balance between pressure gradient and local acceleration

in the streamwise component and between pressure gradient and rotary acceleration in

the cross-stream component. Hench and Luettich (2003) also found that bathymetric

variations were very important in the spatial patterns of the dynamical terms.

Sheng and Wang (2004) also used a numerical model to calculate the dynamical

balance in a vertical cross-section along an ebb jet centre line within Lunenburg Bay

in Nova Scotia. Their 3D barotropic model found that during peak ebb the streamwise

dynamical balance within the channel region consisted of advection, pressure gradient

and horizontal/vertical mixing. The latter is a combination of bottom and horizontal

friction. Outside of the channel the influence of the mixing term was small and local

acceleration became important. Sheng and Wang (2004) neglected the Coriolis term

as they found it to be small compared to the others.

Estimating dynamical term contributions from velocity measurements

Campbell et al. (1998) investigated the dynamical balance of the Menai Strait tidal

channel through current, density and surface slope measurements. They found that

in this vertically mixed open channel case only the pressure gradient, bottom friction

and acceleration terms were important and all other terms could be ignored. From

vertical current profiles at a single location repeated over a tidal cycle and tide gauge

records from both channel ends Campbell et al. (1998) were able to directly calculate

the relative contributions of each of these terms over the course of a tidal cycle. In

Campbell et al. (1998)’s case their single point current measurements were sufficient

for their calculations as the flow was effectively one dimensional. In any laterally open

system, spatial variation in the flow would have to be taken into account.

Vennell (2006) was able to calculate all terms in (3.6) directly from his 2D RBF

interpolator equations of vessel-mounted ADCP data from a constricted tidal channel.

This could be done by replacing (3.1) and (3.3) by their respective derivatives before

solving the equations for λn and α. As he was using biharmonic RBFs the functions

were not continuous in their second derivative and the horizontal friction term had to
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be calculated using a centred differencing scheme. Vennell (2006)’s direct dynamical

term calculation from ADCP data was the first in more than one dimension, as the

RBF approach produced such a smooth velocity fit that first order and even second

order derivatives were still physically meaningful. He found that during peak flow

advection was primarily balanced by pressure gradient with bottom friction playing

a minor role. By integrating the pressure gradient Vennell (2006) was also able to

calculate the dynamic free-surface topography η across the survey area. This was done

by RBF fitting the surface gradient using spatial derivatives in equation (3.1) and

applying the resulting weights λn to the non-derivative S(x), consequently yielding the

integral of the surface gradient.

The study presented here uses tri-harmonic RBFs to directly extract all dynamical

terms in (3.6) from five combined ADCP surveys of the Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet

in the same way that Vennell (2006) did using bi-harmonic RBFs. RBFs have not

previously been used on such a large ADCP data set and the dynamical balance of an

ebb tidal jet has not previously been obtained directly from data.

3.2 ADCP field measurements

The field measurement section is split into two parts. The first covers the data ac-

quisition including instrument configuration and survey design. The second part deals

with the data processing phase which covers spatial transformation, compass correc-

tion, data filtering, velocity scaling, correlation, horizontal binning, depth-averaging

and RBF analysis. All absolute times are in New Zealand Standard Time (NZST:

GMT+12). Relative times are in reference to Port Chalmers High Water (PCHW)

(see section 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Data acquisition

For the following analysis data from five different vessel-mounted ADCP surveys were

utilised. Each survey was carried out during spring tides in September 1996, July 1997

and November 2007, hereafter referred to as Sep1, Jul1, Jul2, Jul3 and Nov1 (see table

3.1 and figure 3.1a). The Sep1, Jul1, Jul2 and Jul3 surveys were carried out by Old

(1999) and Old and Vennell (2001), hereafter referred to as the ’CO’ surveys, while

the Nov1 survey was carried out by the author of this study and was used to tie the

Jul1, Jul2 and Jul3 datasets together since they lacked a common line (see figure 3.1a).

All surveys employed a vessel mounted downward facing four beam broadband RD
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Figure 3.1: ADCP survey transects covered by each survey (3.1a) and all combined
vessel tracks and horizontal bins including CTD stations in black (3.1b).

Instruments ADCP. A detailed account of the survey equipment and configuration for

the Nov1 survey follows. A short summary of the same survey details regarding the

CO surveys is added at the end of this section, although the reader should refer to Old

(1999) for a more detailed description.

Vessel and ADCP mount

The vessel used for the Nov1 survey was the RV Polaris II, owned and operated by

the University of Otago. The vessel had an overall length of 21 m and a beam of

6.7 m and required a two man crew for operation. The ADCP (figure 3.2a) was

attached to the vessel midships on the starboard side via a steel bracket which held

an aluminium boom which in turn held the ADCP (figures 3.2b and 3.2c). The boom

had an aerodynamically shaped wing immediately above the ADCP to prevent flow

separation around the ADCP due to the presence of the boom. The boom could be

moved vertically to the desired height before securing it to the bracket. The depth of

the ADCP transducers was therefore set to be approximately 0.75 m below the water

surface. Lines attached to the bottom of the ADCP boom were fed fore and aft and
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Table 3.1: ADCP survey and tidal information for each dataset.

Survey Sep1 Jul1 Jul2 Jul3 Nov1

Transects T1-T10 T20-T23 T16-T19 T10-T15 T24-T28
Date 28-29 Sep 1996 21 Jul 1997 21-22 Jul 1997 22 Jul 1997 24-25 Nov 2007
Time Start 14:38:00 06:58:00 20:00:00 09:41:00 19:50:00
Time End 04:12:00 19:43:00 09:14:00 22:35:00 10:13:00
No of Circuits 17 14 16 15 12
Mean circuit time (min) 46 54 49 51 65
PCHW time 16:24:00 03:50:00 15:00:00

05:00:00 16:35:00 03:20:00
05:00:00 16:00:00
17:25:00

PCLW time 22:42:00 09:50:00 21:00:00
22:05:00 09:30:00
11:00:00
23:15:00

PCHW tide (m) 2.3 2.12 2.23
2.28 2.24 2.40

2.15 2.13
2.26

PCLW tide (m) 0.08 0.01 0.13
0.05 0.29
-0.01
0.04

Tidal Range (m) 2.22 2.11 2.1
2.19 2.12
2.16
2.22

manually taut to prevent the boom from excessive lateral shaking during the vessel’s

movement through water.

ADCP

The instrument used for the Nov1 survey was a 600 kHz Teledyne RD Instruments

Workhorse Monitor ADCP, allowing real-time current monitoring. The four trans-

ducers were positioned at a 20o angle off the vertical in a convex configuration. The

ADCP had internal temperature, heading/pitch/roll and pressure sensors as well as

an internal fluxgate compass. Additionally, it was capable of bottom tracking. Ac-

cording to the manufacturer’s specifications the ADCP’s maximum range was 70 m

(at 4 m vertical depth bins) and made velocity measurements accurate to 0.3% of the

water velocity relative to the ADCP ±0.3 cm/s. Its typical ping rate was around 2

Hz. The instrument’s serial port allowed external power supply off the vessel’s mains

via a manufacturer specific AC/DC converter, as well as real-time data output via a

decoder. The cable attached to the instrument’s port fed through the inside of the

mounting boom onto deck and into the vessel’s laboratory to the acquisition computer

which recorded the data and from where the incoming data were manually monitored.
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(a) ADCP. (b) ADCP on mounting boom.

(c) Boom attached to vessel during
survey.

(d) Differential GPS receiver.

Figure 3.2: Survey equipment.
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User specified ADCP settings

The user specified ADCP settings were fed to the instrument prior to commencement of

pinging via a configuration file. The ADCP was operated in general operational mode

1, specified by the manufacturer to allow for a dynamic sea state. Data were averaged

over ensembles with 10 pings for both the velocity and the bottom tracking data. The

blanking interval below the transducer heads within which no data were collected to

prevent interference from echoes off the instrument itself was set as 0.75 m. The top of

the first bin was therefore at approximately 1.5 m water depth. It is therefore possible

that the proximity of the vessel influenced the velocity readings of the top most bin,

primarily when the vessel orientation placed the ADCP in the lee of the flow (every

other survey line). As the data were quality filtered (see section 3.2.2) and only depth-

averaged velocities were used in the analysis, any error due to the vessel is likely to have

been minimal. Since the maximum water depth within the survey region was known

from previous surveys to be no more than 20 m, velocities in a maximum of 30 vertical

bins of 1 m height were collected. The instrument thus determined its own frequency

according to the given parameters by allowing the shortest possible time between pings.

The resulting frequency was 3.3 Hz for the ping rate, thus giving an ensemble average

approximately every 3 s. The speed of sound used for velocity computations was

calculated by the instrument from the internal temperature, pressure, tilt and heading

sensors and a presumed salinity of 35 ppt. Coordinates were transformed to earth

coordinates by the instrument, incorporating the effect of pitch and roll. Bin mapping

was enabled for velocity measurements adjusting the velocity measurements to refer to

the actual depth of z m rather than the zth bin.

Positioning system

The shipboard GPS instrument was used to collect a real-time navigational feed, al-

though this was replaced by a differentially corrected GPS signal at analysis stage.

This latter signal was collected by a Trimble GPS receiver (figure 3.2d) attached to

the roof of the cabin and post processed using a differential correction signal station

maintained by the School of Surveying at the University of Otago.

Acquisition

The ADCP manufacturer’s software WinRiver I was used for data acquisition. Both

the ADCP feed and the GPS NMEA string were fed in real-time into the on-board
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acquisition computer and were combined in WinRiver into data files. This enabled the

author to monitor the incoming data during acquisition and thus ensure functioning

of the system configuration. Since the software used was prone to crashes, acquisition

was monitored closely to enable immediate restart of the software and data acquisition.

This happened up to four times per circuit.

Survey details

The five parallel transect lines of the Nov1 survey were 1500 m long and spaced 150

m apart (figure 3.1a). The results from the CO surveys had revealed an average jet

orientation of 17o East of North from the centre of the channel exit (Old, 1999). The

five survey lines for the Nov1 survey were thus selected to lie parallel to this proposed

jet direction with one lying exactly on, three to the West and one to the East of this

estimated jet centre line. The distance between the lines of 150 m was consistent with

that between the transect lines of the CO surveys.

The vessel steamed repeatedly along the predefined set of survey lines, overshoot-

ing each at its end and turning before arriving at the next closest line and following

this line in the opposite direction to the previous one. At the end of each circuit the

vessel traversed the survey region diagonally to arrive at the beginning of the first

survey line (Southern end of T24). All vessel tracks including those of the CO surveys

can be seen in figure 3.1b. The vessel’s engine revolutions per second were kept ap-

proximately constant throughout the survey to give a constant speed through water of

approximately 5 knots (2.57 m/s). Due to the strong currents intermittently present

this resulted in a variable speed over ground depending on the state of the tide and

the vessel’s heading in relation to the tidal flow, but it allowed the boat’s master to

retain a reasonable amount of manoeuvrability by keeping the vessel’s speed through

water constant. The average speed over ground for the Nov1 survey was 4.57 knots

(2.35 m/s) with a standard deviation of 2.34 knots (1.2 m/s). To assist navigation

along the predefined transect lines in the at times dynamic sea state the Trimble soft-

ware HYDRO was used in conjunction with the shipboard GPS signal, displaying the

vessel’s relative position, heading and offset from the current transect line. A total of

12 survey circuits were carried out which took between 61 and 75 minutes with a mean

of 65 minutes, covering an entire semi-diurnal tidal period. The survey line length,

line number and vessel speed had been designed to allow repeated sampling of each

location at frequent stages throughout the tidal cycle. Twice during the survey the

vessel had to interrupt its survey and move to the side to allow cruise ships to pass
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through the harbour entrance.

CTD

Due to the shallowness of the survey region compared to the strong tidal currents

further analysis of the ADCP data assumed a vertically homogeneous water density.

Although no density measurements were carried out during the Nov1 survey, two ver-

tical CTD (conductivity, temperature and depth) casts had been obtained in a similar

survey within close proximity of the Nov1 survey area (figure 3.1b) around slack before

and after ebb off the same vessel in December 2006 using a Seacat profiler V3.1 SN

2267. The temperature, salinity and overall density profiles for both casts can be seen

in figure 3.3. Both casts show a homogeneous vertical density profile within the top

15 m, and a slight density increase beyond a depth of 20 m. Since the majority of the

survey area had a depth of 15 m or less (figure 3.4) the assumption of vertically mixed

water within the survey area can be said to hold.

CO survey configuration

For the CO surveys a RDI 615 kHZ ADCP was mounted on a swivel aluminium boom

attached midships to the side of the Port Otago vessel Otoroa via a steel bracket. The

ADCP boom included an aluminium wing in which the main ADCP body was situated

with the transducer heads emerged below. ADCP ensembles for both water profiling

and bottom tracking contained 8 pings and depth cells were 0.5 m high. The result-

ing mean pinging frequency for the CO surveys was 1.29 Hz with ensemble readings

supplied approximately every 6.2 seconds. Bin mapping was enabled and three beam

solutions allowed. Salinity was set at 35 ppt and sound velocity was calculated in the

same way as in the Nov1 survey using the ADCP’s internal temperature gauge and

given salinity. Coordinates were converted to Earth coordinates by the ADCP. The

navigational signal came from a Motorola Mini-Ranger (Sep1) or a real-time differen-

tially corrected GPS system (Jul1, Jul2, Jul3). The ADCP signal was collected by an

on board acquisition computer using the RDI software TRANSECT V2.70, while the

position data were collected using NAVSOFT V3.00. These surveys also used HYDRO

V4.0 as a steering aid. The four different surveys each covered a different set of survey

lines (figure 3.1a) which were each surveyed in an interleaved pattern over the course

of a tidal period during a spring tide (see table 3.1 and figure 3.1). The Sep1 and Jul3

surveys had the only common line (T10). The survey transects were chosen to lie per-

pendicular to the estimated jet direction of NNE from the centre of the harbour exit.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: CTD data from casts at locations shown in figure 3.1b.
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Their number, length and spacing was determined by a combination of vessel speed and

time and spatial resolution ideals. The Jul1, Jul2 and Jul3 surveys were covered in one

continuous session, while the Sep3 survey lines were surveyed on a separate occasion.

During the latter equipment failures caused a reduced position accuracy during part

of the survey, which has to be taken into account when interpreting results, although

obviously wrong position data were eliminated during post processing.

It should be added here that two further CO spring tide surveys were carried out

that had the potential of being included in this combined ADCP analysis. The first was

a second survey of the middle jet survey lines T16 to T19, carried out in April 1997.

After analysing both the April and Jul2 datasets separately in combination with the

other ADCP surveys, it was decided that the Jul2 dataset was slightly better matched

in both velocity speed and direction to both adjoining datasets than the April survey,

and the latter was consequently discarded. The second possibly relevant survey carried

out by Old (1999) was an axial jet survey. This, too, was used in the analysis phase,

but due to the large horizontal distances between some of the transect lines, the RBF

fitting approach discussed in the next section performed poorly when combining the

axial with the remaining jet transect lines and the axial CO survey was not included.

Instead the Nov1 survey was used to longitudinally combine the three outer surveys.

Tidal information

Tidal information was required during post processing for velocity scaling between

surveys and to shift survey times to a tidal reference frame as will be discussed in

section 3.2.2. Tidal data from two tide gauges were relevant for this analysis. The first

tidal gauge was situated at Port Chalmers, a town and major shipping port midway

up the Otago Harbour between the harbour entrance and the city of Dunedin (see

figure 1.2). The second tide gauge was located at the Spit Wharf close to the Harbour

entrance. Up until 1999 both tide gauges were of the stilling well kind and recorded

their readings on paper charts. These charts were digitised at hourly increments and

were available from Land Information New Zealand (LINZ). A smaller increment tidal

record of the Port Chalmers tide gauge for the Sep1 (1996) and all three Jul datasets

at 6 and 5 minutes respectively was collected at the time by Old (1999). No finer

increment tidal data were available for the Spit Wharf gauge for the CO survey times,

however. Both stilling well gauges were replaced by ultrasonic gauges in 1999 and

therefore the tidal record for the time of the Nov1 survey in 2007 was available from

the operator Port Otago Ltd. at 10 minute increments for both the Port Chalmers and
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the Spit Wharf tide gauges. In summary, a fine increment tidal record was available for

all survey times from the Port Chalmers tide gauge, but only the Nov1 survey also had

such a fine increment record from the Spit Wharf gauge. To arrive at finer increment

tidal data for the Spit Wharf gauge a tidal analysis and retrospective prediction for

the times in question was carried out using Pawlowicz et al. (2002)’s T-TIDE code and

a 6 month tidal record from the new ultrasonic Spit Wharf gauge collected between

August 1999 and February 2000. As a control the same was done for the Port Chalmers

tide gauge and a comparison between the predicted and actual tidal data revealed that

predicted times of high and low water were very accurate, but that tidal range varied

slightly, presumably due to changes in atmospheric pressure. It was thus decided to

utilise the predicted times of high and low water from the Spit Wharf prediction,

but to not include the predicted tidal ranges which were thus taken from the Port

Chalmers tide gauge data. A summary of the Port Chalmers tide gauge data can be

found in table 3.1. The T-TIDE analysis showed the dominant tidal constituent in the

survey area to be the lunar semi-diurnal M2 constituent with a tidal period of 12.42h,

contributing more than 70% to the total amplitude (see table 3.2). More than 90%

of tidal amplitude at the Spit Wharf consists of semi-diurnal constituents which was

represented by the M2 band in the RBF analysis.

3.2.2 Data processing

All data processing was carried out in MATLAB R2009a. For initial ADCP file decod-

ing, data augmentation, compass correction, data filtering and horizontal binning as

well as depth averaging, already existing code written by the author’s supervisor was

utilised. All remaining code, including but not limited to, dataset correlation, scaling,

Radial Basis Function fitting and predicting, dynamical term extraction and plotting

was written by the author. Unless otherwise stated both the OC and the Nov1 data

were post processed identically.

Position transformation

Since the effect of the Earth’s curvature within the survey region was negligible, the

original spherical coordinates (latitude and longitude) were converted using a Mer-

cator projection into the local metric Cartesian coordinate system NORTH TAIERI

CIRCUIT 1949. A more recent projection using the New Zealand Geodetic Datum

1980 was available but was not used to be able to directly compare the results with
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Table 3.2: Tidal analysis amplitudes (%) and phases (o) for tidal constituents in de-
creasing order for both tide gauges.

Port Chalmers:
Constituent Amplitude Amp error Phase Ph. error

M2 0.772 0.012 100.63 1
N2 0.183 0.013 74.37 4
S2 0.095 0.014 111.26 8.08
L2 0.029 0.009 74.59 19.08
O1 0.028 0.004 47.58 8.92
K1 0.027 0.004 92.54 7.68
MU2 0.021 0.011 41.69 31.94
M6 0.015 0.002 302.95 5.98
M4 0.012 0.002 202.54 11.51

Spit Wharf:
Constituent Amplitude Amp error Phase Ph. error

M2 0.712 0.011 90.29 0.82
N2 0.170 0.010 61.29 3.6
S2 0.088 0.011 97.51 7.71
K1 0.027 0.003 88.95 6.71
O1 0.027 0.003 44.39 6.69
M4 0.025 0.002 226.67 4.22
MU2 0.024 0.011 27.17 26.59
MN4 0.014 0.002 202.1 8.63
M6 0.010 0.001 282.54 5.66
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those of Old (1999), who used the 1949 projection. During the post processing the

coordinate system origin was then set to an arbitrary location closer to the survey area

(x = 332223 m, y = 707720 m) to keep position magnitudes low for RBF Fitting.

Compass correction

ADCP and navigational files were read into the software and combined for each survey.

In the case of the Nov1 survey the previous shipboard GPS navigational data were

now replaced with the differentially corrected position data. A compass correction

was performed on the velocity data for each survey. The velocity directions previously

based on the instrument’s internal fluxgate compass’s readings were thus corrected for

combined local magnetic declination (24o45’E 2004 (3’E), Nautical Chart NZ6612) and

deviation due to magnetic interference from the metal components of the vessel and

the ADCP mounting structure. This was done by comparing the heading angle (θC , in

degrees clockwise from North) calculated from the instrument’s internal compass and

bottom track to the actual vessel track heading (θN ) obtained from the navigational

data. The difference between both (∆θ, where ∆θ = θC − θN) was plotted against

θC and fitted with a sine curve using a least squares fit. To do so, values of ∆θ were

averaged along the horizontal axis in 10o intervals. Values of ∆θ of more than 50o were

ignored as they were likely to stem from unreliable/faulty heading data.

The resulting sine curve was the compass correction curve

θcor = A× sin(θC + φ) +B, (3.10)

which gave the value of the heading correction θcor to be applied to all velocity mea-

surements. This means measurements taken while the internal compass recorded a

particular heading θC were directionally corrected using the corresponding correction

value of θcor. Details of the resulting compass correction sine curves for each survey

can be found in table 3.3. The Jul1, Jul2 and Jul3 dataset compass correction curves

agree very well with each other, which is expected as they were collected in a continu-

ous sequence. The Sep1 dataset also agrees well with the Jul1-3 surveys, which lends

support to the compass correction curve calculation, as these surveys used the same

equipment. The correction offset B in table 3.3 is the local magnetic declination and

agrees approximately with the Nautical Chart value given above, although the Nov1

survey appears to fall short by approximately 5o. The cosine amplitude A and phase φ

is due to the magnetic interference from the vessel and ADCP bracket. Since the Nov1
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Table 3.3: Details of compass correction curves applied to each survey in accordance
with equation (3.10).

Survey Sep1 Jul1 Jul2 Jul3 Nov1

A (o) 9.3 9.5 8.9 9.2 13.1
B (o) -24.2 -25.1 -25.3 -24.8 -19.2
φ (o) 296.1 316.3 313.8 318.7 181.3

survey was carried out using a different vessel and mount it is not surprising that its

values differ from those of the CO surveys.

Data filtering

The data were then filtered for highly unrealistic or problematic values. Velocity data

were discarded if any of the following occurred: Velocity magnitudes above 2 m/s,

bottom velocity magnitudes above 6 m/s, error velocity magnitudes above 0.1 m/s,

bottom error velocity magnitudes above 0.6 m/s, more than a 30 m change in position

between ensembles or a more than 19o change in heading between ensembles. Depth

measurements were discarded for measurements of depth in excess of 40 m. Any

velocity data that exceeded the above values were clearly unreliable as much lower

values were expected for the following reasons. The flow was known to have peak

velocities of approximately 1 m/s (Old, 1999). Since the ship speed through water was

approximately 2.57 m/s, even when travelling with the peak current this would result

only in a bottom velocity magnitude of approximately 4 m/s. High error velocities and

a rapid change in position or heading meant faulty or unreliable readings, while from

previous surveys and nautical charts the depth was known to not exceed 30 m within

the measurement area.

Velocity scaling

All tidal ranges for the survey times lay around 2.15 m (table 3.1). There were, never-

theless, slight differences and it was therefore decided to scale all velocities by dividing

them by the relevant tidal range and multiplying by a standard range of 2 m. This

assumed a linear relation between the velocity amplitude and tidal range. The tidal

ranges required were taken from the Port Chalmers tide gauge as it was situated inside

of the Harbour and it was this tidal range that determined the strength of the flow at

the entrance (see section 3.2.1 for information on the tidal data used). Since there was

a time lag between the tide at the Spit Wharf and that at Port Chalmers, however,
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it was decided to use the Spit Wharf tidal prediction times for high and low water

to determine the intervals within which velocities were scaled by the respective Port

Chalmers tidal range. The tidal range, for example, between high and low water at

Port Chalmers on the Nov1 dataset was 2.1 m, but the velocity data scaled using this

range were those between times of high and low water at the Spit Wharf because while

the water was already flooding at Port Chalmers, it was still ebbing at the Spit Wharf,

which was close to the actual measurement region.

Temporal survey correlation

The data from each survey had two time stamps, the ADCP and navigational (Motorola

or GPS) time. Although it was possible to synchronise the ADCP clock with the

navigational time, in the case of the Nov1 survey this had not been done and the

ADCP clock was 4.5 minutes fast. For the CO surveys the ADCP clock was only

around 10 seconds fast. In all cases the navigational time stamp was used for further

analysis.

To place all surveys into a common temporal frame, they were all shifted in time

relative to the nearest Port Chalmers High Water (PCHW), as had been done by Old

(1999) and Old and Vennell (2001). Since all surveys were carried out during separate

tidal cycles and in the case of the Nov1 survey even years apart, slight temporal corre-

lation discrepancies were possible. Therefore each survey was separately horizontally

binned, depth-averaged and RBF interpolated as described in the following sections

and predicted times of peak ebb flow on common or adjacent survey lines were com-

pared to so determine whether an additional temporal shift was necessary to match all

surveys together. The resulting temporal shifts were applied to the raw data before

merging all surveys together, horizontally binning, depth-averaging and carrying out

the RBF analysis of the combined data.

The additional temporal shift was calculated to match up with the Jul3 dataset.

Where common survey transects existed (Sep1 and Jul3: T10) or survey transects over-

lapped (Jul3 and Nov1), times of peak ebb flow at the same locations were compared.

Where survey areas did not overlap (Jul3, Jul2, Jul1) the near linear advection speed

of the maximum ebb velocity from the analysis of the Jul1 and Jul3 surveys between

transect lines T11 and T14 (Jul3) and between T19 and T22 (Jul1) was used to esti-

mate the expected time of maximum ebb velocity on lines T15 and T18 (Jul2). The

resulting additional shifts can be found in table 3.4.
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Horizontal binning

After temporal and spatial correlation the data from all surveys were combined into

one large dataset. To reduce the quantity of data points, the data were then spatially

averaged within horizontal bins as had been previously done by Old (1999) and Chad-

wick and Largier (1998). All data points were assigned to horizontal bins of 100 m

width and 50 m length along each transect line (see figure 3.1b). All measurements

collected during the vessel’s pass through a particular bin were averaged. Since there

were some spatially overlapping surveys, multiple passes through the same bin per cir-

cuit were allowed provided they were more than 5 minutes apart. Any horizontal bins

that had fewer than 5 passes were discarded. Data outside of the selected horizontal

bins were also discarded. The raw velocity data had 44502 profiles which reduced to

11211 after binning.

Velocity depth averaging

To be able to depth average the velocity profiles, the velocity within the blanking re-

gions above and below the velocity readings had to be interpolated. The velocities in

the bottom blanking region were extrapolated from the lowest good velocity measure-

ment assuming a typical logarithmic velocity profile with the universal drag coefficient

CD = 0.0025. The velocities in the top blanking region were assumed to be in the free-

stream area and thus identical to the topmost good velocity reading. The resulting

depth averaged velocities were used for further analysis.

Radial basis function analysis

The horizontally binned and depth averaged velocity data were then sorted by time

to allow for fitting. The tidal frequencies used for the fit were those of the M2, M4

and M6 tidal constituents, as the lunar semi-diurnal M2 constituent was the dominant

tidal constituent in the area (see section 3.2.1) and was thus taken to be the represen-

tative semi-diurnal frequency. Its harmonics could be resolved up to M6. The hourly

temporal sampling resolution was not fine enough to resolve finer frequencies. The di-

urnal frequency band could not be included as the surveys covered only a semi-diurnal

period. Since the diurnal frequency contribution to the overall tidal signature was

around 6% at the Spit Wharf tidal gauge (table 3.2) the omittance of the diurnal com-

ponent is unlikely to have had a significant effect on the results. The RBF technique

outlined in section 3.1.3 was used to smooth and interpolate the data. The greedy
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Table 3.4: RBF cross-validation details for each survey. MP is the number of data
points, NO optimum number of weights and R the number of cross-validation repetitions.

Dataset MP NO RMS mean RMS std R time shift (+min)

Sep1 2012 39 0.1017 m/s 0.0067 m/s 50 14
Nov1 1964 26 0.0699 m/s 0.0036 m/s 50 44
Jul1 2215 21 0.1038 m/s 0.0055 m/s 50 8.17
Jul2 2141 15 0.1031 m/s 0.0053 m/s 50 7.73
Jul3 1894 30 0.1178 m/s 0.0074 m/s 50 0
All 11152 89 0.1128 m/s 0.0049 m/s 100 N/A
depth 11152 46 1.19 m 0.36 m 100 N/A

fit non-divergence free method was used with a preceding cross-validation. Although

the author had written code for the cross-validation, code by the author’s supervisor

was used for this part as it employed the computationally less-expensive householder

version and decreased the processing time significantly. The underlying technique is

identical between both versions. In the case of the separate survey RBF analysis to

determine the additional temporal shift the cross-validation was averaged over 50 repe-

titions, while the merged data cross-validation was averaged over 100 repetitions. The

optimum number of weights NO and associated minimum RMS mean value between

the predicted and actual velocities and its standard deviation between repetitions for

all cross-validations can be found in table 3.4. The value for NO for the complete

dataset was 89 weights with a mean RMS value of 0.13 m/s. This mean RMS value is

more than 10% of the peak velocity of 1 m/s within the survey area. The final greedy

fit was carried out 10 times using NO weights and any subsequent velocity or velocity

derivative predictions were averaged over these 10 predictions resulting from the 10 sets

of weights. To determine the dynamical terms in equation (3.6) the horizontal eddy

coefficient AH = 1 and the bottom friction coefficient CD = 0.0025, consistent with

Vennell (2006) were used. This AH value can be considered conservative as some others

estimated it to be closer to 0.1 (Marshall and Plumb (2008), Bogucki et al. (2005)).

As will be seen in the results section horizontal friction is negligible even when using

this increased eddy coefficient. The same cross-validation and greedy fit technique was

applied to the ADCP’s de-tided horizontally binned depth measurements without the

temporal component (table 3.4) and the resulting depth predictions averaged over 10

fits.
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Sources of error

The distortion of the flow around the vessel as it moved forwards may have extended

into the upper region of the ADCP acoustic beams. Careful examination of the velocity

in the uppermost bin showed only occasional flow acceleration, which might have been

due to flow around the vessel. Since the top of the first depth bin was 1.5 m below

the water surface and the velocities were horizontally binned and depth-averaged, the

subsequent error is likely to have been negligible.

The passage of other vessels through the measurement area is not believed to have

significantly influenced the result as sufficient time and distance were kept to allow any

introduced turbulence to have advected past the following survey transects. Even if

this had not been the case, the horizontal binning and depth averaging processes are

likely to have smoothed out any such fluctuations.

Any occasional large errors/glitches introduced by the instrument or navigational

system would have been removed during the data filtering stage (section 3.2.2). This

included any readings with large error velocities, i.e. those with a high degree of

uncertainty as to their validity.

Smaller errors as well as noise were automatically removed during the RBF inter-

polation process, as any fluctuations of a higher frequency than that of the M6 tidal

component were not resolved.

3.3 Results

The ADCP data used for this analysis, apart from the Nov1 survey, had previously

been analysed by Old (1999) and Old and Vennell (2001), who discussed the velocity

field of the Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet in detail. To allow for a comparison between

the new RBF interpolation technique and the harmonic reduction technique employed

by Old and Vennell (2001), some of the velocity field data from the RBF analysis will

be shown here, but the primary focus is on the spatial distribution and balance of the

dynamical terms during the occurrence of the ebb jet at peak ebb. These results are

entirely new due to the RBF velocity interpolation technique making the extraction

of reasonably smooth spatial and temporal derivatives possible and allows for direct

comparison with the model results by Hench and Luettich (2003).

This section presents the RBF interpolated depth within the survey area, the tidally

developing velocity field, the peak ebb spatial distribution of the velocity, vorticity and

dynamical terms and their relative contribution to the dynamical balance.
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Figure 3.4: RBF interpolated depth (m) with the added elevation at peak ebb (3.25h
after PCHW). The tidal mean 10 m depth contour (curved dashed line), the average ebb
jet centre line (solid straight line), centre of harbour mouth (star) and adjacent transect
lines between non-overlapping surveys (dashed straight lines), i.e. border transects of
adjacent surveys that did not share a common transect, are included.

3.3.1 Depth

A depth contour plot of the survey area at peak ebb flow at the entrance can be seen

in figure 3.4. The immediately obvious feature is the offshore sandbar running parallel

to the shipping channel outside of the harbour entrance, creating depths as low as 8 m.

Within the shipping channel depth varies between approximately 12 and 18 m, while

it is largest at 25 m to the East and NorthWest of the sandbar.

3.3.2 Spatial tidal velocity field

Figure 3.5 shows spatial arrow plots of the velocity vectors predicted using the RBF

interpolation at hourly intervals relative to Port Chalmers High Water (PCHW). Each

velocity vector has its origin at the centre of one of the horizontal bins of the CO

survey transects and is magnified by a factor of 150. The dashed line is the 10 m

depth contour which all spatial plots include as it highlights the position of the large

bathymetric feature of the sandbar. At PCHW the flow within the channel was still

harbour-wards, indicating a temporal lag between tidal elevation within the harbour

and current structure at the harbour mouth. The ebb beginnings were first visible at

1 h with strong currents within the channel which already started to reach seawards

from the harbour mouth. The velocities within the channel seem to have varied little
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between 1 and 6 h, while those outside of the channel did so substantially. From 1

h onwards the strong currents from within the channel continued to protrude further

outwards with time, while also spreading laterally, thus forming the typical ebb jet

structure. At 6 and 7 h the currents within the channel began to subside and at 7 h

flooding began at the Eastern side of the harbour exit, while further offshore the ebb

jet could still be distinguished. Flooding continued almost uniformly over the next 5 h

with strong currents inside of the channel and directly near the exit, but virtually no

tidal flow in the further offshore regions. A weak Northwesterly background current can

be observed in those areas, presumably due to the Southland current. As mentioned

in chapter 1, the Otago Peninsula shelters the majority of the jet from the influence

of the Southland current, but at this outer end of the survey area the current could

be observed nonetheless, although its magnitudes were weak compared to those within

the jet. Note that a large eddy is clearly visible between 3 and 5 h to the East of the

jet on the outermost four transects. Note also that for 3 and 4 h the velocities on the

outermost four transects seem to not have matched up perfectly with those further

inward and instead seem slightly shifted Southeast-wards. This might have been due

to variability in the background Southland current between different surveys, or due

to the jet’s interaction with the bathymetry as it crossed the sandbar. The Southland

current has been shown to observe some degree of variability (Chiswell (1996), Sutton

(2003)) and is therefore possible to have been the reason for the slight shift of the jet

structure between surveys. Since these two outermost surveys took place only one tidal

cycle apart, however, the presence of the sandbar is a more likely explanation. This

ambiguity could have been avoided by having a common transect line between surveys.

Due to the spatial and temporal continuity of the RBF interpolation, it was possible

to track artificial drogues within the survey area (figure 3.6). One drogue was released

at the specified time at the centre of every third horizontal bin and tracked for one

hour. This was done by applying the RBF predicted velocity at the particle’s location

and time to calculate its position 5 minutes later. The process was repeated for the

new time and location and so forth until the particle either left the survey area or an

hour had passed. Figure 3.6 paints a very similar picture to figure 3.5. While at 0 h

there was still residual flooding in and close to the harbour channel, ebbing could first

be observed at 1 h and progressively reached further offshore over time. Most particle

tracks during the ebb phase within the channel and jet region were reasonably straight

and diverged with distance offshore, showing the jet’s lateral spreading behaviour. It

now becomes very clear that a vortex was indeed present on the Eastern side of the
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Figure 3.5: Hourly RBF interpolated velocity vector plots. Magnitudes have been increased by a factor of 150. Times in reference to
PCHW.
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Figure 3.6: Hour-long hourly artificial drogue tracks. Times in reference to PCHW.
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jet. The vortex beginnings could first be seen nearer the harbour at 1 h due to the

circular particle tracks. The vortex seems to have been moving offshore until 3 h

after which it’s eye was no longer within the survey region, although its increasingly

growing harbour-ward side could still be observed at 5 h. Leeward of the vortex almost

perpendicular entrainment of Eastern fluid into the jet was clearly visible. No vortex

could be distinguished on the Western side as the survey transect configuration did

not extend far enough to cover that region. The ebb jet subsided at 6h with water

starting to be drawn back into the harbour on the Eastern side of the mouth. Flooding

intensity increased at 7 h and the particle tracks were almost identical between 8 h

and 11 h. The flood particle tracks now confirm that there was indeed a NW-ward

background current due to which all water being drawn into the harbour during the

flood actually arrived from the SE.

Taking the harbour mouth location as a reference point (see figure 3.4), the ebb

phase actually spanned from 0.27 to 6.66 h, with peak ebb occurring at 3.25 h after

PCHW. It is clear that the well known tidal pumping mechanism described in chapter

1 and previously found for the Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet by Old (1999) and Old and

Vennell (2001) is also obvious in this study. The maximum ebb velocity decreased with

distance from the mouth and was also subject to an advective time lag as was mentioned

in section 3.2.2. Figure 3.7a shows that this advective time lag was approximately linear

along the proposed jet centre line. The resulting phase lag over distance based on a

linear regression was 2.66 s/m or 7.39 × 10−4 h/m with an advection speed of peak

ebb velocity of 0.38 m/s. The velocity magnitude at time of peak flow over distance,

however, was not linear. Although it generally decreased, it increased between 200 and

350 m offshore, as well as when the jet crossed the sandbar due to vertical compression.

3.3.3 Peak ebb velocity field

All following results concern the time of peak ebb at the harbour mouth, i.e. 3.25

h after PCHW. All property components were rotated into an along-jet across-jet

reference frame. The velocity on the actual jet centre line during peak ebb was used

for the rotation. The jet centre line was determined by finding the maximum velocity

magnitudes in velocity profiles perpendicular to the average jet centre line of 17o E of

N, proposed by Old (1999). Each profile’s velocities were then rotated to coincide with

the velocity direction on the jet centre line, which is shown in figure 3.8. All following

spatial plots will include this jet centre line. Additionally, the adjacent transect lines

of different surveys that did not share a common line, i.e. border transects of adjacent
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Figure 3.7: Time and magnitude of peak ebb velocity versus distance from harbour
mouth along average jet centre line. Dashed lines indicate where adjacent transect lines
between non-overlapping surveys crossed the jet centre. Red solid line is the linear
regression line of best fit.

surveys that did not share a common transect, are included to enable to pinpoint

possible problems due to differences in conditions on different days or correlation of

surveys.

Figure 3.8 shows the velocity vector plot for peak ebb at the harbour mouth, i.e.

3.25 h after PCHW. Superimposed are the jet centre line and half widths, which are

the across-jet locations where the along-jet velocity was half that on the jet centre line.

The figure shows that the jet centre line at peak ebb, once outside of the channel,

was reasonably straight until the jet reached the sandbar. Here jet width increased

substantially to the East, visible in both the Eastern halfwidth line and the velocity

vector distribution. The very obvious displacement of the jet centre line to the East was

most likely due to the sudden widening of the main jet centre with velocities now being

marginally larger further to the East. Once the jet had crossed the peak of the sandbar

the jet centre repositioned itself to its former across-jet location. It is interesting to

note that this jet centre line displacement happened at the same along-jet distance
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Figure 3.8: Peak ebb velocity vectors, jet centre line and half widths.

that held the Eastern vortex.

Figure 3.9 displays the velocity and transport components at peak ebb. As expected

both the across-jet velocity (v) and the transport were very small in magnitude com-

pared with their relative along-jet counterparts. There existed a slight lateral spread

away from the jet centre line in both although the lee-side of the Eastern vortex pro-

duced a weak return flow in v towards the jet centre. The along-jet velocity (u) and

transport components were very similar in distribution, excluding the area immediately

above the sandbar, where along-jet transport dropped substantially in magnitude, due

to the sudden shallowness of the environment. Along-jet velocity and transport mag-

nitudes were largest within the harbour channel and along the jet centre line. They

decreased with distance offshore as the jet spread laterally.

Figure 3.10 presents along-jet profiles of u and v along the jet centre line and two

halfwidths seen in figure 3.8, as well as cross-jet profiles of u and v at four distances

from the mouth. These latter cross-jet profiles can also be seen normalised in dis-

tance/magnitude by their respective halfwidths/jet centre line velocity, as is common

practice for laboratory data. After an initial increase in u immediately outside the

entrance, u continuously decreased with distance offshore, albeit with some slight un-

dulations. The same was true for u on the halfwidth profile lines, but naturally at a

reduced magnitude. Both halfwidths had very similar profiles. The same was not true

in the across-stream v velocities. After an initial jet-ward flow immediately outside the

entrance on both sides, presumably due to entrainment, the cross-jet velocity along the

Western halfwidth fluctuated within the positive as would be expected for a laterally
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Figure 3.9: Peak ebb velocity (m/s) and transport (m2/s) components.

spreading jet. The cross-jet velocity on the Eastern halfwidth, however, fluctuated

around zero, indicating a flow parallel to the jet axis some of the time. In the far

field the flow changed to strongly positive, showing the jet-wards return flow of the

lee-face of the vortex. The u velocities on the jet cross sections can be seen to have

been Gaussian in shape within the halfwidth boundaries (figure 3.10e), although the

furthest offshore profile had a slight camel-back peak. The Gaussian tails were variable

and the Eastern tails were all negative, suggesting a weaker harbour ward flow on the

jet’s Eastern side. The across-jet v velocity profiles were less clean and coincided with

the observations made from the along-jet v profiles.
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(b) Along-jet profiles of across-jet velocity.
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(c) Across-jet profiles of along-jet velocity.
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(d) Across-jet profiles of across-jet velocity.
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Figure 3.10: Peak ebb velocity components along the actual jet centre and halfwidth
lines as well as along mean-jet perpendicular lines at four distances. The latter are also
shown normalised laterally by jet halfwidth and in magnitude by jet centre line velocity.
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Figure 3.11: Peak ebb vorticity. Units = s−1.

3.3.4 Peak ebb vorticity

Relative vorticity is a measure of a fluid’s rotational tendency and is calculated as

ζ =
∂v

∂x
− ∂u

∂y
(3.11)

Due to the availability of the spatial velocity derivatives vorticity could also be calcu-

lated and was included in figure 3.11 as an extra means to test the spatial derivatives.

The vorticity plots show two large oppositely signed vorticity plumes extending out-

wards from the channel on either side of the jet axis as would be expected due to

the strong lateral shear. No asymmetry between the Eastern and Western plumes is

apparent. There was also a negative vorticity patch above the Eastern vortex.

3.3.5 Peak ebb dynamical terms

The spatial distribution of the along-jet and across-jet dynamical terms in equation

(3.6) can be found in figure 3.12.

The peak ebb along-jet local acceleration shows that the ebb jet was not at a

steady state, as is already known from the velocity vector plots. While velocities were

already beginning to decrease in the channel and parts of the near-field, they were still

increasing in the mid- and far-field jet regions, particularly above the sand bar. The

area above the sandbar closer to the harbour mouth, on the other hand, was decreasing

in velocity strength particularly fast, which was likely due to the frictional influence

of the bar itself. The across-jet local acceleration component (figure 3.12a) shows that

over most of the area v velocities were accelerating towards the jet centre, i.e. either
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(e) CJ horizontal advection
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(f) CJ pressure gradient
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Figure 3.12: Peak ebb (3.25h after PCHW) spatial distribution of the dynamical term
components rotated to coincide with the velocity direction on the jet centre line (solid
black). Units m/s2. AJ = along-jet components (equation (3.6)), CJ = cross-jet compo-
nents (equation (3.7)). Figure continued on next page.
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Figure 3.12: Peak ebb (3.25h after PCHW) spatial distribution of the dynamical term
components rotated to coincide with the velocity direction on the jet centre line (solid
black). Units m/s2. AJ = along-jet components (equation (3.6)), CJ = cross-jet compo-
nents (equation (3.7)).

decreasing in strength away from it or actually changing towards it, thereby entraining

water.

Both horizontal advection components were very variable, particularly within the

high velocity areas. Since v is usually small in comparison with u and u was positive

during peak-ebb nearly everywhere negative/positive along-jet advection during ebb

denotes a negative/positive u gradient in the along-jet direction. Similarly, the across-

jet advection term was almost exclusively influenced by the v gradient in the along-jet

direction multiplied by v itself. This means across-jet advection was negative/positive

when ∂v
∂x

was negative/positive. From the variability in figures 3.12b and 3.12e, it

is thus clear that the jet’s along-jet u and v velocity gradients must have also been

variable spatially, which is supported by the fluctuating along-jet u and v profiles in

figure 3.10.

As the pressure gradient term is calculated as the residual of all others and as

will be shown in this section the majority of the survey area at peak ebb was balanced

dynamically by advection and pressure gradient, the pressure gradient distribution was

a near mirror image of advection.

Some, but not all, of the variations within the pressure gradient and advection

terms have horizontal scales of the order of the distance between transect lines and

could therefore be an artefact of the analysis technique rather than real. This will be

discussed in more detail is section 3.4.3.
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The along-jet horizontal friction term had its largest magnitudes within the channel

and near field. A ’tongue’ of positive along-jet horizontal friction extended outwards

from the mouth and was flanked on either side by similar, slightly smaller negative

tongues. This spatial distribution gives a very clear picture of the effect lateral shear

had on the jet. The high velocity fluid near the centre of the jet was slowed down

by the lower velocity fluid on the sides, while the fluid to the sides of the mouth was

accelerated by the shear created between the high-velocity jet and the surrounding

near-stationary water. The across-jet horizontal friction component was negligible.

Along-jet bottom friction was largest where u was large, i.e. within the channel

and main jet region, although it was focused slightly to the East of the u distribution

due to the sandbar’s presence on this side. Bottom friction had virtually no across-jet

component contribution.

Contrary to bottom friction, the Coriolis term only contributed to the across-jet

dynamical balance, where it’s distribution was an exact mirror image of u. Compared

to the vorticity magnitudes in figure 3.11, those of the Coriolis term were very small,

showing that Coriolis likely had a negligible effect.

Due to the possibility of using the RBF approach to yield the integral of a two-

component field, it was possible to extract the free surface η from the pressure gradient

term. Its distribution at peak ebb can be seen in figure 3.13. The overall range of η

spanned approximately three cm with a Westward rising surface within the channel

and a depression above the Eastern vortex. There was also slight elevation to the West

of the far field jet region.

Figure 3.14 compares the signs and magnitudes of all dynamical terms along the jet

centre line and both halfwidth lines to each other. The strong fluctuations in pressure

gradient and advection are immediately apparent, as are fluctuations in the combined

sum of all term magnitudes. Because bottom friction was almost uniform along the jet

centre line in the along-jet directional dynamical balance, bottom friction contributed

heavily in those areas where the two major terms were changing signs. The same was

true in the across-jet directional dynamical balance for the Coriolis term.

The dominant dynamical term across the area, i.e. the dynamical term with the

largest absolute magnitude, can be found in figure 3.15. Although horizontal advection

and pressure gradient were the dominant terms across the majority of the area during

peak ebb, there was a small area to the East of the jet in the mid field, where local

acceleration dominated. The occasional dominance of bottom friction can also be

observed here, in the form of a few small patches within the channel. The same was
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Figure 3.13: Peak Ebb dynamic topography (m).

true regarding the Coriolis term in the across-jet direction.

Figure 3.16 shows which dynamical terms balanced each other within the whole

survey region. Any term that had an absolute magnitude of 40% or larger of that

of the dominant term was included in the balance. Balances of more than four terms

were not included. Their legend lists the terms in order of increasing occurrence. When

comparing all components in both the along- and across-jet balances, the majority of

the area was balanced between pressure gradient and advection, although there were

many patches within the main jet area where bottom friction and Coriolis contributed

to that balance. Again, to the East of the jet centre in the midfield, local acceleration

also played an important role within a large area. In the along-jet direction the balance

was much less dominated by only advection and pressure gradient. Additionally to the

large Eastern patch of local acceleration contributing to the balance, there was another

such patch within the main jet region in the far field. There were also many areas within

the main jet region where bottom friction significantly contributed to the balance. In

the across-jet direction a similar contribution was made by the Coriolis term within

the main jet region. Local acceleration also played a part in the along-jet dynamical

balance within the jet area in the far field.

From a physical point of view this means that the jet was primarily driven by

the surface elevation difference (pressure gradient) between the harbour and the open

ocean, caused by the tide, and the resulting inertia and advection balancing this eleva-

tion difference. Jet momentum was primarily dissipated by bottom friction, although

some weak lateral frictional dissipation occurred within the measurement area. The
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bottom topography, Coriolis force and the jet’s tidal development (local acceleration)

all weakly influenced the jet’s structure.

In order to be able to compare the dynamical results directly to those of Hench and

Luettich (2003), the terms had to be rotated into a streamwise coordinate system (see

section 3.1.4), which eliminated v velocities at all locations, which in turn eliminated

some dynamical terms entirely from the momentum equations and redefined others.

Additionally, all terms were multiplied by the depth to yield momentum fluxes. The

results can be seen in figure 3.17. The colour bar limits are identical between plots. All

components still have very similar spatial distributions as they did in the along-/across-

jet reference frame, although bottom friction is now entirely eliminated in the normal

direction as is Coriolis in the streamwise direction, where in the previous reference

frame both were simply small. Now that all terms share the same scale, it can be seen

from figure 3.17 that the dominant terms over the majority of the region were indeed

pressure gradient and advection (now termed Bernoulli acceleration in the streamwise

and rotary acceleration in the cross-stream components in agreement with terminology

used by Hench and Luettich (2003)) in both streamwise and cross-stream components,

although both fluctuated heavily between positive and negative. All other components

had much smaller magnitudes, but where the two dominant terms fluctuated between

signs any lesser dynamical terms could dominate. In the streamwise direction bottom

friction was the third largest term, while the same was true for Coriolis in the normal

direction.

3.3.6 Summary

• The spatial and temporal velocity fields showed the typical ebb jet structure dur-

ing the ebb phase with an associated vortex on its Eastern side, that propagated

outwards and grew over time.

• The flood phase showed a radial influx of water from the near harbour entrance

surroundings, although a prevailing NWerly background current caused the ma-

jority of the inflowing water to originate from the Southeast.

• The peak ebb velocity field showed the typical spreading ebb jet structure with

a vortex to the East of the jet centre in the far field. There existed an Eastward

displacement of the jet centre line where the jet crossed the sandbar, suggesting

an interaction with this prominent bathymetric feature.
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(a) Along-jet balance along jet centre line
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(b) Across-jet balance along jet centre line
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(c) Along-jet balance along Western halfwidth
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(d) Across-jet balance along Western
halfwidth
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(e) Along-jet balance along Eastern halfwidth
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(f) Across-jet balance along Eastern halfwidth

Figure 3.14: Peak ebb dynamical term component balance along the actual jet centre
and halfwidth lines.
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Figure 3.15: Peak ebb dominant dynamical term. PG = Pressure Gradient, HF =
Horizontal Friction, BF = Bottom Friction, C = Coriolis, HAM = Horizontal Advection
of Momentum, LA = Local Acceleration.
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Figure 3.16: Peak ebb dynamical balance. Balance configurations are listed in order of
increasing spatial coverage and include all terms with a magnitude of at least 40% of the
largest term. Blank areas denote balances of 5 terms or more. PG = Pressure Gradient,
HF = Horizontal Friction, BF = Bottom Friction, C = Coriolis, HAM = Horizontal
Advection of Momentum, LA = Local Acceleration.
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Figure 3.17: Peak ebb spatial distribution of the dynamical term momentum flux
components rotated to a streamwise reference frame. Units = m2/s2 (Velocity m/s).
SW = streamwise components (equation (3.8)), CS = cross-stream components (equation
(3.9)). Figure continues on next page.
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Figure 3.17: Peak ebb spatial distribution of the dynamical term momentum flux
components rotated to a streamwise reference frame. Units = m2/s2 (Velocity m/s).
SW = streamwise components (equation (3.8)), CS = cross-stream components (equation
(3.9)).

• The distribution of the local acceleration term proved that the jet was not in a

steady state, but that the jet was decelerating near the harbour, and accelerating

in the mid and far field jet regions, although laterally it was accelerating towards

the jet centre.

• Plots of vorticity show the expected opposing sign plumes separated by the jet

centre line.

• The pressure gradient and advection terms were highly variable and near mirror

images of each other in both components.

• The dynamic topography extracted from the pressure gradient distribution varied

by only 3 cm and displayed a Westward upward sloping surface within the channel

and a depression above the Eastern vortex.

• The along-jet horizontal friction distribution displayed the expected three-tongued

lateral shear near the harbour exit. Bottom friction was largest in the along-jet

direction and had a distribution similar to along-jet velocity, while the Coriolis

term also had a similar distribution but in the across-jet direction.

• Most of the survey area was dominated by the pressure gradient or advection term

both of which in most areas balanced each other. Their spatial distributions were
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very variable and patchy, as they relied predominately on the along-jet velocity

gradients, which undulated slightly.

• Those areas where these two terms were changing direction/sign allowed less sig-

nificant terms to contribute to the dynamical balance. In the along-jet direction

this was bottom friction, while the same was true for Coriolis in the across-jet

dynamical balance. Local acceleration also played a role to the East of the jet

where dynamical term magnitude generally was small and within the jet in the

far field.

• The Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet was therefore primarily influenced by the tidal

elevation difference and the inertial response of the fluid. Bottom topography,

Coriolis force and the jet’s temporal development also played a part, although

weakly. Bottom friction was the main, but still limited, momentum dissipation

mechanism.

• Second order spatial gradients in the horizontal friction term and first order

spatial derivatives in the vorticity distribution performed very well and yielded

expected spatial distributions for both properties. Similarly, the integral of the

pressure gradient term resulted in a plausible free surface distribution.

3.4 Discussion

The RBF approach allowed the production of temporal and spatial high-resolution

images of velocity, dynamical terms, dynamic topography and vorticity distributions.

To ascertain the validity of the results, this section begins by comparing the present

velocity predictions with those made by Old (1999) and Old and Vennell (2001) using

the different technique of harmonic reduction. The dynamical balance results are then

compared with the model results by Hench and Luettich (2003), before the dynamical

term accuracy is discussed.

3.4.1 Comparison to CO velocity field results

The general features of the flow field found here were very similar to those found by

Old and Vennell (2001) for the same data (excluding the Nov1 dataset) using harmonic

decomposition rather than RBF interpolation, although the RBF approach allowed to

additionally explore the flow structure using artificial drogues. Both studies found
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Table 3.5: Times (h after PCHW) of tidal phases between present and Old (1999)
analyses.

peak ebb slack peak flood slack

present study 3.25 6.66 10.08 12.69
Old (1999) 2.5 6.2 9.8 12.2

the mentioned ebb/flood asymmetry, i.e. the spreading Gaussian ebb jet and the

radial flood flow outside the harbour entrance. The Eastern vortex and pulse like

nature during the ebb flow further offshore was also consistent with the results by

Old and Vennell (2001). The residual offshore ebb flow at slack before flood and the

Northwesterly background current were also consistent between both studies. Although

the general flow features during all phases of the tide were very alike, the relative times

of these phases differed between both studies as can be seen in table 3.5. In the study

presented here, the tidal response at the harbour entrance had a greater phase lag of

0.75 h at peak ebb, which reduced to between 0.2 and 0.4 h for the other main tidal

times. Additionally, the advective speed of peak ebb flow found by Old and Vennell

(2001) was 0.53 m/s in comparison with the 0.37 m/s determined by this study. These

discrepancies are likely due to the difference in analysis approach between both studies.

Since the RBF approach also spatially smoothed the velocity field, it is likely to be

more accurate.

3.4.2 Dynamical balance

The results of the dynamical balances during peak ebb are here directly compared to

the numerical model results found by Hench and Luettich (2003). Hench and Luettich

(2003) found a clear advection and pressure gradient distribution for their idealised inlet

numerical model with streamwise advection being large and positive on the harbour

side of the entrance and large and negative on its ocean side. The opposite was true for

their stream-wise pressure gradient term. The normal pressure gradient and advection

terms they found were also mirror images with advection being large and negative on

the right side (in flow direction) of the channel and jet and large and positive on the left.

Although pressure gradient and advection terms found in this study were also mostly

mirror images of each other in both components, they certainly did not follow a clear

pattern similar to that of Hench and Luettich (2003) and instead were found to be very

variable. This variability and its authenticity will be discussed in section 3.4.3. Within

the ebb jet region Hench and Luettich (2003) found that bottom friction balanced
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advection in the streamwise component, although the pressure gradient term was still

large near the entrance. In the normal direction Hench and Luettich (2003) found

a balance between normal advection and pressure gradient, with Coriolis becoming

slightly more important in a relative sense further offshore. The majority of the ebb

jet area in this study, however, was found to be balanced in both components by

the pressure gradient and advection terms, with bottom friction contributing to the

balance in some areas in the along-jet direction and Coriolis doing the same in the

across-jet direction. Therefore bottom friction does not appear to contribute to the

dynamical balance in the Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet to the extent that it did in

Hench and Luettich (2003)’s models. This is probably due to the slightly larger depth

as Hench and Luettich (2003)’s idealised inlet had depths between 5 and 10 m in the

bottom friction dominated areas, whereas depths in the Otago Harbour jet area varied

between 9 and 17 m. The Coriolis term, on the other hand, seems to have a larger

contribution in the normal dynamical balance of the Otago Harbour jet, possibly due

to its larger latitude (45.77o S versus 34.69o N for Beaufort Inlet used by Hench and

Luettich (2003)). From the pressure gradient distribution Hench and Luettich (2003)

found a 6 cm difference in free surface elevation. This caused a dome of elevated

surface within the channel, with the free surface then dipping due to the acceleration

of the flow within the channel due to the Bernoulli effect causing the then positive

pressure gradient on the ocean side of the channel. The free-surface difference found

from the pressure gradient distribution in this study was only 3 cm and no clear dome

shape within the channel was evident. Instead the surface within the channel sloped

positively to the West, which might be explained by the relative importance of the

Coriolis term in the across-jet dynamical balance. Hench and Luettich (2003) ignored

the horizontal friction component in their balance, stating that it was small compared

to the others. This is supported by the observations made here, although horizontal

friction contributed very minorly to the stream-wise dynamical balance during peak

ebb.

3.4.3 Dynamical term accuracy

The spatial and temporal distribution of all dynamical terms was highly plausible, with

the exception of that of horizontal advection, which was very patchy and undulated

heavily between positive and negative advection in both components. Since v is zero

on the jet centre in an along-jet coordinate system, the advection term in equation

(3.6) should be determined by u∂u
∂x

in the along-jet direction and u ∂v
∂x

in the across-jet
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direction. This is supported by the fact that the same spatial variability in advection

was present in the streamwise/cross-stream coordinate system where v was zero by

definition across the entire view window. The calculation of the horizontal advection

term components therefore relied on the velocity’s spatial derivatives in the along-jet

direction. Figure 3.10 showed that u and v on along-jet profiles both undulated slightly.

These undulations were amplified in the spatial derivatives causing the observed patch-

iness and sign changes within the survey area for the advection term. The question

must be asked whether the underlying velocity undulations were real or an artefact of

the RBF interpolation. Since the RBF approach aims to fit the smoothest possible

surface to the data, undulations in said surface are common, particularly when the

data are over-fitted by applying more weights than necessary, thereby fitting the noise

rather than the underlying signal. In the RBF analysis carried out here, however, the

greedy fit and cross-validation techniques introduced by Vennell and Old (2007) were

employed to prevent such over-fitting from taking place.

The undulations might have been introduced due to low spatial and/or temporal

sampling resolution. If this was the case then the undulations should be of sizes of

the order of the horizontal distances between transect lines and not span across more

than one transect line. The two sets of adjacent dashed lines in figures 3.12b and 3.12e

show the typical distance between survey lines and it does indeed appear that some of

the advection undulations, but not all, conform to the above and could therefore be an

artefact of the RBF interpolation due to under-sampling spatially and/or temporally,

while others (primarily those within the channel and in the outermost survey area)

appear to have been real.

To further determine whether the observed irregularities in the advection term were

real, the distribution of other properties calculated from the spatial derivatives might

be of help. Interestingly, the along-jet horizontal friction term which relied on two

second spatial derivatives looked exactly as would be expected. Since u was much

more variable in the y than x direction due to the strong shear present, however, the

horizontal friction term was dominated by the across-jet gradient, which was negligible

in the calculation of advection.

Similarly, the very clean vorticity distribution was primarily determined by ∂u
∂y

(equation (3.11)), since the across-jet gradient was much larger than the along-jet

gradient. Therefore horizontal friction and vorticity depended primarily on the across-

stream spatial derivative of the along-jet velocity and thus had very clean and logical

spatial distributions.
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This, however, still does not answer the question whether the observed variability

in horizontal advection, which depended on the along-jet velocity gradients, was real.

Mirror-image variability could be found in the distribution of the pressure gradient

term, as this was calculated from the residual of the momentum balance which was

dominated by the advection term. From the integral of this pressure gradient term the

dynamic free surface was calculated. If the resulting dynamical surface was plausible,

this can be seen as evidence for the accuracy of the advection term distribution. At

peak ebb the dynamic topography was higher inside the channel than outside, although

it inclined towards the West. Since the entire flow field was dominated by the tidal

movement, which in turn depended on the surface gradient between the harbour and

open ocean, there should be a decrease in dynamic topography between the channel and

the surrounding ocean, which was indeed the case, although minorly. The Westward

incline within the channel might be explained by the significant contribution of the

Coriolis term to the dynamical across-jet balance within many areas within the channel

(figure 3.16c). There was a similar across-jet gradient in free surface along the main

jet region, albeit much reduced in magnitude. This can also be explained by the

Coriolis term contribution in the across-jet dynamical balance in many parts of this

area. The free-surface depression above the Eastern vortex, however, can be explained

by the balance between local acceleration and advection, causing the surface to dip

immediately above the vortex centre. The consequently plausible dynamic topography

thus supports the accuracy of the patchy advection term distribution.

In summary, it cannot be said with absolute certainty that the high variability in

the advection term and hence in the pressure gradient term were indeed real, although

the dynamic surface topography extracted from the pressure gradient was plausible. It

is probable that the variability was real to a certain extent, but that the slightly low

sampling resolution amplified and/or added to the variability, particularly within the

mid-field of the jet. A much better spatial and temporal resolution, such as that avail-

able from laboratory experiments, is likely to answer this question and give improved

results and will be readdressed in chapter 7.

3.5 Conclusions

• A common method to temporally smooth and interpolate Vessel-mounted ADCP

velocity time series was that of harmonic reduction which fits tidal sinusoids to

each time series. Harmonic reduction interpolates only temporally and is not
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spatially coherent as each location is fitted separately.

• A newer approach without these limitations that has developed in recent years

is that of RBF interpolation, which fits a surface with minimum curvature to

the data in space and time by applying weights to the surface. Previous studies

showed that RBF interpolation is superior to harmonic reduction and the tech-

nique has been developed progressively to optimise RBF interpolation through

methods such as cross-validation and modified greedy fitting.

• The continuity in first and second derivatives of tri-harmonic RBFs allows for

direct calculations of the dynamical term contributions to the shallow-water mo-

mentum equations from depth-averaged vessel-mounted ADCP data.

• The presented analysis of five merged vessel-mounted ADCP surveys of the Otago

Harbour ebb tidal jet using Radial Basis Functions is the first RBF analysis of

an ebb tidal jet and for such a large data set.

• The spatial and temporal continuity of the RBF velocity field made it possible

to create artificial drogue tracks and to extract derivatives from the data. The

resulting dynamical term, vorticity and dynamic topography distributions were

plausible and compared well with predictions made by Hench and Luettich (2003).

• Due to the large data set, however, the RMS prediction error was around 10%

of the peak velocity which, although reasonably large, might be expected from

a dataset this large. Velocity predictions compared well in structure and dis-

tributions with those made by Old and Vennell (2001), although some slight

discrepancies did exist.

• The dynamical balance was mostly dominated by the pressure gradient and hori-

zontal advection terms, although bottom friction, Coriolis and local acceleration

also contributed significantly at varying locations. It can thus be summarised that

the Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet is influenced predominately by the difference in

surface gradient and the resulting horizontal advection of momentum, although

bottom friction contributes to the along-jet and Coriolis to the across-jet balance.

• The two largest dynamical terms, advection and pressure gradient, were highly

variable. In some areas this variability spanned more than one vessel track and

therefore may have been real, while in other areas this is not certain as variation

existed between lines. This suggest that the hourly repeats on lines 150 m apart
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was sufficient to resolve most dynamical terms, but not necessarily advection,

which required estimates of the along-jet gradients of the observed flow.

• High resolution data to test the advection distribution can only be acquired

feasibly in laboratory experiments. Such data would also allow the direct com-

putation of turbulence terms, which was not possible in this field study due to

the low temporal resolution. These factors as well as the ability to vary cer-

tain jet parameters in a controlled environment, were the main motivations for

conducting the laboratory study covered in subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 4

Laboratory jet model

The laboratory, or ’experimental’, work was carried out in the Fluid Mechanics Lab-

oratory of the Civil and Natural Resources Engineering Department of the University

of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand between October 2008 and October 2009.

The plane jet model was designed and built for the purpose of these experiments and

in summary consisted of a 0.25 m wide inlet channel entering a 2.4m by 2.4m mea-

surement region which in turn was connected to a much deeper stilling basin at the

downstream end of the measurement region. As discussed in the previous chapter the

main challenge in experimentally imitating a plane jet lies in simulating infinite lateral

boundaries. In order to overcome this problem a novel approach utilising a self reg-

ulating side-entrainment system was employed for this study consisting of a constant

entrainment water supply with an overflow weir on each side of the tank. A similar

overflow weir was used at the downstream end of the stilling basin.

Due to the novelty of the laboratory approach the final experimental configuration

first had to be designed, constructed and tested. After initial construction was complete

a substantial testing phase preceded the actual data acquisition, during which various

components in the experimental configuration underwent changes to increase the overall

performance and repeatability of the experiments.

The vertical ARs used in the present experiments (AR= 0.06 to AR= 0.15) were

smaller than those of any previous study and thus is more representative of actual

environmental flows (sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.5). By systematically varying the jet’s AR

and Re, the bottom frictional influence on the jet’s mean and turbulent characteristics

was to be determined.

Information about the flow field was collected using video imagery of surface drogues,

which was subsequently analysed using PTV which was introduced in section 2.3.4.
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This chapter begins by explaining the final tank design, before focusing on the image

acquisition components for the velocity measurements. The image processing and PTV

processes are then explained before recounting the routine experimental procedure.

4.1 Tank design

The final tank configuration can be seen in figure 4.1. The experimental tank was de-

signed and constructed explicitly for the purpose of the present experiments and this

section describes in turn each tank component of the final experimental configuration

seen in figure 4.1. Some of the tank’s components were modified after initial tests

to improve experimental performance. The configuration described here is the final

version. Only where the structural evolution of a particular component is deemed im-

portant for the reader’s understanding of the configuration and/or the jet’s behaviour,

will reference be made to the changes made to the system.

Hereafter the reference ’top’ refers to that end of the tank supplying the jet inflow,

while the reference ’bottom’ refers to the opposite, or downstream, end. Handed refer-

ences ’left’ and ’right’ are in reference to a downstream looking (from top to bottom)

frame of reference. The ’inner’ side refers to the side facing the centre of the tank,

while the ’outer’ side faces the opposite direction. An ’offshore’ flow refers to a flow

from top to bottom, while an ’onshore’ flow applies to the opposite.

4.1.1 Tank body

The bed of the measurement region of the tank consisted of two sideways aligned sheets

of clear perspex of dimensions 2.4 m by 1.2 m by 0.018 m, to allow for illumination of

the surface drogues from below. Using (2.22) of the CM (see section 2.4.1) shows that

for an experimental inlet channel width of 0.25 m and assuming a spreading coefficient

of 0.1, as found by most previous laboratory studies (see table 2.2), and the lack of

a development region, the jet halfwidth b at x = 2.4 m should be 0.31 m. Thus the

perspex sheet’s lateral extent of 2.4 m covered 2.5/0.31 ≈ 9 halfwidths, more than 3.5

jet halfwidths either side of the centre line and should therefore have been sufficiently

large to not only cover the extent of the jet, but to have prevented any lateral wall

effects. A plywood stilling well 0.195 m deeper than the measurement region and of

2.4 m length was added to the end of the main measurement region to dissipate the

jet momentum.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental tank configuration, not to scale. Dimensions in cm.

As mentioned in section 2.4.2, the bottom friction coefficient of the perspex used

for the main measurement region (0.0025 ≤ CD ≤ 0.00375) was almost identical to

that typically found in the ocean (CD = 0.0025).

To allow for construction of the side weir systems a 0.3 m wide 18 mm thick plywood

bed extension was added laterally to the perspex bed of 2.4 m by 2.4 m discussed above,

extending the inner width of the tank to a total of 3 m. This measurement region was

constructed on an elevated steel frame, raising the measurement region 0.3 m off the

laboratory floor to create space beneath for the lighting system (figures 4.2a and 4.2b).

A steel support boom of 0.05 m width had to be added along the joint between the two

perspex sheets, even though this meant that a lack of back lighting above this boom

would create a data gap at x = 1.2 m of at least 0.05 m width. The steel frame had

supports at nine evenly spread locations allowing vertical fine tuning of the elevation

further discussed in section 4.1.1.
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The outer tank walls were also made of 18 mm thick plywood and had a height of

16 cm above the main measurement region’s bed. The depth of the flow and hence the

AR was, however, determined by the height of the side weirs to the inside of this outer

tank wall. The side weir system and thus the flow’s AR will be discussed in section

4.1.2.

The entire stilling well, attached at the bottom end of the main measurement region,

had the same outer horizontal dimensions of 3.0 by 2.4 m, but vertically extended to

the laboratory floor and was constructed entirely of 18 mm thick plywood (figure 4.3a).

All plywood parts of the tank were primed and coated with water resistant paint.

Tank levelling

The vertical elevation of approximately 60 locations on the perspex tank bed and

along the length of the outside weir was measured using standard surveying equipment

consisting of an automatic level mounted on a tripod and a vertical measuring rod.

Repeated measurements of the same location gave an accuracy of ±0.25 mm.

An initial survey of the empty tank revealed that the perspex region of the main

tank differed in elevation by up to 4 mm, which, for the lowest AR used, was 20% of

the water depth. When the tank was filled to 5 cm water depth the perspex sagged

an additional 10 mm at the centre of the sheets. Therefore it was deemed necessary

to introduce adjustable 1.5 cm diameter steel rods as supports at selected locations

beneath the perspex sheets (these can be seen in figure 4.2a). These were spaced as

sparsely as possible as they created gaps in the data due to a lack of back lighting from

beneath. Even though a total of 18 supports were used only 6 of these were within the

camera view window described in section 4.2.3.

Together with the supports attached to the steel frame, the supports underneath

the perspex were used in conjunction with the surveying equipment to ensure a uni-

formly elevated tank bed ±0.5 mm. This was 3% of the depth of the lowest AR. As a

comparison, Rowland et al. (2009), who used a 2.4 by 3.7 m acrylic bed, had a max-

imum depth variation across the bed of 4 mm for flow depths of 5 cm, i.e. a depth

variation across the bed of 8% of their depth.

These tank surveys and levellings were carried out every time a major modification

was made to the tank, the AR had been changed or a considerable amount of time had

passed. It was always carried out with the tank filled at the desired depth and with

both the jet and side flows switched on, to prevent the tank from draining during the

survey.
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(a) Under construction.

(b) Finished.

Figure 4.2: Main measurement region.
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(a) Under construction.

(b) Finished.

Figure 4.3: Stilling well.
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How important the level tank bed was could be observed when on 15/07/09 a

7.6 Richter scale magnitude earth quake with an epicentre close to Dusky Sound in

Fiordland, more than 400 km from Christchurch, occurred. The earthquake could

barely be felt in Christchurch and experiments were carried out as normal. It was,

however, noticed that the jet had slightly changed direction and when two days later

the tank was resurveyed it became clear that the earth quake had moved two of the

pivots underneath the perspex bed. The tank was re-levelled and all experiments that

had been carried out during the previous two days had to be repeated.

4.1.2 Side weir system

As previously mentioned, a plane jet’s cross-stream velocities (V ) should asymptote

to a finite non-zero value, the far field ’entrainment velocity’ (equation (2.32)). A

plane jet therefore observes a constant jet-ward entrainment flow to either side and a

laboratory plane jet has to subsequently be provided with lateral entrainment fluid in

some manner (see section 2.3.2). What happens when no entrainment water source is

supplied was displayed by Dewals et al. (2008) who studied the jet inflow into a large

shallow water basin. Despite there being an equal outflow, the lack of ’infinite’ lateral

boundaries caused the jet to create one large recirculating vortex on each of its sides,

spanning the entire length of the basin. These vortices therefore acted to provide the

jet’s own entrainment water. Additionally, the flow often became asymmetric, with

the jet attaching to either lateral wall, thus creating two differently shaped and sized

vortices.

To prevent the jet from recirculating its own entrainment water an entrainment

water source was introduced. The approach used here is similar to that used by Dracos

et al. (1992) who supplied a constant stream of entrainment water through submerged

perforated tubes along the length of both sides of their measurement region. They

limited the volume of the water supplied to that estimated to be needed by the jet for

entrainment. In the study described here, the aim was to allow the jet to determine its

own entrainment requirements by allowing any excess water to exit the system. This

was achieved by regulating the water depth through overflow weirs along the outside

of the submerged perforated tubes and using the latter to supply a two to three fold

multiple of the entrainment water volume estimated to be needed. This system in

theory delivered all the entrainment water required by the jet, while any excess spilled

over the outside weir into a moat and thus out of the system.

The side weir systems were constructed between 7 and 27 cm distance from the
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lateral outer tank boundaries (figures 4.4a and 4.5a). At 7 cm to the inside of the

outer tank sides the aluminium outer weir was screwed and sealed to the plywood tank

bed. On the inside of this outer weir a 16 mm diameter plastic tube was placed which

extended through the top wall to the outside of the tank from where the entrainment

water was supplied. This tube was perforated on its underside by a series of pairs of

circular holes at an angle of approximately 40◦ on either side off the vertical. These

holes of approximately 5 mm diameter were spaced approximately 7 cm apart along the

length of the pipe. A second shorter and therefore submerged weir of approximately

three quarters the outer weir height was positioned 4 cm to the inside of the outer weir,

creating a channel for the submerged pipe. This was done to deflect any large velocity

fluid spouting out of the pipe holes, while still allowing the water to enter the system

over the top of this submerged weir.

The excess entrainment water spilled over the outside weir into the moat region

between the weir and outer tank boundary. From here the water drained out of the

outer tank via two long slits of approximately 30 by 5 and 100 by 5 cm cut in the

outermost wall on each side of the tank. Underneath each of these slits a box with

draining holes was positioned. These holes were connected via pipes to the desired

drainage location discussed in more detail in section 4.1.3.

Initial tests showed that without the entrainment water supply turned on, the jet

displayed the same structures as observed by Dewals et al. (2008) and indeed recir-

culated its own entrainment fluid in the form of large lateral vortices of the length

of the measurement region, often attaching to either of the tanks lateral boundaries.

With the side system operating, however, no such large recirculating vortices formed

and the jet remained centred within the main measurement region. Dye visualisations

showed a clear jet-ward entrainment flow. This difference in jet structure was taken to

be sufficient proof that the self-regulating side weir system was functioning as desired.

To restrict turbulence created from the pipe outflow to the outer regions, 20 cm

to the inside of the outer weirs a vertical filter system was installed consisting of 1

cm thick air-conditioning filter material held upright by wire mesh on the outside and

a perforated steel plate on the inside. This reduced residual currents in the main

measurement region in the absence of the main jet flow to a negligible magnitude.

It was found that the system was very sensitive to slight differences in weir elevation

along the length of the tank. Surface tension caused the water to spill more at some

locations than others, causing residual currents within the tank. It was also found

that this uneven spilling could be rectified by attaching a particular textured rubber
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material to the top and sides of the weir (see figure 4.6a). This longitudinally grooved

rubber matting folded over the weir, guided the water more evenly over the top of the

weir along its entire length, although it had to be manually wiped initially, in order to

moisten it and thus initiate spilling.

The presence of the rubber matting on top of the weir and the sealant underneath

it, caused slight longitudinal elevation differences along each side weir and between

sides. Even though there were elevation differences of ±0.5 mm along the side weirs,

it was noticed that the upper half of the left weir was consistently around 1 mm lower

than all other side weir locations and after substantial testing this was found to be the

cause for a slight left-ward veering of the jet. An excess overspill of fluid at the top

left caused an across-jet pressure difference which in turn caused the jet to veer to the

left. Henceforth great care was taken when surveying and levelling the tank that the

side weir heights on both sides of the tank were equal at all downstream locations.

All initial tests and modifications of the experimental configuration were carried out

using an outer weir height of 34 mm (including the rubber material). Once the final

configuration was decided upon an additional two outer weir heights of 17 and 11 mm

were employed for the final experiments (figure 4.6b). This provided three different

experimental aspect ratios. The inner submerged weir had heights of 25, 10 and 0 mm,

respectively.

Two different sized diameter pipes supplying the entrainment fluid were used to

enable larger inflows along the side. The first was the previously mentioned 16 mm

diameter pipe, limiting the volume flux through the pipes to approximately 1.7 L/s per

side, while the second had a diameter of 40 mm. To prevent this larger pipe from being

larger than the outer weir, an 11.5 cm deep trench was added in between the outer and

inner weirs within which to submerge the pipe (figures 4.4b and 4.5b). The pipe was

now fed from above, via a T-junction to the centre of the submerged pipe which had

similarly sized and spaced holes as the smaller pipe. Table 4.1 lists all final experiments

and details which side weir pipe size was used for each. One experiment was undertaken

using both the large and small pipe to test independence of the particular side inflow

configuration. The results will be discussed in section 4.1.6.

Each side’s entrainment water supply had a separate control valve and flow meter.

The left side’s flow meter was a Bailey Fischer Porter model 10DX4011B, while the

right side’s was a Krohne IFC 010D. The valve could be manually adjusted to be within

±0.5 % of the desired flow rate according to the flow meter. The flow rate displayed

by the flow meter fluctuated by ±1 %. When calibrated against each other the flow
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(a) Smaller pipe.

(b) Embedded larger pipe.

Figure 4.4: Cross-section of side weirs systems. Not to scale. Measurements in cm.
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(a) Small pipe.

(b) Large embeded pipe.

Figure 4.5: Side weir systems.
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(a) Rubber matting over weir.

(b) Different side weir heights used.

Figure 4.6: Side weirs.
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meters agreed within 3%. Each side system was supplied with the same flow rate as the

jet inflow, which was estimated to be twice that required for entrainment by classical

plane jet theory.

4.1.3 Jet inflow

The Otago Harbour ebb tidal jet has a Reynolds number Re = U0H
ν

of 1.5 × 107

and a Fr (Fr = U0√
gH

) of 0.082 at peak spring ebb flow. Achieving either of these

values in the experiments was impossible, due to the much reduced vertical dimension.

Consequently, the assumption was made that, provided the flow was sufficiently strong

to be turbulent (Re ≫ 1000), while yet being sufficiently weak to be subcritical (Fr <

1), the experimental flow was dynamically similar to the flow in the field. As a result

the flow rates covered in the experiments were limited at the lower end by Re and

at the upper end by Fr. In practice it was found that experiments with Re ≤ 3000

did not offer good repeatability, probably due to non-fully developed turbulence and

hence only higher Re flows were included in the final experiments. Fr varied between

0.19 and 0.82 for all experiments. At the larger Fr values, it was possible to visually

distinguish a surface gradient in the vicinity of the entrance channel, but the remainder

of the flow appeared to be largely unaffected by free surface movements. The top end

of this range was therefore thought to still be sufficiently far from the transitional

value of unity to allow for the aforementioned assumption that the jet was dynamically

independent of Fr as discussed in section 2.5.2.

Table 4.1 lists all the parameters tested. The discharge Q is related to Re linearly

regardless of depth because U0 = Q/(1000 ∗ W ∗ H) if Q has units L/s, i.e. Re =

Q/(1000 ∗W ∗ ν). This means identical Q values had identical Re values, regardless

of depth/AR.

Header tank

The jet inflow pipe was submerged mid depth at the top end of a rectangular plywood

header tank 60 cm wide, 119 cm long and 58 cm deep (figure 4.7a). The pipe was

held in place by a steel frame. Three vertical perforated steel plates of decreasing

mesh size were placed at 28, 53 and 78 cm distance from the top end of the header

tank. Their purpose was to allow any residual turbulence from the pipe inflow to be

dissipated. At the bottom end of the header tank a inlet channel connected it to the

main measurement region of the tank. Three curved steel wings, one on each side and
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Table 4.1: List of final experiments and parameters tested including approximate ver-
tical aspect ratio AR, discharge Q, experiment repetition, side weir pipe diameter, inlet
channel length, actual depth measured at centre of channel exit, time step between pro-
cessed images δt, sub-parts into which each dataset was split due to computer memory
restrictions, mean number of particles per frame and mean percentage of matched parti-
cles per frame.

AR Q Re Fr rep date pipe channel actual H ∆t sub-parts Npart matched
(L/s) (mm) (m) (mm) (s) %

0.144 1.00 4000 0.19 I 06-01-09 36.90 2475.8 91.8
II 06-01-09 36.90 2090.6 91.5
III 06-01-09 36.85 2263.5 91.6
IV 06-01-09 36.85 2158.9 92.0
All 16.0 1.3 36.88 0 1/8 1 2247.2 91.7

1.25 5000 0.23 I 05-31-09 37.00 1953.9 94.1
II 05-31-09 37.00 1842.9 94.3
III 05-31-09 36.90 2411.1 93.3
IV 05-31-09 36.90 2314.4 93.0
All 16.0 1.3 36.95 0 1/12 2 2130.6 93.7

1.50 6000 0.28 I 05-28-09 36.55 2688.6 91.6
II 05-29-09 36.40 2760.7 91.7
III 05-29-09 36.60 2822.2 91.6
IV 05-29-09 36.60 3222.3 90.9
All 16.0 1.3 36.54 0 1/12 2 2873.4 91.4

2.25 9000 0.42 I 08-24-09 38.75 2673.9 93.4
II 08-24-09 38.75 2989.1 92.6
III 08-28-09 38.30 3223.2 93.0
IV 08-28-09 38.30 3194.4 93.0
All 40.0 2.4 38.52 0 1/24 3 3020.1 93.0

3.00 12000 0.56 I 07-14-09 38.80 2371.7 93.7
II 07-14-09 38.30 2494.9 94.3
III 07-15-09 38.40 2519.6 93.7
IV 07-15-09 38.20 2606.2 94.0
All 40.0 2.4 38.42 0 1/24 3 2498.1 93.9

0.092 1.00 4000 0.37 I 09-01-09 22.60 2677.0 92.1
II 09-01-09 22.60 2194.7 93.2
III 09-01-09 22.50 2486.7 93.1
IV 09-01-09 22.50 2544.5 92.7
All 40.0 2.4 22.55 0 1/12 2 2475.7 92.8

1.25 5000 0.46 I 09-04-09 23.00 2422.6 95.1
II 09-04-09 23.00 2339.5 95.0
III 09-04-09 22.70 2341.5 95.1
IV 09-04-09 22.70 2559.5 94.6
All 40.0 2.4 22.85 0 1/24 3 2415.7 94.9

1.50 6000 0.55 I 09-02-09 22.90 2913.2 93.4
II 09-02-09 22.90 2862.1 93.4
III 09-02-09 22.75 2710.0 93.3
IV 09-02-09 22.75 2660.2 93.3
All 40.0 2.4 22.82 0 1/24 3 2786.3 93.3

1.90 7600 0.70 I 09-23-09 23.15 2797.1 92.5
II 09-23-09 23.15 2873.4 92.5
III 09-24-09 23.15 2752.4 92.7
IV 09-24-09 23.15 2634.1 92.6
All 40.0 2.4 23.15 0 1/24 3 2764.2 92.5

2.25 9000 0.82 I 09-08-09 24.40 2561.8 92.6
II 09-08-09 24.40 2836.1 92.3
III 09-09-09 24.30 2906.8 92.3
IV 09-09-09 24.30 2556.0 92.5
All 40.0 2.4 24.35 0 1/24 3 2715.2 92.4

0.064 1.00 4000 0.63 I 09-29-09 16.30 2079.3 95.6
II 09-29-09 16.30 2087.1 95.5
III 09-29-09 16.30 2344.2 95.3
IV 09-29-09 16.30 2537.6 94.8
All 40.0 2.4 16.30 0 1/24 3 2262.1 95.3

1.25 5000 0.79 I 09-30-09 17.15 2079.3 95.6
II 09-30-09 17.15 2087.1 95.5
III 09-30-09 17.15 2344.2 95.3
IV 09-30-09 17.15 2537.6 94.8
All 40.0 2.4 17.15 0 1/24 3 2262.1 95.3
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one on the floor, extended into the header tank by 29 cm and guided the header tank

fluid into the inlet channel due to the free surface gradient between the header tank

and the main measurement region.

The jet inflow had a Koso-valve CVV-711 control valve which was manually adjusted

according to the outputted reading of the attached Krohne IFC 010 D flow meter.

Inlet channel and bottom boundary layer

A classical plane jet traditionally has a top-hat shaped exit profile (see section 2.4.1).

To ensure such an exit profile many of the previous laboratory plane jet studies used

a nozzle to guide the jet into the main measurement region (see table 2.1). As the

experiments presented here used surface drogues for the velocity measurements, a fully

developed bottom boundary layer was required and a nozzle entrance was thus not

appropriate. Instead a rectangular inlet channel was used. Since the Otago Harbour

ebb tidal jet also has an, albeit curved, inlet channel, a channel entrance was preferable

to a nozzle entrance in any case.

The experiments listed in table 4.1 employed two different rectangular inlet chan-

nels. The first was 130 cm long and 25 cm wide and had a bed of plywood. The inlet

channel sides were 19 cm high and made from perspex to allow for dye visualisations

of the vertical velocity structure. For higher flow rates a longer inlet channel was re-

quired to ensure a fully developed bottom boundary layer. This longer inlet channel

was 240 cm long and was constructed entirely from perspex (figure 4.7b). The longer

inlet channel was used for the same experiments that had larger side flow pipes were

(see section 4.1.2 and table 4.1). The Re = 6000 and AR = 0.15 experiment was

carried out at both configurations to test for independence of both the increased pipe

diameter and inlet channel length and will be discussed in section 4.1.6. The inlet

channel’s angle to the main measurement region was 90.074o and the channel bed was

always level with that of the main measurement region.

At the entry into the inlet channel from the header tank an 8.3 mm steel step

extended over the width of the channel and acted as a turbulence trigger, to accelerate

the formation of a turbulent bottom boundary layer and thereby ensure that the bottom

boundary layer was fully developed at the point where the inflow entered the main tank.

Previous dye flow visualisation tests indicated that without this step the flow could still

be in transition between turbulent and laminar flow. A similar step was successfully

used by Hill et al. (1976) in their study of a two dimensional rectangular air jet, after

they found that without the step the flow remained laminar and therefore produced
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(a) Header tank.

(b) 2.3 m inlet channel.

Figure 4.7: Jet inflow configuration.
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varying mixing rates, Uc and TI values.

Water source

To supply the jet and entrainment water the laboratory’s constant head recirculating

pump system was used, since this guaranteed a constant pressure flow for an unlimited

time. This did, however, mean that quantitative dye studies of the flow environment

were not possible as the absolute dye concentration in the source fluid would not

be able to be determined and contamination from recirculated water would have been

inevitable. This recirculating system consisted of a constant-head overspill water tower

on the outside of the laboratory which was supplied by a pump. Two separate pipes

were used to feed the jet and side systems. The side system supply pipe ended in a

T-junction, with one arm leading to each side with the afore mentioned separate flow

meters and control valves. The jet supply pipe also had its previously mentioned own

control valve and flow meter. All drainage water was fed into underfloor channels from

where it was recirculated to the constant head water tower and thus fed back into the

system.

Since the system was large and the underfloor channels were separated from the

laboratory by wooden planks only, some water impurities were observed. To avoid large

scale impurities within the tank being mistaken for drogues during image processing a

series of measures were implemented. Firstly, the entire laboratory water system was

drained and refilled from the Christchurch main water supply when deemed necessary

(approximately every two months). Secondly, the tank itself was fully emptied and

dried approximately every 2 weeks to remove any collected particles. This was also

necessary as the Christchurch water supply is not chlorinated and stagnant water grew

algae when left for a considerable amount of time. Thirdly, a crude coarse filter con-

sisting of air conditioning filter material was attached to the jet inflow. This filtered

out any very coarse material in the water and had to be changed every few weeks. The

side weir system filter air conditioning material was also changed on a regular basis

(at least once a week) due to algae growth and to prevent clogging. The main perspex

bed was wiped at least every other day with a large extended window wiper to remove

any built up algae film and marks. The inlet channel was wiped manually at the same

frequency.

The final experiments were carried out between May and September (see table 4.1),

Southern Hemisphere winter. Since the closed constant head water system had compo-

nents outside, underground and within the heated laboratory a constant temperature
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within the system could not necessarily be guaranteed. Since all tank water supplies

originated from the same system, however, and monitoring minor temperature fluctua-

tions at all inflows was infeasible, it had to nevertheless be assumed that there were no

temperature or density gradients within the tank. To prevent density differences due

to warming/cooling of the tank water overnight the tank was always drained over night

using a valve at approximately 5 cm elevation from the bed of the stilling well, leaving

only a small volume of fluid in the tank by next morning. If due to negligence the tank

had not been drained over night, the jet flow and side systems were run for at least 40

minutes to flush out any possibly remaining water from the previous day that might

have acquired a different temperature over night. This did not happen frequently.

4.1.4 Downstream weir

Due to the self-regulating nature of the side weir systems, it was impossible to know the

exact amount of water being entrained by the jet. Thus a closed water system where

the same quantity of water that enters the system (jet flow plus entrained water) would

be pumped out at the far end could not be employed. Instead a self regulating system

for the drainage of the incoming fluid similar to that employed on the sides had to be

used.

In order to remove the incoming jet fluid and the entrained fluid from the system

a novel drainage system was introduced that consisted of a pivotable overflow weir

spanning the breadth of the stilling well. This weir was constructed 50 cm from the

bottom end of the stilling well on the upstream side of a trench (figure 4.3b), which

acted as a drainage system with the overspilling water draining out of the system

through drainage holes within the trench. The weir itself was a 10.5 cm wide and 1.5

cm thick aluminium section attached via a hinge to a vertical plywood wall of 15.5 cm

height. At the centre of the length of the weir a small steel rod connected the weir to

a screw mounted on a steel boom suspended above the weir that was resting on the

sides of the stilling well (figure 4.8). By adjusting this screw manually the weir could

be raised or lowered by small increments between an entirely vertical elevation and a

90◦ angle. Although there was no absolute reliable scale by which to quantify the weir

elevation, a pointed steel indicator mounted on the weir top at each end and pointing

at the stilling well side walls allowed to mark a particular weir height, which could

thus be returned to at a later stage. For more subtle weir height changes a note of

the number of rotations of the adjusting screw was made. To overcome surface tension

effects causing uneven spilling the same rubber matting that was used for the side weirs
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Figure 4.8: Height adjustable bottom weir.

was also folded over and glued to the surface of this weir. An additional rubber sheet

was attached on the outside of the weir over the hinge to keep water from draining

out of the tank through the hinge joint. Nevertheless, a small amount of water did

still seep though this hinge and the weir/side wall junction. When all the inflows were

turned off this caused the tank to drain down to hinge level over the course of 1 − 2

hours.

For each particular flow configuration the bottom weir was manually adjusted to al-

low no visible net flow between the stilling well and main measurement region on either

side of the jet. When the bottom weir was too low, there existed a net offshore flow on

the sides. When the weir was too high, the net side flow was onshore. This was easily

observable in the Gaussian tails of the U velocity profiles across the jet (figure 4.9).

Initially, these bottom weir height adjustments were done after quantitative analysis

of a previous weir setting experimental run based on the Gaussian U profile tails. This

process could take up to a day of tests and analysis for any given flow environment.
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(a) Weir is at height for experiments.
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(b) Weir is one rotation lower.

Figure 4.9: Difference in Gaussian time-mean surface velocity profile tails for different
bottom weir heights. Velocity and y were non-dimensionalised by U0 and W respectively.

It was found that with some practice it was possible to visually determine whether

the bottom weir height was too high, low or satisfactory, based on the observation of

the surface drogues and henceforth this method was relied upon to save time. If the

analysis results revealed that the bottom weir height judgement had been wrong, the

weir height was reset and the experiments repeated. This happened very rarely.

Not all high-momentum jet water immediately spilled over the bottom weir, but

some deflected to the sides and along the sides of the stilling well, forming two counter-

rotating circulating cells, presumably due to a lack of full jet momentum dissipation.

Ideally, these stilling well circulations should have been entirely eliminated to ensure

they exerted no upstream effects on the main measurement region and various mo-

mentum dissipation methods were trialled, all of which significantly affected the jet

structure. In order to eliminate the circulations entirely, an even larger stilling well

would have been needed. Since this was infeasible due to financial and spatial re-

strictions, it was concluded that the current stilling well, though not ideal, was still

sufficient, as the circulations were restricted to the stilling well only.

4.1.5 Flow depth

The Otago Harbour jet has an exit width of 500 m and is on average 15 m deep. This

gives it an AR of 0.03. Since one of the main aims in the experiments presented here

was to determine the effect of bottom friction on the flow, a similarly shallow AR

needed to be employed. To create the same AR for the experimental model with a 0.25
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m inlet channel exit width, the water depth within the tank would have had to be 7.5

mm. Such small depths were impractical firstly because of the errors in bed elevation.

Secondly the need to keep Re ≥ 4000 would have resulted in Fr ≥ 1.96, rendering

the flow supercritical. Thus the minimum flow depth used was 16 mm, providing a

minimum aspect ratio of 0.06, i.e. twice that of the Otago Harbour jet. Additionally,

ARs of 0.14 and 0.09 were used (see table 4.1). All three ARs were much lower than

the only other previous laboratory shallow plane jet study (Rowland et al. (2009),

AR = 0.23).

Owing to the self regulating nature of the experimental configuration the water

depth for any given side weir height was not identical across different flow strengths.

In addition, each new flow strength required adjustment of the bottom weir (see section

4.1.4), which in turn influenced the depth in the main tank. Even changing side flow

strength changed the depth slightly, as an increase in side flow raised the free surface.

Due to this variability, depth had to be measured for each experimental run. This

was done at the centre of the inlet channel approximately 10 cm from the exit into the

main measurement region using a steel vernier point gauge resting on the channel side

walls. Repeated depth measurements of the same configuration revealed an accuracy

of ±0.1 mm. For higher Fr flows the free surface of the flow was slightly variable and

the depth measurement precision decreased to ±0.2 mm. Table 4.1 gives the actual

measured depths for all experiments.

For each final experimental configuration after the change in side pipes and inlet

channel length (see sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3) depth was also measured once along three

cross sections of the main measurement regions, using a vernier point gauge. The depth

variation across the main measurement region was very small at ±0.75 mm.

4.1.6 Change in inlet channel length

As discussed in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 some experiments were conducted using a

longer inlet channel length and larger embedded lateral entrainment pipes to ensure a

fully developed turbulent bottom boundary layer. To examine the validity of directly

comparing results of both set ups the Re = 6000 experiment was repeated twice at the

new configuration.

It was found that the bottom weir height previously used for the same flow con-

figuration was now too low, causing a mean offshore flow on the sides of the jet. It is

not certain why this was the case, but a possible cause could have been a reduction in

surface gradient along the length of the tank due to the longer inlet channel. Therefore
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(a) Short inlet channel.
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(b) Long inlet channel.

Figure 4.10: Comparison between across-jet surface velocity profiles at different lo-
cations downstream for Re = 6000 experiments before and after the inlet channel was
extended and the side weir system pipe diameter was increased.

the downstream weir height was increased by more than one whole rotation for the

comparison experiments to achieve the desired near-zero Gaussian tails in the U(y)

profiles. This slightly increased the depth of the flow from formerly 36.5 to 38 mm.

The time-mean results showed that there was no significant difference between

both configurations’ similarity profiles, turbulent intensities, centre line velocity decay

coefficients and spreading coefficients. It was, however, found that surface velocity for

the longer inlet channel configuration was consistently approximately 6% larger, and

the development region length xs/W decreased from 3− 3.9 to 2.1− 3. The reduction

in ZOFE length was caused by a more developed lateral boundary layer upon exit,

due to the longer inlet channel. Since the majority of the discussed results refer to the

ZOEF, this difference in xs is not considered to be of significance. It is unclear why

the surface velocity was increased by the longer inlet channel.

4.2 Velocity measurement system

The aim of the present experiments was to determine the effect of bottom friction

on a shallow plane jet’s mean and turbulent velocity structure. To do so, various Re

and AR combinations had to be trialled. If a sufficient horizontal resolution was to be

achieved, it would have therefore been extremely laborious to repeatedly relocate point

measurement devices such as ADVs across the jet area, for each of the experiments

listed in table 4.1, if not to say impossible. In order to be able to measure the entire jet’s
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horizontal velocity field simultaneously, the measurement method chosen was therefore

particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) which was introduced in section 2.3.4.

A prerequisite for PTV to perform well, is the acquisition of high quality images. In

the present experiments the main measurement region was illuminated from beneath,

while a camera mounted on the laboratory ceiling collected images of floating particles

within the measurement region. This section discusses the different elements of this

experimental imaging system.

4.2.1 Back lighting

Directly beneath the clear perspex sheets of the main measurement region, a second

layer of perspex sheet was attached. This layer was much thinner and semi-opaque to

diffuse the light from underneath in order to provide a more uniform light intensity

distribution across the inlet channel bed. This semi-opaque perspex was held in place

by clear double sided adhesive tape around the edges and the height adjustable pivots

used for levelling the perspex bed (see section 4.1.1). A total of 52 Alto Philips TLD

58W/865 fluorescent tubes were mounted on racks of two or three pairs and distributed

as evenly as space and pivots permitted underneath the perspex sheets (figure 4.11).

4.2.2 Drogues and seeding

The drogues used were positively buoyant black 3.5 to 4.0 mm Kopelen copolymer

resin particles. They were seeded manually across the entire measurement region prior

to each image recording. Once recording began, particles were seeded manually on

both lateral sides of the tank from where they were entrained towards the jet centre.

These feeding areas were later eliminated from the images. Inlet channel seeding was

done automatically by a motorised Gardena seed dispenser visible in figure 4.7b. The

seeder was driven by a Cole-Parmer motor, model number 7553-75, and operated using

a Cole-Parmer Masterflex speed controller. The seeder was mounted on a steel frame

suspending it above the inlet channel, close to the exit into the main measurement

region. Its speed was determined manually based on jet flow speed and seeder loading

and was changed slightly during an experimental run as the seeder emptied. Occasion-

ally some of the dispensing holes clogged with particles and these had to be manually

cleared. This process took no more than a few seconds and was part of the experimental

routine. The seeder was slightly wider than the inlet channel and any particles seeded

outside of the channel were collected by a plastic crate placed underneath. Great care
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(a) Main measurement region when backlit.

(b) Light racks beneath main measurement region.

Figure 4.11: Lighting system.
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was taken that no part of the seeder touched the channel itself, as the slight vibrations

of the motor might have caused changes in the turbulence structure of the flow.

For the shorter inlet channel the seeder was located approximately one third of the

channel distance downstream of the header tank. When the inlet channel length was

increased, however, seeding this far upstream caused most particles to move towards

the channel centre, and the side shear layers remained largely devoid of particles. The

seeder was therefore moved closer towards the main measurement region (about 20 cm

upstream of the end of the inlet channel).

Due to the water’s surface tension the positively buoyant particles tended to floc-

culate where seeding was dense and velocities were low. Therefore it was aimed to seed

particles densely enough to avoid major gaps in the deduced velocity field, yet not as

dense as to cause excessive aggregation. The mean number of particles per frame for

each experimental configuration varied between approximately 2100 and 3000 (table

4.1). Nevertheless, some particle flocculation still occurred within the low flow velocity

areas to either side of the jet. As will be discussed in section 4.3.2, such particle aggre-

gations were treated as single particles during processing. Observations of the tracks

of these aggregations versus those of single particles in their vicinity did not reveal any

significant differences in behaviour. For this reason and since this flocculation gener-

ally did not occur within the main jet area, it is not thought that this significantly

influenced the flow or the measurements.

The particles exited the system by spilling over the bottom weir, although for slow

flow rate experiments they tended to accumulate at the weir (figure 4.8) and had to be

continuously manually wiped over using a hand colander. A mesh crate was stationed

beneath the drain pipe outlets to collect the particles. Once dried using convective air

heaters, the particles were re-employed for further experiments.

4.2.3 Camera set up

The camera was a JAI CV-M4+CL Pulnix. It collected black and white images at

24 Hz and was mounted 3.16 m (elevation of lens) above the centre of the main mea-

surement bed, on a rail attached to the ceiling of the laboratory. This rail allowed the

camera to be moved in the downstream direction. The camera was accessed via a lad-

der that was temporarily placed above the inlet channel, with legs either side of it. The

camera was then dragged close along the rail with the aid of a pole and attached hook.

Once the desired changes had been made, the camera was moved back along the rail

to the approximate required position. Since the location and orientation of the cam-
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era influenced the position of the frame of reference within the data processing stage,

any movement of the camera required reorientating various previously determined ob-

jects/processes in the data analysis sequence. Moving the camera was thus avoided and

after initial tests and positioning the camera configuration was not changed during the

final experimental data collection. The camera was manually focused and orientated

to align with the inlet channel direction and to be vertically upright using spirit levels.

A Cosmicar 8.5 mm F1.5 lens and a red optical filter were used for all final ex-

perimental runs with a shutter speed of 1/100. The view window covered the entire

perspex bed, while still providing a resolution sufficient to identify each particle.

4.2.4 Image acquisition

The camera was connected to a PC stationed next to the tank. This PC was used to

change camera setting, operate the camera and record the images. The software used

for acquisition was BitFlow and images were recorded and written directly to a 1 TB

fast-write hard drive on the PC in bitmap format. The images were later converted to

JPEG format to save disk space. All experimental runs were recorded for 8 minutes, i.e.

recorded a total of 11520 images. The fast-write drive of the acquisition PC was never

allowed to fill beyond two thirds of its total space and had to be formatted regularly

to prevent the acquisition software from crashing intermittently.

4.3 Data processing

The image processing and subsequent PTV analysis was carried out using the Streams

1.05 software described in Nokes (2009). Rather than recounting the software specific

analysis steps, the analysis process of the experiments will be described in general terms

here, to allow a reader intending to repeat a similar analysis, to use any appropriate

image processing and PTV software package. The analysis process consisted of four

main steps - image processing, particle identification, particle matching and velocity

field computation - each of which will be discussed separately. For more detailed

analysis theory please refer to Nokes (2009).

4.3.1 Image processing

After acquisition the images had to be filtered to ease particle identification. An

example of a raw image can be seen in figure 4.12a. Firstly the image was inverted
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(figure 4.12b), to allow later particle identification based on light intensity, rather than

the lack of intensity. For all image readings from August onwards (see table 4.1), a

10 second blank reading of the measurement region was taken without any particles,

averaged, and all experimental images were subtracted from this image instead of

inverting all images (figure 4.12c). This was done to later avoid manually deleting

pseudo particles where the pivots beneath the perspex were located.

Due to the relative position of the camera, the view field was distorted in what is

referred to as a ’pin cushion effect’. This was caused by the difference in distances

of various positions within the view field to the camera lens. The region immediately

below the lens was closer than the corners of the view window. This pin cushion

effect could be removed by applying a cubic polynomial filter to convert each pixel

distance rs from the distorted source image centre to the pixel distance rd from the

non-distorted destination image centre through rs = (c0 + c1r + c2r
2 + c3r

3)rd, where

r is the magnitude of rd (Nokes, 2009). The coefficients for the cubic polynomial were

found by testing various values to determine which resulted in the tank boundaries

looking straight and perpendicular. The coefficients used were c0 = 1.0, c1 = −0.05,

c2 = −0.025 and c3 = 0.01 about the image centre. An example of a pin cushion

filtered inverted image can be seen in figure 4.12d. The same pin cushion filter was

applied to those images that had had a blank image subtracted.

As can be seen in figure 4.12d the background lighting intensity varied across the

view window. This made the next step, particle identification, more difficult as par-

ticles were identified based on their intensity relative to the overall image intensity.

Initially various positions for the light racks were trialled to see whether a more uni-

form light source could be achieved. This proved unsuccessful. The problem was solved

by applying another filter which removed the local background from each pixel loca-

tion. The filter subtracted from each pixel intensity the average intensity within a 10

by 10 pixel window centred about that pixel. This removed any background variation

leaving more clearly distinguishable particles (figure 4.12e). For those data sets where

a blank image was available for subtraction, the background lighting intensity did not

vary as much (figure 4.12c) and a background subtraction of a 10 by 10 pixel hollow

square window centred about that pixel was used.

4.3.2 Particle identification

Each filtered image was now run through a particle identification algorithm that iden-

tified and catalogued the particle location, size and intensity for each particle. The
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(a) Raw image. (b) Inverted raw image.

(c) Raw image subtracted from blank reading. (d) Pin cushion filtered inverted raw image.

(e) Background removed pin cushion filtered
inverted raw image.

Figure 4.12: Image filtering steps.
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type of algorithm used was a simple threshold algorithm that identified any particles

based on any of their pixels’ light intensities being above a threshold value of 30/40

(on a scale from 0 to 255) for the pre-August/August-and-later datasets, respectively

(figure 4.13). Other algorithm types based on fitting Gaussian intensity curves to each

particle or measuring the intensity relative to the average over an area around the

particle were also tested. The simple threshold algorithm was decided upon because it

performed well, while still keeping processing time low.

Although all drogues were between 1.5 and 1.7 pixels in diameter, their display on

the image varied in size due to diffusion of backlight around the particle (figure 4.12).

In regions of low flow velocity surface tension effects caused particles to aggregate and

therefore such aggregates were often identified as a single larger particle. Particles with

a larger diameter than 50 mm and those smaller than one mm diameter were discarded.

This upper limit was chosen to avoid large gaps within the jet’s shear layers which were

particularly prone to particle flocculation. Particles within the seeding regions, close

to the support boom in the middle of the view window, close to the view window edges

and those above support pivots were ignored. The positions, sizes and intensities of

all the remaining particles were saved as a particle record which was then used for the

subsequent PTV analysis.

4.3.3 Particle matching

In order to compute velocities the particle image coordinates had to initially be con-

verted from pixels to millimetres. This was done by recording an image of an L-shaped

ruler lying aligned with the main tank direction at the centre of the camera view field.

The pin cushion filtered image could then be used to measure the pixel length of each

ruler side and to thus calculate the pixel to millimetre conversion in both the x and

y directions. This had to be done only once, as the camera was not moved between

experiments. Each pixel in the x direction was therefore determined to equal 2.23 mm,

while each pixel in the y direction was equal to 2.25 mm.

The camera view window was slightly misaligned and had to be rotated by 0.2878◦

about x = 2708 and y = 1191 mm (the centre of the inlet channel exit), to align with

the inlet channel and thus the jet direction. This angle had been determined from

images of the tank with two measuring tapes across the view window aligned parallel

and perpendicular to the channel.

The time step ∆t between images was also required for the computation of particle

velocities. The camera collected images at 24 Hz, however, depending on the jet’s
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Figure 4.13: Particle record. Axes in mm. Centre of the channel exit is located at
x = 2708 and y = 1191 mm, i.e. the jet enters the field of view from the right.

velocity, not all frames were always processed. In low flow experiments particles within

the jet region moved very little between frames and only every second or third frame

was processed. Using different ∆t values for the same dataset revealed that the mean

velocity field was still virtually identical, provided ∆t was not overly large. This frame

thinning was not only done to conserve computational labour, but also to prevent

artificial small scale high frequency turbulence from being introduced. In slow flows a

particle might not appear to be moving from the same pixel location for several frames,

while then suddenly jumping to an adjacent pixel location. The ∆t between frames

was thus multiples of 1/24 s, depending on how many frames were discarded. Table

4.1 shows the ∆t values used for each experiment, which were determined by using

the ∆t value where 9 mm ≤ U0 × ∆t ≤ 16 mm. Naturally, some areas of the flow,

namely to the sides of the jet, always had very small flow velocities and introduction

of artificial high frequency turbulence in those areas could not be prevented and has

to be considered when interpreting the results.
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Due to computer memory restrictions only those runs where ∆t ≥ 3/24 s could be

processed as one dataset in the Streams software. All other runs had to be divided

into two or three equal sections and analysed separately (see table 4.1) and later re-

combined during post-processing in Matlab.

Particle tracking

The most important component of the computational analysis was tracking particles

between frames. By identifying the same particle from frame 1 in frame 2 its Lagrangian

velocity could be calculated. It will be attempted here to give a brief overview of the

principles behind the PTV analysis. For an in-depth explanation of the computational

processes involved refer to Nokes (2009).

Particles in frame 1 had to be assigned a matching particle in frame 2. Each prospec-

tive match was therefore given a particular ’cost’ which was calculated based on the

type of ’costing strategy’. The aim was to keep the overall cost of all matches between

two frames as low as possible, which was achieved by using an ’auction algorithm’.

The particle in frame 1 that was to be matched thereby ’bid’ for potential candidates

in frame 2. If the bidder highly desired the candidate the bid was associated with a

high benefit (low cost). The bidder bid for that candidate which had the highest net

benefit, i.e. the largest benefit minus the candidate’s price. The candidate’s price was

the to date highest bid for that candidate by other bidders. The bidder thus placed a

bid for the most desirable candidate, i.e. the candidate with the largest net benefit.

The bid increment was the difference between the net benefit of this bid and that of

the next most desirable candidate. The previously highest bidder for this particular

candidate was left without a match and bid again in the next ’sweep’ of all unmatched

bidders. No more than 1000 sweeps were carried out for each pair of frames.

To save computational resources a search window was defined within which the

algorithm looked for matches in the next frame. The search window used in all the

current experiments was based on the main flow direction and was 40 mm in the

positive x direction from the particle location, 20 mm in the negative x direction and

20 mm to both sides in the y direction.

The Streams programme offered a large range of costing strategies to determine

the benefit of each potential particle match. The simplest costing, for example, was a

distance costing, whereby the particle in frame 2 closest to the location of the bidding

particle in frame 1 had the largest benefit, i.e. lowest cost. From the range of costing

strategies available the following four step combination was found to be the most
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effective and matched not only a large percentage of particles (table 4.1), but also

visually displayed very sound matches (figures 4.14 and 4.15). These costings will be

discussed here. A second, slightly less well matched costing combination was used

on one of the same datasets, resulting in almost identical mean velocity magnitudes,

lending some support to the robustness of the PTV process.

The first costing used was an equally weighted combination (the sum of both gave

the overall cost) of the adjacency and centre of mass costings, both of which utilised

the pattern of particles surrounding the particle to be matched within a 150 mm long

and 50 mm wide rectangular window and assumed that particle patterns changed little

between two subsequent frames. The adjacency costing assumed that the pattern of

particles within the window was displaced by a vector and calculated the cost of each

potential match based on how distant all the surrounding particles in frame 2 were

from their theoretical displaced position based on this vector. The cost therefore was

the sum of all distances between the actual and theoretical particle positions, nor-

malised by the vector length multiplied by the number of particles within the window.

Particles further than 20 mm away from the theoretical position were not included in

the cost calculation. The centre of mass costing used the centre of mass (based on

number of particles not particle sizes) within the specified window centred around the

to be matched particle and compared it to the centre of mass in the same window

centred around the potential match, assuming again that the pattern of particles was

displaced by a common vector. The cost was the difference between the two centres

of mass, normalised by the displacement vector length. The maximum matching cost

for this and all other costing strategies used here, beyond which a potential match was

considered too ’expensive’ and therefore discarded was the default of 1.

The second costing was the previously mentioned distance costing and was used

to match the residual or non-matched particles. Some of those particles to the side

of the jet had failed to be matched by the previous costing. As velocities were low in

these regions, a distance costing performed very well. The actual cost was calculated

as the distance between the bidder and candidate, normalised by half the length of the

diagonal of the search window.

Although almost all particles were matched through this process the resulting set

of matches did contain some incorrect matches. This was rectified by using a recent

velocity costing to review all matches made and to discard any unreasonable ones.

The costing calculated where the particle in frame 2 should be in frame 3 based on its

velocity from its match between frames 1 and 2. The cost was the distance between
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(a) Particle record for 3 frames.

(b) Particle record for 3 frames with matchings shown by blue lines after
particle tracking analysis.

Figure 4.14: Particle matching.
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(a) Particle record for 3 frames.

(b) Particle record for 3 frames with matchings shown by blue lines after
particle tracking analysis.

Figure 4.15: Particle matching within blue square shown in figure 4.14.
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the location of the candidate and the theoretical location based on this recent velocity,

normalised by the theoretical displacement vector length. If the cost was larger than

the maximum matching cost, the match was discarded. This costing relied on there

existing an accurate match in the previous frame.

The last costing strategy to be employed was a local velocity costing which was

again used to match all the residual unmatched particles. It used the velocity of those

particles around an unmatched particle in a view window of 300 by 150 mm to calcu-

late the average local velocity within that area. The cost was the distance between the

location of the candidate and the theoretical location based on this local velocity, nor-

malised by the theoretical displacement vector length. This costing strategy depended

on the existence of a reasonable number of correct matches across the view window.

Both the recent velocity and local velocity costings were carried out in two iterations,

once forward and once backward in time.

In summary, the following four costings were used in consecutive order on all parti-

cle records: 1. adjacency and centre of mass (equally weighted), 2. distance, 3. recent

velocity, 4. local velocity. All of these costings combined provided highly accurate par-

ticle tracks (figures 4.14 and 4.15). Any random samples of matched frames displayed

similarly well matched particle tracks. No obvious mismatches were visible.

4.3.4 Velocity field computation

The particle matches provided Lagrangian velocities based on the displacement and

time step between frames, using a central difference scheme. Any particles that did

not have a match in the previous and subsequent frame were thus not included. Using

Delauney triangulation (Nokes, 2009) the Lagrangian velocities were interpolated onto

a rectangular Eulerian 50 by 50 node grid with x and y spacings of 45 mm and 35.5

mm, respectively. Delauney triangulation utilises three particles forming a large angled

triangle about one of the grid’s nodes to interpolate the velocity at that grid point.

Grid points that did not have containing particle triangles were left without a velocity

value, which was occasionally the case near the edges of the grid.

As discussed in section 2.3.4, PTV has the advantage over other techniques of

yielding two-dimensional velocity data across the entire measurement region simulta-

neously. In this application, however, where positively buoyant surface drogues were

used to measure surface velocity, particles tended to flocculate in regions where seeding

density was high or flow velocities low due to the effects of surface tension as can be

seen in figure 4.12. Flocculations with sizes of 50 mm or smaller were treated as a
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single particle during the PTV analysis, although their larger mass might have slightly

changed their inertial behaviour when compared to single particles. Where large floc-

culations occurred, this ultimately resulted in coverage gaps in their vicinity. Such

gaps were also caused by surface flow divergence, such as at the centre of vortices (see

van Heijst and Clercx (2009) for an explanation of vortex secondary circulation). Due

to the large occurrence frequency of vortices within the shear layers, particle coverage

within these shear layers frequently was sparse, despite the continuous lateral entrain-

ment of particles (see figures 4.12 and 4.14). Denser seeding reduced these gaps, but

increased flocculation, so an intermediate seeding density was used and some gaps

within the view window were unavoidable. In order to omit velocity data interpolated

across large particle gaps, a maximum triangle size of 10 cm in the x and 1 cm in the

y direction was employed during the velocity triangulation process, therefore leaving

blank values where larger regions without particles and/or particle matches existed.

The resulting velocity field was used for all time-mean analyses, but was not useful

for some correlation and for spectral turbulence analyses, as these required a continu-

ous dataset with equal time steps. Therefore a second velocity field, without limited

triangle sizes was extracted for these purposes.

The u and v velocities for each dataset were extracted from the now Eulerian

velocity grid, saved in text format and post processed in Matlab2009a. Post processing

included standard methods such as turbulent property calculation (see section 2.2) and

statistical/spectral analysis (see section 2.4.5).

Although the use of PTV offered excellent instantaneous flow field coverage, there

were a few draw backs associated with the system. Since the particles were surface

drogues, no vertical flow resolution was obtainable. To convert surface velocities to

depth mean velocity required for some calculations, it had to be assumed that the

vertical velocity structure had a fully developed turbulent boundary layer described

by a logarithmic or power-law profile. Although this was very likely the case within

the jet region, velocities to the sides of the jet were most likely insufficient to develop

a logarithmic velocity distribution. Additionally, the relative depth of the surface

drogues changed with decreasing AR from 11% to 25% of H , as the same particles

would sample a larger proportion of the depth for lower ARs. This has to be taken

into account when interpreting the results.
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4.4 Experimental procedure

4.4.1 Experimental routine

Each experiment was carried out following the same routine. Every morning the tank

was refilled entirely, then left to settle for 40 minutes to allow any residual currents from

the filling process to abate. Since in the absence of any inflow the tank drained slowly

through the hinge of the bottom weir the tank was refilled at low side flow rates prior

to all experiments and left to settle again for 20 minutes. After the 20 minute settling

phase the side flows were adjusted to the desired level, beginning with the left side.

Adjusting each flow took approximately 2 minutes. Once the side flows were switched

on, all weirs were manually wiped to remove surface tension effects due to dry surfaces.

Following this the jet was switched on to the desired flow rate and all weir surfaces

were wiped again. The system was left for 20 minutes to reach a steady state. After

the first 10 minutes the underfloor lights were turned on to allow them to warm up. At

18 minutes the depth was measured and the computer prepared for data acquisition.

After 20 minutes the laboratory lights were switched off, the seeder was turned on at

the desired speed, the main measurement region was manually seeded and then data

acquisition was initialised. During each 8 minute reading, the sides were continuously

seeded to replace the entrained particles and the bottom weir was continuously wiped

free of particles. For larger flow velocities at the shallower depths (Re ≥ 9000) a second

person was required to assist seeding one side during the experimental procedure. For

most experiments a second image capture procedure (reading) followed the first, giving

a total of two readings per experiment. No more than two consecutive readings were

carried out, so each flow configuration had to be initialised at least twice for the total

of 4 readings for each configuration. When a second reading did follow, it was made

approximately 3− 4 minutes after the end of the previous one. The time was required

to prepare the computer and to reseed the main measurement area. After all readings

the underfloor lights were switched off to prevent them from over heating. The system

was left running to flush out all drogues in preparation for the next experiment and

another depth reading was usually made. Once all drogues had been flushed out all

flows into the tank were halted and the tank left to settle for at least 40 before starting

the above procedure afresh.
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4.4.2 Repeatability

Repeatability is a key characteristic of robust experimental laboratory work. The sys-

tem here was tested over a number of months to ensure the highest level of repeatability

possible. However, even so some level of variability remained. Since visual observa-

tion always showed intermittent large scale turbulent structures to either side of the

jet (discussed in detail in chapter 6), including an apparent flapping motion of the

jet itself, it was finally concluded that this characteristic resulted in the jet having

an intrinsic variability. Since an 8 minute reading of a jet flow rate of 0.75 L/s for

example exhibited between 15 and 20 such large turbulent structures, the measure-

ment period was insufficiently long to ensure highly accurate repeatable time averages

of flow quantities. To arrive at such an accurate mean considerably longer averaging

periods would be required. This was infeasible for the scope of the experiments carried

out in this study. Instead each experiment was carried out 4 times resulting in a 32

minute averaging period. It was therefore accepted that a certain variability within

each experimental configuration was unavoidable, but that in return a series of differ-

ent parameters could be tested. As will be seen in the results chapters, however, the

consistency between experiment repetitions was in most cases still more than sufficient

to draw strong conclusions.

It is not possible to give an error estimate for the results of this study as all ex-

perimental components discussed could have contributed to the experimental error.

However, the thorough testing of the system and the repeatability of the measure-

ments make it unlikely that the experimental errors could have been large. Consistent

trends in the results also support this. It was tried to avoid systematic errors by testing

the flow meters against each other, and through the quality assurance employed in all

data processing steps (section 4.3).

4.5 Summary

• The present study experimentally modelled a shallow-water laboratory turbulent

plane jet.

• The experimental tank was designed and constructed exclusively for this purpose

and utilised a novel self-regulating approach to simulate infinite lateral bound-

aries. This self-regulating system consisted of a constant lateral entrainment

water supply and overflow weirs along the length of both sides of the main mea-
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surement region.

• The jet entered the main measurement region from a header tank through a

rectangular inlet channel. A stilling basin connected to the main measurement

region aimed to dissipate the jet momentum while an overflow weir at its end

allowed the inflowing jet and entrainment water to exit the system.

• Velocity field measurements were made using flow imagery. A ceiling mounted

camera collected images of backlit surface drogues within the flow. The resulting

images were processed to allow for the identification and tracking of the pho-

tographed particles. This PTV process yielded Lagrangian particle velocities

which were then interpolated onto a rectangular grid. Post-processing of these

velocities was carried out in Matlab.

• Experimental parameters tested were Re and AR within ranges of 4000 ≤Re≤
12000 and 0.06 ≤ AR ≤ 0.14. Each recorded run lasted 8 minutes and was

repeated four times for each experimental set-up (Re/AR combination).

• The vertical ARs tested here were the lowest to ever have been used in laboratory

plane jet studies, made possible by the self-regulating side weir systems.
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Chapter 5

Laboratory jet: mean flow

This chapter is one of four presenting and discussing the laboratory results. After

introducing some raw data, the laboratory time-mean velocity field results will be

presented and initially discussed, while the turbulence and coherent structure results

are covered in chapter 6. The dynamics of the laboratory and field jets are compared

using RBF analysis in chapter 7, while all laboratory results will be drawn together in

chapter 8.

This chapter begins by presenting some raw data to acquaint the reader with the

jet’s general features. The chapter then focusses on the jet’s time-mean velocity re-

sults, which will first be introduced by the aid of an example dataset, before focusing on

their dependency on AR and then Re. The properties examined are, in turn, across-jet

profiles of along-jet velocity U(y) and their self-similarity, jet centre line velocity Uc,

halfwidth b, across-jet profiles of across-jet velocity V (y), entrainment coefficients αe

and momentum flux M . Where example figures are given from one or more experi-

ments, the figures from the remaining experiments can be found either in a subsequent

section or in the appendix.

5.1 Example raw data

Before presenting the time-mean velocity results, some qualitative data are presented

in this section in order to provide the reader with a general understanding of the typical

jet flow and its features. These data consists of images taken directly from the Streams

1.05 software package at an intermediate processing stage. The displayed particle track

images show the tracks of the identified particles over several frames as obtained from

the particle matching algorithms employed (see section 4.3.3). The general flow features
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mentioned here were universal across all experiments. The images used to illustrate

these features all belong to repetition I of the AR= 0.09 and Re= 6000 experimental

configuration (see table 4.1 for a list of all experiments).

Figure 5.1 shows particle tracks over 5, 10, 50 and 100 consecutive frames. Longer

tracks within the same image indicate faster movement and hence higher velocities. The

particle-less strip in the centre was caused by the presence of the support beam (see

section 4.1.1) which obscured the light source, thereby preventing particle identification

within this region.

The jet entered the tank on the left of each figure and travelled along the cen-

tre of the view window, before leaving the view field and entering the stilling well at

x = 2400 mm to the right of the view window. From figure 5.1a it can be seen that,

consistent with plane jet theory (see section 2.4.1), the main jet region grew laterally

with distance, while the velocity at the jet centre decreased. The jet in figure 5.1a

appears straight within the majority of the first half of the view window, but adopts

a meandering appearance within the second half. Large asymmetrically aligned vorti-

cal structures to either side of the main jet flow are apparent within this meandering

section. These are particularly prominent in figure 5.1c, which also shows some much

smaller vortices on both sides of the jet within the first half of the view window. These

small and large vortices and the flapping/meandering were observed in all experiments,

but were highly intermittent features, i.e. occurring more frequently and more promi-

nently in some runs than in others. As discussed in section 2.4.5, these large scale

vortices or coherent structures have been commonly observed in previous laboratory

plane jet investigations (e.g. Dracos et al. (1992), Browne et al. (1984), Antonia et al.

(1983), Rockwell and Niccolls (1972)), as has the jet meandering behaviour in some

studies (e.g. Dracos et al. (1992), Rowland et al. (2009)). Although some of these pre-

vious studies qualitatively observed this behaviour using flow visualisation techniques,

quantitative measurements of these features has only been made through time-series

measurements at selected points. Large-field instantaneous coverage, such as that pre-

sented here and made possible by the PTV technique, has not been attained for a plane

jet before.

The vortices and jet flapping were not stationary, but instead propagated down-

stream as can be seen in a temporal progression of 30 frame particle tracks displayed

in figure 5.2. From experimental observations and particle track clips, this propaga-

tion speed was significantly lower than the velocity of the particles within the main jet

flow. This is consistent with the laboratory results by Rockwell and Niccolls (1972),
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(a) 5 frames. (b) 10 frames.

(c) 50 frames. (d) 100 frames.

Figure 5.1: Matched particle tracks over varying numbers of frames with same starting frame. 5, 10, 50 and 100 frames are in this
case equal to 0.2, 0.4, 2.1 and 4.2 s, respectively. Coordinates are in mm. Centre of inlet channel exit at (0, 913).
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(a) Starting frame 0. (b) Starting frame 50.

(c) Starting frame 100. (d) Starting frame 150.

Figure 5.2: Matched particle tracks over 30 frames (1.25 s in this case) at varying starting frames. Coordinates are in mm. Centre of
inlet channel exit at (0, 913).
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Cervantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981) and Goldschmidt et al. (1981) presented

in section 2.4.5. Figure 5.2 also suggests that the vortices grew as they propagated, a

finding previously also made by e.g. Dracos et al. (1992), Browne et al. (1984), Antonia

et al. (1983) (see section 2.4.5).

Due to the non-stationary meandering, the time mean jet was much wider within

the flapping region than the instantaneous jet meandering between the vortices. This

is demonstrated in figure 5.1d, where 100 frame long particle tracks cause the flapping

and vortices in the second half of the view window to begin to become indistinct.

From figures 5.1a and 5.1b it is evident that velocities to either side of the jet were

small in comparison to those at the jet centre, while figures 5.1c and 5.1d display that

the direction of movement in these regions was generally jet-wards. This was also

noticed during the experimental procedure itself, as it was necessary to continuously

seed the lateral boundaries of the main measurement region with particles to replace

those advected jet-wards. The jet thus entrained water and particles laterally consistent

with plane jet theory (see section 2.4.1).

5.2 Time-averaged velocity quantities

The following sections present and discuss all laboratory time-mean velocity field results

in three parts. The first (section 5.3) introduces each property investigated by showing

results from one example dataset. These are compared to the CM and MM predictions

and results of previous studies (see chapter 2) to highlight any main differences. The

second (section 5.4) investigates a potential AR dependence of the jet by presenting

and discussing results of those experiments of equal Re but different AR. The third

and final section (5.5) examines a possible Re dependency of the jet by focusing on

same-AR, variable-Re laboratory results.

Where range bars/lines are given they denote the total variability between all four

repetitions of that experimental configuration (AR/Re combination) and may therefore

also be referred to as range bars/lines. As the reader will see from the range-bars

in the following figures, all time-mean along-jet surface velocity (Us) measurements

displayed excellent repeatability, i.e. very little variation between repetitions. The

across-jet surface velocity (Vs) showed good repeatability, as did momentum flux (M),

a quantity derived from Us. Where experimental data were normalised using the ’exit

value’ or reference is made to the ’exit profile’, the value/profile at the second grid

point (x/W = 0.34) was used / is referred to. The first grid point lies at the very
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edge of the view window, thus making its values inexact due to the low accuracy of

the PTV matching process at the edges of the images. The only ’exit value’ which was

not calculated using the second grid point was the area-mean exit velocity U0, which

was calculated using the volume discharge and exit dimensions.

The majority of the results presented are or were directly obtained using the mea-

sured surface velocities, but to calculate momentum and volume fluxes the depth-mean

velocities are required. By assuming that the vertical velocity distribution has a 1/6th

power-law profile the depth-averaged velocity can be approximated using a factor of

0.85 (e.g. Costa et al. (2006)). The vertical velocity profile therefore is assumed to

have the form

U(z) = Us (
z

H
)1/6. (5.1)

When depth averaging this leads to

U =
1

H

∫ d

0

U(z) dz ≈ 0.85Us. (5.2)

This power-law assumption has been shown to work well in wide open-channel flows

(Cheng, 2007, Gonzalez et al., 1996) and in the absence of actual depth-averaged ve-

locity measurements is a reasonable and commonly used approximation. Nevertheless,

as it was obtained for open channel, not free flows, it may not perform well outside of

the main interior of the jet. This is the reason for using it primarily for momentum and

volume flux calculations, as the majority of momentum/volume flux occurred within

the jet centre region and errors associated with this assumption are therefore likely to

be low.

Due to the unreliability of the edge values all experimental data values at the first

and last grid points in both x and y directions were discarded. All comparison model

predictions were calculated using the spreading coefficient Cb = 0.1 obtained by most

previous plane jet experiments (see table 2.2). The bottom frictional model addition-

ally assumed the universal bottom drag coefficient of CD = 0.0025 (see section 4.1.5)

and the AR of the example set-up, i.e. 0.09. Since the model predictions only yielded

depth-mean velocities, but the laboratory results yielded surface velocities, it was as-

sumed that the two were approximately linearly related using the above mentioned

factor of 0.85, to enable a direct comparison between both when normalised or non-

dimensionalised. Where jet centre line values are given they were linearly interpolated

onto the observed centre line, rather than the nearest grid point. The observed jet

centre line in turn was determined by finding the maxima in the y direction of Us by
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linearly interpolating the zero-crossing of the across-jet slope of Us, i.e. where
∂Us

∂y
= 0.

Where data were not normalised using the second grid point value as mentioned above,

velocities and distances were non-dimensionalised using the area-mean exit velocity U0

and the inlet channel exit width W , respectively. To scale distances W was used in-

stead of H , as the vortices and jet flapping were of the order of W and could thus be

expected to scale accordingly.

5.3 Example time-mean results

In this section results from an example dataset are presented and compared to the

CM and MM results (see sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2). It should be noted here that due

to the shallow AR of the present experiments, a deviation from the CM is certainly

expected. The present results also provide a test for the MM. Notwithstanding this,

the comparisons between experiments and models are made primarily to highlight how

the present laboratory results differ from plane jet theory, if at all.

The properties presented in this section are in the following order: exit profile and

similarity, jet centre line velocity, jet spread, across-jet velocity and entrainment and

finally, momentum flux. The example dataset used in this section is the average of all

four repetitions of the AR= 0.09 and Re= 6000 configuration and was selected as it has

both the intermediate AR and an intermediate Re. Unless where otherwise stated, the

general trends of the properties of the example dataset discussed were representative

of all other datasets.

Example velocity-profiles and self-similarity

An example of across-jet non-dimensionalised Us profiles can be seen in figure 5.3. Un-

like both the CM and the MM, the exit profile in figure 5.3 does not have a top-hat

shape, but instead appears more parabola-like. This is due to the presence of the inlet

channel, which created a lateral boundary layer prior to the jet’s entry into the tank,

and is consistent with results of previous laboratory studies with channel inflows (see

section 2.4.3). Those previous laboratory studies listed in table 2.1 with contracting

nozzles, on the other hand, observed top-hat shaped exit profiles. A contracting noz-

zle exit, however, could not be used in the present investigation as the PTV surface

drogue measurement technique required a fully developed vertical boundary layer. An

extended inlet channel was also more applicable as it more accurately simulated the

long 2 km inlet channel within Otago harbour and its associated lateral and bottom
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Figure 5.3: Example of laboratory non-dimensionalised across-jet surface velocity pro-
files for progressive along jet locations (x/W ).

boundary layers.

Although the exit profile in figure 5.3 does not conform with the CM and MM

predictions, its downstream development approximately does, as the profile decays

towards an apparent Gaussian shape, thereby decreasing in magnitude and increasing

in width. The Gaussian shape becomes more evident in the similarity plot (see section

2.4.3 for more information on similarity) of figure 5.4, where it can be seen that from

3.9 < xs/W < 4.8 onwards the velocity profiles were self-similar with a near-Gaussian

shape. Values for xs varied between different experimental set-ups as did the exact

shape of the similarity profile, as will be discussed in section 5.4. Figure 5.3 also

shows a slight shift of jet centre line towards the positive y direction with distance

downstream. This was the case for the majority of set-ups and most likely due to small

horizontal differences in tank depth or lateral weir height.

Example jet centreline velocity

Along the observed jet centre line a decrease in mean jet centre line surface velocity Usc

can be observed (figure 5.5). Although the overall decay did not appear to conform to

the square root trend predicted by both models, the decay within the ZOEF (x/W >

4.8) could indeed be approximated by such a square root decay, as is common practice
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Figure 5.4: Example of laboratory along-jet velocity similarity profiles at progressive
downstream locations (x/W ). The black line is the Gaussian similarity profile assumed by
both the classical model (CM) and modified model (MM). yc, b and Usc are respectively
the jet’s observed centre line location, halfwidth and centre line surface velocity at that
downstream distance.

in plane jet studies (see section 2.4.3). The corresponding decay coefficient for this

example data set was CA = 0.155, although this varied between different AR/Re

combinations as will be shown in section 5.4. Due to the non-top-hat shaped exit

profile (see previous section), a true potential core region of constant exit-velocity as

predicted by both models did not exist in the ZOFE, although initial velocity decay

was markedly slower than that in the ZOEF. There are some fluctuations about the

mean velocity decay profile within the middle of the view window in figure 5.5, which

interestingly appeared at the exact same locations in all set-ups. It is unclear why this

was the case.

Example jet spread

The example mean lateral jet halfwidth, i.e. jet spread, can be found in figure 5.6.

Although the absolute width of the jet is likely to be different from that of the models

due to the different inflow conditions, the rate of spreading within the ZOEF can

be directly compared. The model predictions’ assumed a spreading coefficient (see

equation (2.22)) found by most previous laboratory studies (Cb = 0.1), and the example
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Figure 5.5: Example of laboratory normalised along-jet centre line surface velocity and
its corresponding CM and MM depth-mean predictions (Cb = 0.1, CD = 0.0025). Data
were normalised using the respective exit values. Range (’error’) lines show the total
variability between all four repetitions.
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Figure 5.6: Example of laboratory non-dimensionalised halfwidth development and
its corresponding CM (solid line) and MM (dashed line) predictions (Cb = 0.1, CD =
0.0025), as well as the potential core predicted from the models (black). Range (berr)
lines show the total variability between all four repetitions (berr).
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laboratory jet had a comparatively slightly reduced rate of spread, i.e. a smaller

spreading coefficient than that found by most previous studies (Cb = 0.08 for x/W > 5).

Values for spreading coefficients, however, differed between experimental configurations

and will be compared in section 5.4. Figure 5.6 shows a clear increase in jet spreading

behaviour between the ZOFE and the ZOEF, as predicted by both models, despite

the fact that the present jet lacked a potential core as discussed above. As established

in section 5.3, a non-Gaussian exit profile existed here nevertheless which required a

certain development length before self-similarity could be achieved, thereby explaining

the difference in ZOFE and ZOEF spreading behaviour.

The CM predicts a linear spread within the ZOEF and was found by all studies

in table 2.2. In the present case, likewise, an approximate linearity was apparent

within the ZOEF, although a possible slight exponential trend might have existed. An

exponential spread was predicted by the MM, albeit at a much larger magnitude (figure

5.6).

Example across-jet velocity and entrainment

Unlike the Us velocity profiles the Vs velocity similarity profiles (figure 5.7) were much

more variable and even less in agreement with the model predictions. The laboratory

Vs profiles in figure 5.7 approached similarity within the main jet region (y < ±1.5b)

where the Vs velocities had an outward direction, although the similarity profile was

much larger in magnitude than that of either of the model predictions. The within-

jet amplitude of Vs in the MM is determined by the bottom friction coefficient. In

order to fit the model to the data CD would have to be ≈ 0.0375, which is 15 times the

value used here (section 4.1.5) and therefore highly unreasonable. It is likely that these

much larger Vs magnitudes within the main jet region were caused by the observed jet

flapping, which is not accounted for in the models.

Beyond y = ±1.5b there was no similarity and the asymptotes varied substantially.

According to both plane jet models, the asymptotes of Vs are equal to the jet entrain-

ment coefficient αe (see equation (2.33)) which is theoretically linearly linked to the

jet spreading coefficient Cb through equation (2.28). According to both models the

entrainment coefficient is assumed to be constant at αe = 0.0532 if using Cb = 0.1 as

determined by previous investigations (table 2.2). The entrainment coefficient may,

however, not be constant along the entire jet and from figure 5.7 it is evident that the

asymptotes of Vs varied substantially with x and also appear to be lower than 0.05.

This variability was undoubtedly influenced by the overall variability in Vs itself,
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although a non-logarithmic bottom boundary layer might have also contributed. Since

the Vs asymptotes were located outside of the main jet region, velocity magnitudes at

this distance were comparatively low and a fully developed logarithmic boundary layer

might not have been in place. Surface velocities were thus potentially not representative

of the full depth. Therefore a more accurate method of determining the entrainment

coefficient was to obtain it from the much less variable and comparatively large U

velocities using the jet’s volume flux

FV =

∫ ∞

−∞
U(y)Hdy. (5.3)

Using equation (2.33)

αeUcH =
1

2

∂FV

∂x
(5.4)

since any change in volume flux must be equal to the depth-integrated lateral entrain-

ment of both jet sides. Therefore

αe =
∂FV

∂x

2UcH
. (5.5)

Due to the excellent spatial coverage of the data the volume flux could easily be

determined by converting Us into U using a conversion factor of 0.85 (Costa et al.,

2006) and subsequently using Simpson’s method to calculate the integral under the

U(y) profiles. To minimise noise amplification through the calculation steps, a second

order polynomial was fitted to both U c(x) and FV (x) with which αe was calculated.

The example in figure 5.8 demonstrates that the entrainment coefficient in the present

experiments was indeed not constant as assumed by both models, but instead varied

with along-jet distance, although only slightly in this example case, around a value of

0.0275, slightly more than half the value mentioned above. Since the spreading coeffi-

cient was lower also, it is not surprising that this was also the case for the entrainment

coefficient, although according to equation (2.28) a spreading coefficient as the one

found for this example dataset, should coincide with an entrainment coefficient of 0.04,

meaning entrainment was less than predicted by the CM. Other experimental config-

urations observed higher variability in αe over x and will be discussed in the sections

focusing on AR and Re dependence (5.4 and 5.5).

As mentioned above, the measured Vs magnitudes within the main jet region were

higher than that predicted by the models. Hence one might expect an also increased

return entrainment flow, i.e. αe > 0.05, which was not the case for this example.
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Figure 5.7: Example of laboratory across-jet surface velocity similarity profiles at pro-
gressive downstream locations x/W. The almost identical black lines are the depth-mean
similarity profiles assumed by the CM (solid) and MM (dashed). yc, b and Usc are respec-
tively the jet’s observed centre line location, halfwidth and centre line surface velocity at
that downstream distance.

These higher within-jet Vs magnitudes also did not cause the jet spread to be increased

compared to the models’ as was shown in section 5.3. This disparity will be reassessed

in chapter 9.

Example momentum flux

Momentum flux was calculated through

M =

∫ ∞

−∞
U

2
(y)Hdy. (5.6)

Figure 5.9 presents the normalised momentum flux of the example dataset and displays

a clear decrease in M , although not at the uniformly linear rate predicted by the

MM, but instead at an initially slow and finally much increased rate. As along-jet

momentum flux was subject to fluctuations near the inlet channel exit, all laboratory

momentum fluxes were normalised using the mean of the second to fifth grid-point

values (0.34 ≤ x/W ≤ 0.88). There were also some large fluctuations within the

middle region, which were amplifications of the same fluctuations seen in the along jet
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Figure 5.8: Example of laboratory entrainment coefficient variation. Range bars denote
the total variability between all four repetitions.

Usc profiles (figure 5.5) used during the calculation of M . In a friction-less environment

(e.g. in the CM) the momentum flux is constant and so the observed decrease in M

with downstream distance in figure 5.9 clearly shows the shallowness of the flow in this

example set-up exerting a frictional influence on the jet. This will be further explored

in section 5.4. A decrease in M at some downstream distance has previously also been

found by Giger et al. (1991) (AR = 4) and Rowland et al. (2009) (AR = 0.23).

5.4 AR-dependence of time-mean results

One of the main aims of this laboratory investigation was to isolate the effect of bottom

friction, which in itself is strongly dependent on AR, on shallow plane jets. This

subsection examines the AR dependence of the laboratory plane jet time-mean velocity

field properties, by comparing same Re flows at different ARs. Two Re values were

tested at all three ARs, Re = 4000 and Re = 5000, while two others, Re = 6000 and

Re = 9000, were tested at the two larger ARs only since the Fr value was too high to

employ them at the smallest AR (see table 4.1). Since all AR-dependent trends were

similar for all Re experiments (unless where otherwise stated), only the Re = 4000 and

Re = 9000 results are presented here.
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Figure 5.9: Example of laboratory normalised along-jet momentum flux and its cor-
responding CM and MM predictions (Cb = 0.1, CD = 0.0025). The model predictions
are normalised by their exit values, while the laboratory results are normalised by the
average of the second to fifth grid point values due to their variability. Range (’error’)
lines show the total variability between all four repetitions.
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As discussed in section 2.4.6, AR-dependence of shallow jets has not been previ-

ously examined although two such studies were carried out for deep plane jets (Dracos

et al. (1992) and Deo et al. (2006)). In this subsection some of the results from these

deep jet studies are compared to the present data, but since they refer to deep plane

jets, caution should be exercised when drawing conclusions based on these compar-

isons alone. The properties discussed are in the following order: similarity, centre line

velocity, jet spread, entrainment and finally momentum flux.

AR-dependence of self-similarity

Across-jet similarity Us plots at a particular location within the ZOEF for all three

ARs for Re = 4000 and for the two ARs used at Re = 9000 can be found in figure 5.10

together with the Gaussian similarity profile assumed by both the CM and MM. The

profiles shown are representative of all other ZOEF profiles of the respective experimen-

tal configurations. At both Re values the self-similarity profile was indeed Gaussian

for the largest AR, consistent with both theoretical models and the results of previ-

ous laboratory studies (e.g. Rowland et al. (2009), Giger et al. (1991), Dracos et al.

(1992) and Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976)). Interestingly, the laboratory similarity

profile deviated from the Gaussian profile towards an increasingly squarer shape with

decreasing AR. This deviation only appeared for the lower two aspect ratios, while

the largest (AR = 0.144) remained unaffected. This is likely the explanation why

this trend has not been observed before, as the shallowest previous laboratory plane

jet investigation used AR = 0.227 (Rowland et al., 2009), which was larger than the

largest AR employed here. According to the presented results it is thus conjectured

that for shallow-plane jets there exists a ’cut-off’ aspect ratio, ARCO, below which

the influence of bottom friction modifies the self-similarity profile to an increasingly

squarer and thinner shape. In the case of the experiments presented here, this cut-off

aspect ratio was 0.092 < ARCO ≤ 0.144. Consequently it appears that a very shallow

AR causes a sharper lateral Us velocity gradient.

An approximate visual estimate of the point of onset of similarity, xs, was made from

the similarity plots of all runs (table 5.1). Due to this relatively imprecise mode of xs

evaluation, it is unreasonable to draw definite conclusions from comparisons between

similar xs values in table 5.1. Nevertheless, a possible trend of increasing xs with

decreasing AR might be suggested, i.e. an increase in ZOFE length with decreasing

AR. This would imply that a shallower jet requires a longer distance to become fully

developed and would be in agreement with the general trend observed by Deo et al.
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(a) Re = 4000.
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Figure 5.10: Across-jet Us similarity profiles at a selected location within the ZOEF
for different ARs at two Res. The black line is the similarity profile assumed by both
the CM and MM. yc, b and Usc are respectively the jet’s observed centre line location,
halfwidth and centre line surface velocity at that downstream distance.

(2006) (see table 2.2) for much larger aspect ratios. All values in table 5.1 are lower

than those obtained by previous laboratory investigations (see table 2.2). As discussed

in section 2.4.3 the great discrepancies between xs values in table 2.2 were likely due to

different inflow conditions, i.e. velocity exit profiles, between studies, thereby making

it difficult to draw conclusions by directly comparing magnitudes between studies.

AR-dependence of jet centreline velocity

The non-dimensionalised jet centre line velocity for all three Re = 4000 and both

Re = 9000 runs can be found in figure 5.11, which shows an obvious increased along-

jet velocity decay with decreasing AR. This is in agreement with the trend predicted

by the MM. All studies that quantified jet centre line velocity decay in table 2.2 did so

by determining the decay coefficient CA and its virtual origin x0 according to equation

(2.44). The same was done here, since the jet centre line velocity within the ZOEF

could indeed be approximated using the square root decay predicted by the CM (see

section 5.3). Since equation (2.44) holds only true in the ZOEF, it was applied only to

centre line velocities beyond x/W = 5, as all runs were self-similar beyond this point

(table 5.1). The resulting values for CA and x0 for all experimental configurations are

presented in figure 5.12. This section will only discuss the AR dependence of these

values. The Re dependence will be discussed in section 5.5.

Contrary to the CM predictions, but in agreement with figure 5.11, the velocity
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Table 5.1: Visually estimated ZOFE length for all experimental configurations.

AR Re xs/W

0.14 4000 2.1-3.0
5000 2.1-3.0
6000 3.0-3.9
9000 1.2-2.1
12000 2.1-3.0

0.09 4000 3.9-4.8
5000 3.9-4.8
6000 3.9-4.8
7600 3.0-3.9
9000 2.1-3.0

0.06 4000 3.9-4.8
5000 3.9-4.8

decay coefficient was not constant, but instead dramatically increased with decreasing

AR, as did its associated virtual origin (figure 5.12b). Deo et al. (2006), however,

found in their experiments the opposite AR-dependency, i.e. a decrease in CA with

decreasing AR. Since their plane jets had aspect ratios of more than two orders of

magnitude larger than the ones presented here, this discrepancy is not all together

surprising, as AR effects might well differ between different ends of the AR spectrum.

Previously determined values for CA vary between 0.09 and 0.22 (table 2.2), which is

almost exactly the range found between different AR runs here.

Figure 5.11 reveals an unexpected increased relative surface exit velocity magnitude

with decreasing AR. Upon initial thought, one might suspect the cause to have been

a lack of a fully developed vertical boundary layer (BL) at the inlet channel exit. The

downstream distance from the beginning of the inlet channel where the vertical BL

transitions to turbulence is inversely related to the velocity (see Kundu and Cohen

(2008), p.360), meaning that larger velocities (and hence smaller ARs for same Re

flows) acquire a fully developed vertical BL sooner in space. Consequently, should the

inlet channel length combined with the turbulence step trigger not have been sufficient

to create a fully developed vertical BL by the time the jet exited from the inlet channel

for some or all of the flows in figure 5.11, the resulting Usc exit values should have been

smaller for smallerARs. Therefore a non-fully developed vertical BL could not have

been the cause for the increased relative surface exit velocity with decreasing AR.

A possible explanation could be a non-logarithmic boundary layer. As discussed
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(a) Re = 4000.
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(b) Re = 9000.

Figure 5.11: Non-dimensionalised along-jet centre line surface velocity with range bars.

in section 2.4.3, Rowland et al. (2009) found a non-logarithmic vertical BL within the

ZOEF of their shallow jet, despite the fact that their ZOFE BL was logarithmic. If this

was the case then the boundary layer achieved its logarithmic profile soon after, since

surface velocity reduced rapidly upon entering the main measurement region. Due

to the measurement technique of surface PTV it was not possible to acquire vertical

velocity profiles to determine if the exit BL was logarithmic or not.

Another possibility could be that the drop in free surface elevation, i.e. the differ-

ence in water depth, at the inlet channel exit increased with decreasing AR. A drop

in free surface elevation, however slight, had to exist as the jet flow was caused by a

difference in head between the header tank and the measurement region. The surface

velocity was non-dimensionalised using U0 = Q/(WH), where Q was the jet discharge

obtained from the flow metre. The flow depth H reading was made exactly at the jet

exit (x/W = 0), whereas the first data point in figure 5.11 was located at approximately

x/W = 0.5. If this drop in free surface was reasonably large at the inlet channel exit

and increased with decreasing AR, this would explain the observed increased relative

surface exit velocity.

Alternatively, the presence of secondary circulations within the inlet channel could

be the explanation. Such circulations would have drawn low momentum fluid from the

bed and sides towards the free surface and centre and would have been strongest for

larger ARs, giving lower AR surface exit velocities a larger value.
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Figure 5.12: All laboratory velocity coefficients and associated virtual origins based on
region x/W > 5.

AR-dependence of jet spread

Along-jet halfwidth development for all ARs at Re = 4000 and Re = 9000 is displayed

in figure 5.13. A smaller AR very clearly caused a larger jet spread throughout the

entire view window, particularly for the larger Re experiments. A slight asymmetry

existed between both sides due to the jet veering slightly towards the positive y di-

rection as mentioned in section 5.3. The veering increased with decreasing AR and as

mentioned previously was most likely caused due to slight uneven tank bed or different

side weir levels and is not considered to be of significance.

A linear fit to the halfwidth distribution within the ZOEF (x/W > 5) was carried

out, according to the CM (equation (2.22)), to enable a direct comparison with results

from previous laboratory investigations (table 2.2). The resulting spreading coefficients

Cb and their associated virtual origins x0 can be found in figure 5.14. This section only

discusses AR dependence of these values. Re dependence will be discussed in section

5.5. The magnitudes of all Cb values varied between 0.05 and 0.18, a rather large

range which does, however, cover the approximate value of 0.1 found in the majority

of previous studies (table 2.2). At lower Re values there was a significant discrepancy

between the spreading coefficients of either jet side although, with one exception, each

jet side separately displayed a small increase in Cb with decreasing AR. This increase

was much more pronounced for larger Re values, in agreement with figure 5.13. Again,

Deo et al. (2006) found the opposite trend for their much larger ARs.

Virtual origins covered a range of −7 < x0/W < −2. No clear AR-dependent trend
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(b) Re = 9000.

Figure 5.13: Non-dimensionalised halfwidth development including range bars and the
observed jet centre line.

was visible at lower Re values, although larger Re values displayed an increase in x0

with decreasing AR. A much increased x0 value generally denotes a larger overall jet

width, while a larger spreading coefficient expresses a faster increase in spread.

AR-dependence of across-jet velocity and entrainment

Figure 5.15 displays the Vs similarity profiles for changing AR at a constant Re. As

AR decreased the relative magnitude of Vs within the main jet region significantly

increased in magnitude. It is likely that this was caused by the jet’s flapping and will

be readdressed in chapter 9 after the two-dimensional turbulence results have been

presented. No AR dependency in the Vs velocities outside of the main jet region are

evident from figure 5.15.

As established in section 5.3, αe was not constant over x in the present experiments.

The along-jet variation of αe from all experiments with the same Re value is presented in

figure 5.16. It is evident that the entrainment coefficient varied substantially (0.005 ≤
αe ≤ 0.085) between experiments and over x, particularly at Re = 9000, where the

lower AR experiment showed a stark increase in αe over x, presumably due to its equally

stark increase in spread evident in figure 5.13b. No AR trend in shape or magnitude

of αe is evident, although a reasonable consistency between same set-up runs existed.

Table 5.2 lists the approximate αe values for all experiments and compares them

to those predicted by the CM’s equation (2.28) which links αe linearly to the spread-

ing coefficients. At the largest AR the magnitudes are similar, but the measured αe
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Figure 5.14: All linear spreading coefficients and virtual origins based on region x/W >
5. (solid line: negative y side, dashed line: positive y side).

values become increasingly lower compared to those predicted by the equation as AR

decreases. This means that as AR decreased the jet entrained increasingly less fluid

than the CM predicts was required for the jet to grow as fast laterally as it did. It

therefore appears that although the jet grew faster with decreasing AR, it did so while

at the same time entraining proportionally less fluid. This means there must have

been proportionally less mixing for lower AR, which explains the squarer similarity

shape observed for lower ARs, i.e. less mixing causes the bulk of the jet momentum

to be retained within the centre region. The increased lateral growth with decreasing

AR, despite the non-proportional entrainment increase, was likely connected to the jet

flapping behaviour. Since the within-jet across-jet velocities also increased with de-

creasing AR, this is likely a sign for increased flapping, which in turn could ’smear’ the

time-mean velocity profile across a larger area, thereby making the jet appear wider

without necessarily causing it to mix more with the surrounding fluid. This will be

re-addressed in the next chapter.

AR-dependence of momentum flux

Figure 5.17 shows a more rapidly decreasing momentum flux loss for decreasing ARs,

although this is less dramatic as Re increases. Hence, jet momentum was dissipated

more rapidly for lower aspect ratios due to bottom friction. Since the largest AR in

figure 5.17 only experienced a loss in M towards the end of the experiment region, one

might expect that for even larger ARs a loss in momentum flux due to bottom friction
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Figure 5.15: Across-jet Vs similarity profiles at progressive downstream locations for
different ARs at Re = 4000. The black line is the depth-mean similarity profile assumed
by the CM. yc, b and Usc are respectively the jet’s observed centre line location, halfwidth
and centre line surface velocity at that downstream distance.

would likely become undetectable within the region examined here. As discussed in

section 2.4.3, Giger et al. (1991) found a similar decrease in M over distance for their

lowest AR of 4 beyond x/H = 20, while Rowland et al. (2009) found a decrease in M

over distance with increasing depth of measurement, as a result of bottom friction.

5.5 Re-dependence of time-mean results

A possible Re dependence of the present laboratory results is evaluated in this section

by examining the effect a Re change had on the flow’s properties at each of the three

ARs tested. Re dependence of the following time-mean properties are examined in
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Figure 5.16: Along-jet entrainment coefficient variation for all Re experiments with
more than one AR.

order: similarity, centre line velocity, jet spread, entrainment coefficient and finally

momentum flux.

As discussed in section 2.4.7, several previous laboratory investigations conducted

on deep plane jets found various Re dependencies, but did not always agree upon their

trends and magnitudes. Previous results have also been contradictory concerning the

proposed notion that a plane jet becomes Re independent beyond a certain transitional

Re value, due to its adoption of a fully turbulent state. The Re range examined here

was 4, 000 to 12, 000, which was substantially lower than the largest experimentally

determined transitional Re value of 25, 000 by Deo et al. (2008). If such a transitional

Re value does indeed exist, the laboratory results presented here might or might not

exhibit a Re dependence, depending on whether this said transitional Re lies within
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Table 5.2: Repetition mean spreading coefficients for each jet side (L=left, R=right),
mean of both sides, entrainment coefficients calculated using equation (2.28) from the
mean and the approximate actual entrainment coefficients within the ZOEF for all ex-
periments.

AR Re CbL CbR mean Cb predicted αe actual αe

0.15 4000 0.0613 0.0731 0.07 0.036 0.03-0.05
5000 0.0619 0.0632 0.06 0.033 0.03-0.02
6000 0.0557 0.0584 0.06 0.030 0.03-0.045
9000 0.0526 0.0556 0.05 0.029 0.025-0.03
12000 0.0886 0.0827 0.09 0.046 0.03-0.035

0.09 4000 0.0731 0.0619 0.07 0.036 0.02-0.025
5000 0.0810 0.0643 0.07 0.039 0.02-0.025
6000 0.0839 0.0746 0.08 0.042 0.025-0.03
7600 0.1407 0.1313 0.14 0.072 0.04-0.075
9000 0.1785 0.1836 0.18 0.096 0.045-0.085

0.06 4000 0.0846 0.0650 0.07 0.040 0.015-0.005
5000 0.0908 0.0793 0.09 0.045 0.02-0.015
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Figure 5.17: Along-jet momentum flux, normalised by the average of the second to
fifth grid point values.
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the range tested for this experimental set up. Again, some of the results from these

deep jet studies are compared to the present data, but since they refer to deep plane

jets, caution should be exercised when drawing conclusions based on these comparisons

alone.

Re-dependence of self-similarity

There was no significant difference in the shape of the similarity profile with changing

Re for any of the ARs (figure 5.18). While table 5.1 shows no Re dependent trend in

ZOFE length (xs) for the largest AR, there does appear to have been a decrease of xs

with increasing Re for the middle AR. This trend is neither supported nor unsupported

by the lowest AR. It is thus possible that either no Re dependency of xs existed or that

it only existed for the two lower ARs. As mentioned in section 2.4.7, Deo et al. (2008)

did find such an inverse Re dependency of xs in their deep plane jet experiments.

Re-dependence of jet centreline velocity

The along-jet normalised centre line velocity profiles for different Re at each AR can be

found in figure 5.19 and show no obvious Re dependency. The ZOEF fitted decay coef-

ficients in figure 5.12 support this although the middle AR shows an increased velocity

decay at larger AR, while the lowest three were very similar. The lower Re values for

both other ARs also had similar CA values and no Re dependent trend is obvious within

the larger Re values of the largest AR, rendering a possible Re dependence of jet centre

line velocity decay inconclusive. This is contrary to the results of Deo et al. (2008)

who found a reduced ZOEF centre line velocity decay with increasing Re. Overall, the

velocity decay coefficients covered a range of 0.08 < CA < 0.23, which was larger than

that of all previous laboratory studies (see table 2.2), showing that CA was subject to

a degree of variability, although most can be explained by the previously discussed AR

dependency. The associated virtual origins in figure 5.12 followed a similar pattern to

that of CA, with no clear visible trend.

Figure 5.19 also shows a possibly increased relative jet centre line surface exit

velocity with increased Re for the lowest two ARs only (with the exception of the

AR = 0.09 Re = 6000 experiment), similar to the unexplained trend observed for

decreasing AR (see section 5.4).
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Figure 5.18: Across-jet Us similarity profiles at a selected location within the ZOEF
(x/W = 6.64) for different Re values at each ARs. The black line is the similarity profile
assumed by both the CM and MM. yc, b and Usc are respectively the jet’s observed centre
line location, halfwidth and centre line surface velocity at that downstream distance.

Re-dependence of jet spread

Jet halfwidth results from the experiments are presented in figure 5.19. A slight spread

increase with Re within the ZOEF is apparent. Very obvious, however, is the severely

increased spreading rate within the ZOEF of the largest two Re values at the middle

AR.

The fitted linear spreading coefficients for all set-ups in figure 5.14 show an increased

jet spread with Re within the ZOEF for the lower two ARs, while the largest AR only

shows an increased spread for its largest Re experiments. The same pattern existed

for the associated virtual origin in figure 5.14. Although this trend was consistent for

each jet side, there was a difference in Cb and x0 magnitude between both jet sides
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Figure 5.19: Non-dimensionalised along-jet centre line surface velocity and jet halfwidth with range bars for different Re values at
each ARs.
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at the lower Re experiments, showing that the jet was more asymmetrically inclined

in these cases. The trend of increased spread with increasing Re was opposite to

that observed by Deo et al. (2008). All spreading coefficients covered a total range of

0.05 < Cb < 0.19, which is much larger than that of previous laboratory results (see

table 2.2), which generally lay around 0.1.

Re-dependence of across-jet velocity and entrainment

No consistent Re dependent trend was apparent in the V similarity profile shapes

and they are thus not shown here. Although the along-jet entrainment coefficient

distribution was very variable, for the experiments conducted at the middle and lowest

ARs, it’s magnitude generally increased more rapidly with x with increasing Re (see

figure 5.20). This was not the case for the largest AR. Deo et al. (2008), on the other

hand, inferred from their own data that such increased entrainment with increasing Re

was only the case for their ZOFE, but that the opposite trend was true within their

ZOEF. As mentioned before, Deo et al. (2008) used deep AR jets and this discrepancy

is therefore not surprising. No trend in predicted versus actual entrainment coefficient

for a change in Re is apparent from table 5.2.

Re-dependence of momentum flux

Figure 5.20 shows that there existed an obvious faster momentum flux loss with de-

creased Re for the middle and lowest ARs, while no such trend was obvious for the

largest AR. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no momentum flux Re dependence

of plane jets has been examined before, so no comparisons to previous laboratory in-

vestigations can be made. Since no momentum flux decrease with Re was discernible

for the largest AR, it is unlikely that any of the previous investigations, which used

much larger ARs, would have displayed a Re dependency in their momentum loss.

5.6 Vertical velocity

The measurements made here were of horizontal surface velocities and no direct vertical

velocity measurements were possible with the surface PTV employed here. Neverthe-

less, an estimate of vertical velocities can be achieved using the divergence of the

horizontal flows. Mass conservation requires that

∇ · F = 0 (5.7)
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Figure 5.20: Entrainment coefficient and momentum flux variation with range bars for all different Re values at each ARs. Momentum
flux was normalised by the average of the second to fifth grid point values.
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where F is the velocity vector with the three time-mean components U , V and 〈W 〉
and

∇ · F =
∂U

∂x
+

∂V

∂y
+

∂〈W 〉
∂z

. (5.8)

Using the good coverage and resolution of the horizontal velocity measurements the

first two terms on the right hand side of (5.8) can be calculated and used in (5.7) to

obtain ∂〈W 〉
∂z

. An estimate of the vertical velocity can then be achieved through

〈W 〉 ≈ −H

2

∂〈W 〉
∂z

. (5.9)

The factor of 1/2 is added since the vertical velocity is not constant across the entire

depth. It is expected to be zero near the bed, low directly at the surface due to small

free surface variations and largest near mid-depth.

Four examples of resulting non-dimensional vertical velocity estimates across the

measurement area can be found in figure 5.21. In figure 5.21 and in all other exper-

iments not shown, the relative magnitudes of vertical velocity increased substantially

with increasing AR and slightly with increasing Re. When compared to the magni-

tudes of the horizontal velocity components, however, that of the vertical component

was very small. For the largest AR |〈W 〉| . 0.005 |U | and |〈W 〉| . 0.08 |V |, while for

the lowest AR |〈W 〉| . 0.002 |U | and |〈W 〉| . 0.03 |V |. This suggests that decreasing

AR substantially suppressed secondary circulation.

The spatial distribution of vertical velocity patterns was identical between all exper-

iments. Upwelling occurred primarily within the shear layers, while downwelling took

place to either side of the jet centre line. Additionally alternating up- and downwelling

transects occurred along the length of the jet. Since these are just estimates of vertical

velocity it is possible that these along-jet fluctuations are not real, particularly as they

occur at the exact same locations for all experiments. The upwelling within the shear

layers, however, consistently covers a large area and can even be visually observed in

the particle tracks as particles travel to the outside of the large vortices within the

shear layers. It is therefore also likely that the general downwelling within the jet

centre would have also been real, thereby providing the return flow to the shear-layer

upwelling.
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Figure 5.21: Spatial distribution of non-dimensional time-mean vertical velocity of four
example repetition-mean datasets estimated using velocity divergence.

5.7 Summary: mean flow

Laboratory raw data observations

• Consistent with plane jet theory the plane jet experiments conducted here re-

vealed a laterally growing and longitudinally slowing time-mean jet with low

jet-wards entrainment velocities to either side.

• As many previous laboratory studies also found, the investigated instantaneous

laboratory jet observed strong intermittent and variable turbulent fluctuations in

the form of large spatially growing vortices within its shear layers. These vortices

propagated downstream and assumed an asymmetrical configuration about the

jet axis, giving the jet a flapping or meandering appearance at some distance

downstream, a characteristic also frequently observed in previous studies. No

previous studies, however, examined plane jets of a similarly shallow AR as those

that are presented here.
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Example results

• Due to the inlet channel the experiments presented here lacked the models’ pre-

dicted top-hat shaped exit profile and potential core region, but the time-mean

along-jet velocities nevertheless achieved the predicted self-similar near-Gaussian

shape at some distance downstream.

• As expected from the MM, the centre line velocity decayed with downstream

distance, while the jet halfwidth increased with downstream distance, but at a

slower rate than that found by previous studies.

• The across-jet velocities achieved similarity only within the jet centre region

where they were larger than those predicted by both models.

• As expected from the MM a clear momentum flux decrease with along-jet distance

demonstrated an obvious effect of bottom friction on the jet.

AR-dependence

• The present laboratory results revealed very clear AR dependencies in the ma-

jority of the jet’s velocity field properties. A decrease in AR thus resulted in a

squarer similarity profile (unlike the Gaussian profile assumed by both models),

a possibly increased ZOFE length, a significantly increased velocity decay coeffi-

cient and associated virtual origin, a larger relative jet centre line surface exit ve-

locity, a slightly larger spreading coefficient for each side of the jet, larger within-

jet across-jet velocity magnitudes, faster momentum flux decay and smaller rel-

ative vertical velocity magnitudes.

• As AR decreased the jet entrained increasingly less fluid than the CM predicts

was required for the jet to grow as fast laterally as it did. It therefore appears

that although the jet grew faster with decreasing AR, it did so while at the same

time entraining proportionally less fluid.

• The change in the jet’s similarity profile supports the finding that the jet’s in-

creased spread was not linked to an increase in entrainment. The jet spread

faster, but entrainment did not increase accordingly. Therefore no increased mix-

ing occurred and this caused the lateral velocity gradient to become sharper and

consequently the similarity profile became increasingly squarer with decreasing

AR. This effect was only observed for the two shallowest ARs and it is suggested
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that a particularly shallow AR is required for this to take place and explains why

this has not been observed previously as no other study used similarly low ARs.

• It is possible that this larger spread for lower AR without accordingly larger en-

trainment was caused by an increase in the jet’s flapping amplitude/intensity/frequency

or similar, supported by the increased within-jet across-jet velocity magnitudes.

This matter will be reassessed in the next chapter.

Re-dependence

• Unlike the rather clear-cut AR-dependency of the time-mean results, the Re

dependency is less obvious. All investigated properties were Re independent at

the largest AR within the region examined. Where a possible trend existed at

the largest AR, it was very subtle and only occurred at the largest Re values.

Both models predicted no Re dependency.

• For the two shallower ARs, an increased Re resulted in a possible decrease in

ZOFE length, a possibly increased relative surface exit velocity, an increased

velocity decay coefficient at larger Re values, a larger spreading coefficient and a

slower momentum flux loss. No Re dependency could be found in the similarity

profile shape for any of the ARs. An increase in Re caused a slight increase in

relative vertical velocity magnitudes.

• This Re dependency analysis therefore indicates that although Re dependencies

do exist for shallow plane jets, they only appear below a particular AR, in these

experiments for AR< 0.15. For such low ARs an increase in Re caused the jet

within the ZOEF to spread with downstream distance at a faster rate due to

increased lateral mixing. This in turn caused the centre line velocity’s rate of

decrease with downstream distance to increase, i.e. a faster drop in centre line

velocity. The rate of momentum flux loss with downstream distance, however,

was reduced, indicating that dissipation due to bottom friction occurred faster

at lower Re.
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Chapter 6

Laboratory jet: turbulence

Chapter 5 presented the jet’s time-mean velocity field. As demonstrated in section

5.1, visual observation of the jet during the experiments and at particle record level

suggested that the jet’s instantaneous velocity field was, however, highly variable. The

same observation was made in many previous laboratory plane jet studies (section

2.4.5). It therefore does not suffice to examine a turbulent plane jet’s mean velocity

structure, but a detailed turbulence field analysis is paramount to aid our understand-

ing of the jet’s behaviour. As discussed in section 4.4.2, the duration of the velocity

measurement runs and the fact that four measurement runs were taken for each exper-

imental setup, ensured that at least 60 large coherent structures were sampled for each

experimental setup, in most cases many more. This averaging period is sufficiently

large to allow for Reynolds decomposition, i.e. to successfully separate the turbulent

from the mean component (see section 2.2.2).

The chapter is divided into two parts. The first focuses on the jet’s time-mean tur-

bulent properties and examines turbulent intensities, TKE, shear stress and anisotropy.

The second part deals with the jet’s two-dimensional turbulence, more specifically its

flapping and large scale vortices. Where example figures are given from one or more

experiments, the figures from the remaining experiments can be found either in a sub-

sequent section or in the appendix.

6.1 Time-averaged turbulent quantities

This section examines the time-averaged turbulent quantities of the jet experiments,

namely turbulent intensities (TI), TKE (k), shear stress (τxy) and the jet’s turbulent

axes, i.e. its turbulence’s directionality. Each of these properties was introduced in
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section 2.4.4.

Unlike most previous studies, which relied mainly on point measurements (sec-

tion 2.3.4), the PTV method employed here yielded full two-dimensional coverage of

the measurement area, enabling a detailed examination of the spatial variation of the

properties in question, albeit restricted to surface measurements only.

For the calculation of all properties presented in this section, the triangularly limited

velocity data were used (section 4.3.4), as no continuous dataset with equal time steps

was required for any of the analysis methods. The mean of all four repetitions for

each AR/Re combination was obtained by re-evaluating that property after all four

repetitions’ velocity fields had been joined into one longer time series. Where property

values were given along certain lines (e.g. jet centre line, line of maximum magnitude

of another property, etc.), the property was linearly interpolated onto that location,

using adjacent grid-point values. Many of the figures examining a particular property

are full page figures in landscape orientation with six subplots. In almost all of these

cases the top three plots contain all laboratory data, grouped by (vertical) AR, while

the lower three plots show a selection of results grouped by three different Re. This

method of plotting was selected as it enabled consistency across all laboratory results,

while still making a possible AR and/or Re dependency obvious.

6.1.1 Turbulent intensities

TI is a measure of a turbulent velocity component’s mean magnitude relative to that

of the time-averaged flow (section 2.2.3). As the name suggests, TI is a measure of

how strong or ’intense’ the turbulence is relative to the mean flow and is a property

investigated in many previous laboratory plane-jet studies.

Figure 6.1 gives the across-jet profiles of TIu and TIv at progressive along-jet loca-

tions of two example AR/Re combinations. The TI results of the first example (figures

6.1a and 6.1c) were representative of the majority of experiments conducted. TIu thus

typically had symmetrical peaks within the time-mean shear layers which grew with

along jet distance, as did the centre line value. This saddle shape in across-jet TIu

profiles was also found in previous investigations (Rowland et al., 2009, Gutmark and

Wygnanski, 1976, Thomas and Goldschmidt, 1986, Bradbury, 1965). Similarly, the

along-jet decrease in ratio between the shear layer peak magnitude and the jet centre

line magnitude visible in figure 6.1a, has also been previously observed (Deo et al., 2006,

Thomas and Goldschmidt, 1986, Gutmark and Wygnanski, 1976, Heskestad, 1965).

TIv initially also had growing symmetrical shear-layer peaks (figure 6.1c), but the
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centre line value grew rapidly, leaving only a single broad peak. Previous studies also

identified this single peak in their TIv profiles (Rowland et al., 2009, Gutmark and

Wygnanski, 1976, Bradbury, 1965), but not the initial saddle shape. As previously

suggested by Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976), the TIu saddle shape most likely also

changed into a similar broad peak at some distance downstream beyond the measure-

ment region, presumably when the flapping amplitude would have allowed the large

2DCS observed in 5.1 to be moved across the jet centre line.

Thus, the main turbulence initially occurred within the time-mean shear layers, but

at some distance downstream, sooner for TIv than TIu, turbulence along the jet centre

line dominated over that in the shear layers. As the jet began to flap, which in its

nature is primarily a lateral movement, it is not surprising that the TIv profiles lost

their saddle shape sooner than those of the TIu.

Each across-jet TIu and TIv profile typically fitted neatly within its counterpart

downstream profiles. Three of the AR/Re combinations, however, had TIu profiles

that did not conform to this pattern. They were the largest two Re experiments of the

middle AR (AR = 0.09, Re = 7600 & Re = 9000) and to a lesser extent the largest Re

at the largest AR (AR = 0.15, Re = 9000), and are represented by figures 6.1b and 6.1d.

It thus appears that this difference in spatial TIu distribution began to occur at large

Re values, but at lower Re values for lower AR. This change in spatial distribution

was therefore both Re and AR dependent. For these three exceptions, some of the

profiles within the second half of the measurement region were larger in magnitude

than those further downstream. This was, however, only the case for the TIu and not

the TIv profiles. To illustrate the difference between the two examples in figure 6.1,

the TIu and TIv spatial distributions of both examples are shown in figure 6.2. The

typical TI distributions (figures 6.1a and 6.1c) grew steadily with distance downstream

and the peak values of TIu were comparable to those of TIv at all along-jet distances,

as was previously also observed by Browne et al. (1984). The three exception AR/Re

combinations, however, observed the same steady growth in TIv, while TIu on the other

hand ceased to grow from some location within the second half of the measurement

region, and instead even decreased slightly, resulting in a magnitude disparity between

the TIs beyond this distance.

The majority of previous studies investigating plane jet TI did so only along the

jet axis. The TIu and TIv values along the observed jet centre line of all present

experiments can be found in figures 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. As already observed

from figures 6.1 and 6.2, both centre line TIs typically increased with along-jet distance.
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(d) TIv AR = 0.09, Re = 9000

Figure 6.1: Across-jet turbulent intensity profiles of u′ and v′ of two example repetition-
mean datasets at progressive downstream locations x/W .

The three exception AR/Re combinations mentioned above, however, also displayed a

broad peak within the second half of the measurement area in their TIu, but not in their

TIv values. It appears that this TIu peak, once established, grew in amplitude with

increasing Re and that the Re required for its appearance decreased with decreasing

AR.

Previous studies also found a rapid initial increase in TIu with x before approaching

an asymptotic value (e.g. Rowland et al. (2009), Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976)).

The along-jet asymptotic values for TIu usually lay between 0.2 and 0.24 (Rowland

et al., 2009, Deo et al., 2007, Dracos et al., 1992, Gutmark and Wygnanski, 1976),

although Deo et al. (2006) found them to increase with AR from 0.18 for AR = 30 to

0.23 for AR = 72. No asymptotic behaviour was found in the present investigation,

although this might have occurred beyond the end of the measurement region as all
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Figure 6.2: Spatial distribution of u′ and v′ turbulent intensity profiles of two example
repetition-mean datasets. Note the different colour bar limits to illustrate the difference
in spatial distribution between experiments.

the present values were lower than the above mentioned asymptotic values of previous

studies. Of these studies only Rowland et al. (2009) employed a truly shallow jet. They

found this asymptotic behaviour from approximately x/W ≤ 12, which lay beyond the

measurement region in the present experiments.

The increase in TIv with x observed here, also agrees with previous investigations

(Rowland et al., 2009, Gutmark and Wygnanski, 1976, Bradbury, 1965). Again, Gut-

mark and Wygnanski (1976) found an asymptotic behaviour about a value of 0.19 at

some distance downstream while the experiments by Rowland et al. (2009) did not

reach such an asymptote within their measurement region.

Some studies found a peak, similar to the one observed here in the three experi-

ments mentioned above, prior to the TIu asymptotic behaviour in some or all of their

experiments (Deo et al., 2007, Dracos et al., 1992, Thomas and Goldschmidt, 1986,

Browne et al., 1984). Only Browne et al. (1984) also found a peak in their along-jet

TIv distributions. Deo et al. (2006) found a peak only for their two lowest aspect ratios
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Figure 6.3: Non-dimensionalised surface turbulent intensity of u′ component along the jet centre line. Experiments are grouped by
different AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote the total variability between all four repetitions of
the same AR/Re combination.
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Figure 6.4: Non-dimensionalised surface turbulent intensity of v′ component along the jet centre line. Experiments are grouped by
different AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote the total variability between all four repetitions of
the same AR/Re combination.
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Figure 6.5: Across-jet location of surface TIu maxima relative to the jet halfwidth b. Experiments are grouped by different AR (top
row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote the total variability between all four repetitions of the same AR/Re
combination.
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(AR = 15 and AR = 20) and theorised that they were caused by secondary circulation

induced by boundary effects from the bounding walls, whereas their larger aspect ratios

did not ’feel’ the bounding walls until much further downstream. They also failed to

find an asymptotic behaviour further downstream for these two aspect ratios. Contrary

to Deo et al. (2006)’s results, Dracos et al. (1992) did find a peak in all their aspect

ratio plane jets’ TIu bar the lowest one (AR = 4), which was also their only experiment

without secondary circulation in this region. Dracos et al. (1992) therefore thought the

peak to not be real and only an artefact of the secondary circulation causing Uc to not

be representative of the entire cross-section’s momentum flux. Deo et al. (2007) and

Browne et al. (1984), on the other hand, theorise that the peak was caused by a colli-

sion of vortices from both shear layers at the end of the potential core. Browne et al.

(1984) go so far to suggest that those studies that did not find peaks in their TIu values

along the jet centre line, had asymmetrical vortex alignment about the jet centre line

within their ZOFE, thereby preventing a vortex collision where the shear layers met.

This last explanation can, in the present case at least, be discounted since, as will be

shown in section 6.2.3, the three laboratory AR/Re combinations that displayed the

TIu peak had asymmetrically aligned vortices within their shear layers from at least

x/W = 4, i.e. much sooner in x than the appearance of the peak. Since only surface

velocity measurements were made in the present case, the possibility of secondary cir-

culation having caused the peaks cannot be ruled out. If this was the case, then the

presence of the peaks would be a proxy for significant secondary circulation and would

indicate that in the present case secondary circulation occurred for Re > 9000 at AR

= 0.15 and for Re > 6000 at AR = 0.09. Since no such peak was found in the along-jet

TIv profiles, however, it is clear that both turbulent components developed differently

with x and that the observed AR dependency preferentially affected the turbulent u

component, rather than its v counterpart, within the measurement region.

When comparing figures 6.3 and 6.4, it becomes evident that along the jet centre

line TIv magnitudes in the present experiments were slightly larger in the second half of

the measurement region than TIu magnitudes. This is not surprising since, as discussed

above, the TIu maxima lay in the shear layers, while the TIv maximum was located

on the jet centre line. Previous investigations, however, usually found the magnitudes

of TIv to be generally slightly lower than those of TIu (e.g. Gutmark and Wygnanski

(1976)), although Rowland et al. (2009) found theirs became larger along the jet centre

line beyond x/W = 6.

Besides the appearance of the peaks at high Re in the three exception AR/Re
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combinations, no Re dependency was obvious in TIu (figures 6.3a to 6.3c). TIv, on the

other hand, displayed a clear Re dependence at the lower two ARs (figures 6.4a to 6.4c).

Here an increased Re resulted in a more rapid TIv increase in the second half of the

measurement area. Those three experimental configurations, that had peaks in their

along-jet TIu profiles, did not in their TIv counter parts, but instead had particularly

fast increasing magnitudes.

TIu also did not display an AR dependency (figures 6.3d to 6.3f), while TIv dis-

played a possible AR dependency in the form of a an increased rate of TIv increase,

exacerbated by an increase in Re.

The TIu shear layer maxima locations relative to b of the present experiments are

displayed in figure 6.5. Near the jet exit they were located at y/b = 1, but decreased

with distance downstream. By the end of the measurement region they were thus

located between approximately y/b = 0.75 and y/b = 0.9. Previous investigations

found the maxima to lie around y/b = 1 (Gutmark and Wygnanski, 1976) and y/b =

0.75 (Rowland et al., 2009), which agrees well with the present findings. Thomas

and Goldschmidt (1986) also found an inwards peak shift with downstream distance.

Since TIv also initially had separate shear layer peaks that eventually merged at some

distance downstream as the centre line TIv value increased, it is likely that a similar

transition to a single peak would have occurred for TIu beyond the measurement region.

An inward shift of the shear layer peaks would thus not be surprising.

In those three experiments that experienced peaks in their along-jet TIu distribu-

tions, also observed slight temporary inwards shifts relative to b of varying degrees in

their maxima locations within the second half of the measurement area. No other Re

or AR effects on TIu maxima location are evident from figure 6.5.

6.1.2 TKE

The jet’s TKE, k, is the flow’s time-mean turbulent energy (section 2.2.4) and is iden-

tical to the mean of both TIs multiplied by (Uc/U0)
2, as TKE was non-dimensionalised

using U2
0 , and it is thus expected that its behaviour was not unlike that of the TIs.

Figure 6.6 displays ten progressive across-jet surface TKE profiles of three different

AR/Re combinations. TKE had a positive but small centre line value, which grew

with distance downstream and symmetrical maxima within the shear layers. The

maxima generally moved outwards and grew with distance downstream, as did the total

TKE magnitude (total area under the curves), although the ratio between the maxima

magnitude and the centre line value always decreased with distance downstream. The
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Figure 6.6: Non-dimensionalised across-jet surface turbulent kinetic energy ks across-jet profiles at progressive downstream locations
and overall spatial distributions for all three AR Re = 4000 experiments. Data are the mean over all four repetitions. Magnitudes are
non-dimensionalised by U2
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Figure 6.7: Non-dimensionalised surface turbulent kinetic energy maxima magnitude. Circles indicate the positive y’s maxima.
Experiments are grouped by different AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote the total variability
between all four repetitions of the same AR/Re combination.
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Figure 6.8: Depth and width integrated turbulent kinetic energy flux normalised by the first data point. Experiments are grouped by
different AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote the total variability between all four repetitions of
the same AR/Re combination.
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Figure 6.9: Across-jet location of surface turbulent kinetic energy maxima relative to the jet halfwidth b. Experiments are grouped
by different AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote the total variability between all four repetitions
of the same AR/Re combination.
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TKE profile shape and downstream behaviour was thus extremely similar to that of

TIu.

Only a few of the studies reviewed in chapter 2 investigated TKE. The across-jet

TKE saddle shape observed here has previously been found by Bradbury (1965) and

Browne et al. (1984). The latter also saw, after a short but rapid initial increase not

observed here, the ratio between the TKE maxima and the jet centre line TKE decrease

with x.

The TKE’s along-jet change in across-jet profile conformed to three different pat-

terns (figure 6.6). The first pattern (figure 6.6a) was a ’Russian doll’ like shape, where

each profile fitted neatly beneath the subsequent profile, again similar to the typical TI

distribution. All AR = 0.15 laboratory runs followed this pattern. The third pattern

was similar but had some profiles within the experimental region that had larger peaks

than those near the end (figure 6.6c). All AR = 0.06 experiments and the two largest

Re experiments at AR = 0.09 conformed to this pattern. The second was a mixture of

the two previous patterns (figure 6.6b). The three lowest Re experiments of AR = 0.09

conformed to this. It is therefore evident, that the change from the Russian doll shaped

pattern to its counterpart was primarily determined by decreasing AR and to a lesser

extent by increasing Re.

The difference between all three patterns is more obvious in figures 6.6d to 6.6f,

which displays the spatial distribution of TKE for those experiments depicted in figures

6.6a to 6.6c in the form of colour contour plots. It is now obvious that as AR decreased,

the region within the shear layers with the largest magnitude began to extend and then

move further upstream, ultimately creating a large magnitude bulge within the centre

of the measurement region.

This implies that for larger AR and low Re jets TKE continuously grew with dis-

tance downstream within the measurement field, but as AR decreased, bottom friction

increasingly caused TKE to dissipate and thus to decrease beyond a certain down-

stream distance, although TKE slightly recovered in some instances. It can be ex-

pected that the same was true for those experiments where no peak was visible, but

that this occurred beyond the measurement area. We know from the TI results that

only TIu decreased for these ’exception’ configurations at some distance downstream.

Since TKE is related to both TIu and TIv, its recovery to a continued increasing trend

can be attributed to TIv, while the peak itself must have been due to the same in the

TIu profiles, thereby again suggesting that the two turbulent components developed

differently.
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The actual magnitudes of the TKE maxima of all experiments can be found in figure

6.7. As previously mentioned, both generally grew with distance downstream, although

with increasing Re and/or decreasing AR both began to display an increasingly larger

broad peak which moved upstream with decreasing AR. As AR decreased, the hump

also appeared at Re values. The peak was particularly large for the three ’exception’

laboratory AR/Re combinations that displayed similar but smaller peaks in their TIu

profiles.

Along the jet centre line Browne et al. (1984) found TKE = 0 within the potential

core, then a dramatic increase followed by an equally rapid decrease before seemingly

levelling out at a near-constant value of approximately one quarter the magnitude of

the large peak. The peak occurred at the same location that had a peak in TIu. Browne

et al. (1984) thereby also observed the same large peak that is evident here in the three

exception configurations.

The normalised depth and width integrated TKE flux at any along-jet location

(kF =
∫∞
−∞ kUHdy) can be found in figure 6.8. TKE flux increased with along-jet

distance and increasingly so with increasing Re. For Re = 4000 and Re = 5000

its rate of increase within the ZOFE/ZOEF increased/decreased with decreasing AR,

respectively, thereby forming a hump in the centre of the view window which increased

in amplitude with decreasing AR. For Re = 9000, however, this hump was so large it

caused the TKE flux of the lower AR to be larger than that of the larger AR along

the entire view window. It now becomes obvious, that although the broad peak still

existed in larger Re experiments, it was much less pronounced, when the total TKE

flux was considered. In actual fact only the three ’exception’ AR/Re combinations

now display pronounced peaks and very large TKE fluxes and all recovered to continue

increasing with x.

The k maxima location relative to b of all experiments can be found in figure 6.9

and, similarly to TIu, showed an inwards shift relative to b with increasing x. Again

similarly to TIu, no AR dependency trend is visible in figure 6.9. Those three AR/Re

combinations that were described in section 6.1.1 as ’exceptions’ due to the peaks

present in their along-jet TIu profiles, all displayed much increased inward shifting

of the maxima locations, unlike the TIu maxima locations in figure 6.5. As TKE

incorporates both u′ and v′, and we know that in these three cases TIv continued

increasing at these distances, while TIu did not, this is not surprising. TKE shear

layer peaks obviously tended towards merging at some distance downstream and this

distance was reduced by particularly high Re, and lower Re for lower AR. No other Re
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or AR dependencies are evident from figure 6.9.

6.1.3 Shear stress

The shear stress, τxy, is ”the rate of mean momentum transfer by turbulent fluctua-

tions” (Kundu and Cohen, 2008) and was introduced in section 2.2.2. The shear stress

was non-dimensionalised using ρU2
0 . Figure 6.10 gives ten progressive across-jet profiles

of surface τxy of three different AR/Re combinations and shows maxima of opposing

sign within each shear layer. This caused the value at the jet centre to always be zero,

as predicted by equation (2.34) and also found by Bradbury (1965), Gutmark and

Wygnanski (1976), Heskestad (1965) and Rowland et al. (2009). As with the TKE’s

maxima, the shear stress’ maxima and minima generally moved outwards and grew in

magnitude with distance downstream.

The shear stress’s along-jet change in across-jet profile, conformed to the same three

patterns as those of TKE with an increasing deviation from the Russian doll pattern

(figure 6.10) and did so for the same AR/Re combinations. Since bottom friction

caused the TKE to decrease beyond a certain distance downstream for decreasing AR,

this in turn caused the turbulent stress to decrease also.

The actual magnitude of the shear stress maxima can be found in figure 6.11. This

behaved in the same manner as TKE, displaying an increasingly larger broad peak for

increasing Re and decreasing AR.

The locations of the τxy magnitude maxima for all experiments relative to the jet

halfwidth b are displayed in figure 6.12, from which it is obvious that they largely co-

incided with the jet half-width. There was no discernible effect of Re on the maxima

position. Similarly, no AR dependency was evident, although the largest AR consis-

tently produced τxy magnitude maxima slightly inwards of b within the first half of the

measurement region.

6.1.4 Anisotropy

To determine whether the jet’s turbulence was isotropic in the x and y directions

its turbulent axes had to be determined using the scatter plot ellipse approximation

(section 2.2.5). This isotropy analysis was carried out on all surface velocity data.

Figures 6.13a and 6.13b show the spatial distributions across the measurement region

of ellipticity (ratio of minor axis length and major axis length, c/a) for two example

experiments. The spatial distribution of ellipticity of the first example (figure 6.13a)
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Figure 6.10: Non-dimensionalised across-jet turbulent surface shear stress across-jet profiles at progressive downstream locations and
overall spatial distributions for all three AR Re = 4000 experiments. Data are the mean over all four repetitions and non-dimensionalised
by ρU2
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Figure 6.11: Non-dimensionalised surface shear stress. Circles indicate the positive y’s maxima. Experiments are grouped by different
AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote the total variability between all four repetitions of the same
AR/Re combination.
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Figure 6.12: Across-jet location of surface shear stress maxima (negative y) and minima (positive y) relative to the jet halfwidth b.
Experiments are grouped by different AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote the total variability
between all four repetitions of the same AR/Re combination.
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was representative of that of all other AR/Re combinations, bar that shown in figure

6.13b (AR = 0.09, Re = 9000) and one other (AR = 0.09, Re = 7600), both of

which were two of the three ’exception’ experiments previously mentioned. Anisotropy

was thus present and large within the jets’ shear layers, yet near-isotropic conditions

existed outside of the main jet area and around the jet centre line. The two AR/Re

configurations that did not conform to this, represented here by figure 6.13b, also

observed anisotropy at the jet centre within the second half of the measurement region.

These two AR/Re configurations were two of those three that also had TI peaks in their

along jet profiles. This anisotropy on the downstream jet centre line thus appeared and

increased from some large Re value, which itself decreased with decreasing AR.

Figures 6.13c and 6.13d present the angle between the ellipses’ major axis and the

x-axis, β, equivalent to the turbulence’s orientation, for the same example experiments.

Only those locations with ellipticities of c/a < 0.8 are shown. The few patchy areas

outside of the main shear layers may be ignored, as we know from the shear stress

and TKE profiles that turbulence magnitudes in these areas were very small. The

two shear layer anisotropy regions had opposing sign turbulence orientations about the

centre line and increased in magnitude with along-jet distance from zero near the jet

exit. Along the jet centre line β = 90o. This spatial distribution was consistent across

all experiments.

Some previous laboratory plane jet studies found anisotropy at some locations along

the jet centre line (section 2.4.4). Isotropic turbulence, as discussed in section 2.2.5,

has a mean shear stress of zero. Since section 6.1.3 showed that the shear stress in

the plane jet was equal to zero only at the jet centre and outside of the main jet

region, anisotropic turbulence across the width of the jet was expected. Unsurprisingly

therefore, the anisotropy was large in regions of high shear stress, i.e. in the shear

layers. Although a shear stress of zero is a prerequisite for isotropic turbulence, this in

itself does not guarantee isotropy. This can be seen along the jet axis near the end of

the measurement region of the two AR/Re configurations represented by figure 6.13b

where, despite a shear stress of zero, anisotropy existed. If the directional preference

of the turbulence is in the direction of the mean flow or at right angles to the mean

flow (as it was in this case, since β = 90o along the jet centre line), the shear stress

equals zero, despite the fact that the turbulence may be anisotropic. In these cases

v′v′ > u′u′ at this location.

The turbulence orientation had opposing signs between shear layers, consistent with

the shear stress. As explained in section 2.4.4, this means that jet-ward turbulence was
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Figure 6.13: Ellipticity (ratio of the minor versus the major ellipse axes lengths c/a)
and turbulence orientation β in degrees (between the major axis a and the x− axis) of
the eigenvalue ellipse of the shear stress tensor of the surface velocity components of two
example repetition-mean datasets. Only those β values are shown where c/a < 0.8.

associated with negative along-jet turbulence by drawing lower velocity ambient fluid

into the main jet region and vice versa. This would be expected in a plane jet. The

fact that β increased with x, signifies that v′ grew with respect to u′, although v′ only

actually became larger than u′ where β > 45o.

To compare magnitudes of ellipticity and turbulence orientation between different

experimental configurations, their values along the lines of minimum ellipticity (maxi-

mum anisotropy) were isolated. These lines of minimum ellipticity (relative to the jet

halfwidth b) for all experiments are displayed in figure 6.14. Peak anisotropy thereby

was located slightly further outwards within the latter part of the second half of the

measurement region. For the largest AR the peak anisotropy locations within the first

half of the measurement region also lay slightly further inwards. Besides this there is

no AR or Re dependency obvious from figure 6.14.

All experiments’ ellipticity magnitudes along their lines of lowest shear-layer elliptic-
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Figure 6.14: Location of minimum shear layer ellipticity (ratio of the minor versus the major ellipse axes lengths c/a) of the eigenvalue
ellipse of the shear stress tensor of the surface velocity components relative to the jet halfwidth b. Experiments are grouped by different
AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote total variability between all four repetitions.
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Figure 6.15: Ellipticity (ratio of the minor versus the major ellipse axes lengths) of the eigenvalue ellipse of the shear stress tensor
of the surface velocity components along the minimum shear layer ellipticity lines. Experiments are grouped by different AR (top row)
and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote total variability between all four repetitions.
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Figure 6.16: Angle β (in degrees) between the major axis a and the x− axis of the eigenvalue ellipse of the shear stress tensor of the
surface velocity components along the minimum shear layer ellipticity lines. Experiments are grouped by different AR (top row) and
some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars denote total variability between all four repetitions.
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ity (as in figure 6.14) are displayed in figure 6.15. The typically very small error/range

bars show that excellent repeatability existed between same AR/Re configuration rep-

etitions. Minimum ellipticities thus lay between 0.35 and 0.65. After an initial small

increase, peaking between x/W = 1 and x/W = 2, minimum ellipticity generally de-

creased with distance downstream, although for growing Re and decreasing AR an

increasingly growing trough appeared between x/W = 2 and x/W = 8. This means

that across-jet maximum anisotropy generally increased with downstream distance,

but as Re increased and AR decreased, the middle section of the measurement area

displayed increased maximum anisotropy, before recovering to its original trajectory

by x/W = 7.5.

An increase in anisotropy (decrease in ellipticity) simply means the turbulence

displays an increased directional preference, but gives no indication of the direction

itself, which is given by the turbulence orientation β. The turbulence orientation angles

along the lines of minimum shear-layer ellipticity of all experiments can be found in

figure 6.16 and can be seen to have been steadily increasing. Again, the variability

between same AR/Re experiments was very small, as indicated by the range bars. All

experiments underwent an initial sharp increase in β from an exit value of near zero,

followed by a slight gradual increase or a levelling out at a constant value. In two cases

(AR = 0.09 & Re = 7600, AR = 0.09 & Re = 9000) a further rapid increase followed

this near-constant value within the second half of the measurement region. Asymptotic

values were reached only for the lower Re experiments of the two lowest ARs.

For all experiments the values for β lay between 20o and 60o over the majority of

the measurement region. Only the two configurations with anisotropy at the jet centre

near the end of the measurement region had values greater than 45o, near the end of

the measurement region, i.e. only at these locations and for these experiments were the

v′ values typically larger in magnitude than their u′ counterparts. In all other instances

u′ was typically larger than v′ along these lines of minimum ellipticity.

These profiles along the lines of minimum ellipticity / maximum anisotropy thus

confirm that v′ typically grew with respect to u′ with downstream distance. This is

equivalent to the TI ratio (TIv/TIu) becoming increasingly larger, although TIv/TIu <

1 for the majority of experiments along these lines, since β < 45o.

As Re increased, the initial rapid increase became slower, while the subsequent

gradual increase became faster. By the second half of the measurement region all

experiments’ β values were ordered by increasing Re and decreasing AR. This means

that as Re increased and AR decreased, the developed jet had increasingly larger mean
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v′ values in relation to u′. Nevertheless, only three experiments actually observed larger

mean v′ than u′ values (β > 45o) at some distance downstream. These were the same

three exceptions that observed peaks in their centre line TIu profiles. As proposed

earlier, it is probable that bottom friction caused the turbulence to decrease beyond a

certain location downstream which decreased with increasing Re and decreasing AR,

although both the TI and ellipticity/β values suggest that the u turbulent component

was affected by this decrease before the v component.

6.2 Jet flapping and macro-vortices

As discussed in section 2.4.5, the majority of previous laboratory plane jet studies

observed large vortices of widths of the order of b within the jet shear layers. Addi-

tionally, many previous studies often found these vortices to be asymmetrically aligned

about the jet axis, thereby giving the jet a meandering or ’flapping’ appearance. As

shown in section 5.1, such vortices and flapping behaviour were also observed in the jet

experiments presented here. Quantitative measurements of these features has previ-

ously only been made through time-series measurements at selected points. Large-field

instantaneous coverage, such as that presented here and made possible by the PTV

technique, has not been attained before. Since the jet was a shallow jet (AR < 1) these

structures can be referred to as 2DCS (section 2.4.5) or macro-vortices.

Rowland et al. (2009) also examined a laboratory shallow plane jet and by sepa-

rating the meander/2DCS from the bed induced turbulence through low pass filtering

they found that the turbulence field was entirely dominated by these 2DCS. With the

2DCS turbulence removed the TI values were reduced by an order of magnitude, while

the shear stress was one sixtieth of its original value. This is highly significant, as it

implies that the time-averaged turbulence results shown in the previous section are

predominately due to this large scale two-dimensional turbulence. This section thus

aims to quantify the jet’s flapping and 2DCS behaviour with the aid of spectral analy-

sis and statistical correlations (sections 2.4.5 and 2.4.5 for similar analyses in previous

studies).

Since both the spectral analysis and correlations analyses required spatially contin-

uous velocity data, the velocity data used for these analyses were of the non-limited

triangle size type (section 4.3.4). Similarly, both analyses required temporally contin-

uous data, so where a single run had had to be split into sections during the PTV

analysis due to memory restrictions, the resulting temporal gaps within the velocity
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data at the merging points of the sections were linearly interpolated. At most two such

gaps existed for each experiment. A similar interpolation could not be carried out be-

tween different repetitions of the same AR/Re combination as the repetitions were not

temporally continuous. Each repetition was thus analysed separately. Where range

bars are given they denote the total variability between repetitions, while a ’mean’

value refers to the mean of the analysis results of all repetitions, not the analysis re-

sults of all repetition data combined, unlike the time-averaged turbulence properties

discussed in the previous section.

Where reference is made to time, it has been non-dimensionalised by W/U0. Where

reference is made to the data at the jet centre the nearest grid point to the centre of

the view window is referred to (x/W = −0.03). As shown in section 5.4, in almost

all cases this is identical to the closest grid point to the real time averaged jet centre

line, and at the most might be out by one grid point (0.14W ) at large x/W . Where

reference is made to data at the 1/e-width, the nearest grid-point to the true 1/e-width

is referred to.

6.2.1 Two- versus three-dimensional turbulence

Due to the visually observed prominence of the large 2DCS and the associated flapping,

it was thought likely that this prominence would be reflected in the turbulent velocity

components as a dominant frequency. To determine said dominant frequency, spectral

analysis was carried out on the across-jet turbulent velocity component v′. The power

spectral density (PSD), i.e. the power of different frequencies in the signal, was esti-

mated using Welch’s method (Welch, 1967). The Hamming windows (see Emery and

Thomson (1998), p. 445) overlapped by 50% and had widths of 2559, 2879 and 2559

time steps for experiments with sampling frequencies of 24, 12 and 8 Hz, respectively

(section 4.3 for information on sampling frequency). Several Hamming window widths

were tested and these were decided upon since their resolution and range covered the

relevant frequencies, while allowing an integer number of windows, thereby ensuring

no data had to be unnecessarily discarded.

Figure 6.17 shows examples of the resulting spectral plots at three different jet cen-

tre line locations for two different laboratory AR/Re combinations. The first example

displays a single prominent peak within all its spectra, while the second has several

such prominent peaks. All experiments subscribed to one of these regimes which will

hereafter be referred to as ’dominant’ and ’mixed’, respectively. Figure 6.17 also shows

that spectral shape changed over along-jet distance. Initially, the larger frequency por-
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Figure 6.17: Examples of a dominant (top) and mixed (bottom) Strouhal number regime PSD spectra at three jet centre locations.
The green and red lines follow a −3 and −5/3 power law, respectively. Pink stars indicate the major frequencies recognised by the
algorithm.
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Figure 6.18: Examples of dominant (top) and mixed (bottom) Strouhal number regime CPSD spectra at three jet centre locations.
The red and green lines follow a −3 and −5/3 power law, respectively. Pink stars indicate the major frequencies recognised by the
chosen algorithm.
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tion of the spectrum (frequency×W
U0

& 1) followed the known −5/3 power law typical

for 3D turbulence (section 2.4.5), while at some distance downstream the medium fre-

quencies began to follow the −3 power law typical for large scale 2D turbulence. This

was the case for all laboratory runs and as discussed in section 2.4.5 has previously

been observed in other shallow and semi-shallow plane jet experiments (e.g. Rowland

et al. (2009), Dracos et al. (1992)) as well as other shallow shear flows (section 2.4.5).

Rowland et al. (2009) determined through low-pass filtering that the typical −3 power

law dependency in the larger frequency range of their shallow jet experiments was

solely due to the underlying flapping and large scale vortices. It is expected that the

same was the case here.

A cross power spectral density (CPSD) analysis was also carried out, determining

the dominant shared frequencies along the length of the jet, i.e. spectral analysis of

the cross-correlated signals from two locations on the jet centre line. Again, Welch’s

method was used with the same window specifications as for the PSD. The resulting

CPSD was of complex value, i.e. had amplitude and phase components. Its absolute

spectral density, i.e. a combination of both, was used for further analysis. The CPSD

spectral plots corresponding to the dominant and mixed regime examples from figure

6.17 can be found in figure 6.18. Each of the spectral plots in figure 6.18 depicts

the CPSD between the v′ signal at that location and five others along the jet centre

line. Figure 6.18 therefore shows which major frequencies the two relevant signals had

in common. From figure 6.18 it can be seen that the CPSD spectra underwent the

same trends as the PSD spectra, i.e. a −5/3 power law trend for high frequencies,

and a −3 power law trend for medium frequencies from some distance downstream.

The CPSD spectra also conformed with the previously determined regime pattern of

dominant versus mixed, and shared the same dominant frequencies with their PSD

counter-parts.

6.2.2 Strouhal numbers

Exact St values were determined by identifying the major peaks in the PSD spectra.

The non-dimensional frequency along the bottom axis in the spectral plots is identical

to the St. Apart from the largest peak, only peaks that had magnitudes more than

one quarter of the next largest peak and at least four times larger than the next lowest

peak, were included. This means that in many dominant regimes, such as the upper

one in figure 6.17, often only a single major St was recognised, while mixed regimes,

such as the bottom one in figure 6.17, had several St values, as indicated by the star
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Table 6.1: Strouhal numbers for all experiments determined from PSD analysis. Bold
numbers indicate the dominant band, which was also consistent with the dominant CPSD
band. Grey cells indicate a dominant regime, i.e. almost all St values with the largest
PSD are within this band.

AR Re band 1 band 2 band 3 band 4

0.06 4000 0.050 0.084 – 0.090 0.125 – 0.137 0.239 – 0.251

5000 0.045 – 0.050 0.080 – 0.085 0.121 – 0.126

0.09 4000 0.050 – 0.054 0.091 – 0.099 0.132 – 0.149

5000 0.047 – 0.054 0.090 0.130

6000 0.050 0.089 – 0.095 0.128 – 0.134

7600 0.090

9000 0.090

0.15 4000 0.050 – 0.054 0.099 – 0.108

5000 0.049 – 0.054 0.092 – 0.108 0.146 – 0.162

6000 0.049 – 0.050 0.094 – 0.098 0.143 – 0.152

9000 0.050 0.094 – 0.107 0.144 – 0.150

12000 0.090

symbols in figure 6.17. Since this algorithm thus produced many St values for some

mixed regimes, only the three with the largest PSD were considered here.

The St values along the jet axis corresponding to the example data sets from fig-

ure 6.17, can be found in figures 6.19a and 6.19c and their trends are representative

of all other dominant and mixed regime experiments, respectively. In the case of the

dominant regime, all St values along the jet centre line were identical, i.e. the dom-

inant frequency within the signal was present and identical along the length of the

measurement region. In the mixed regime, however, several major frequencies existed,

though no particular frequency dominated. Instead the largest three St values appear

to have formed ’bands’, indicating that although the ordering of the PSD magnitude

of the major frequencies changed, the frequencies themselves often remained the same.

Nevertheless, the major frequencies often did change with along-jet distance, as in fig-

ure 6.19c for example, where the largest two frequency bands dominated in the first

half of the view window, while the lower three replaced them in the second half. It

was generally observed that in mixed regimes the magnitude of the major frequencies

decreased with along-jet distance.

Hereafter only bands will be considered that repeatedly incorporated largest PSD

frequencies, i.e. included several blue stars, in at least three of all four repetitions
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Figure 6.19: Examples of dominant and mixed regime jet centre line major Strouhal
numbers as determined from PSD and CPSD analysis. For PSD analysis, the three major
St values with the largest PSD are given. For CPSD analysis, the three most commonly
shared largest CPSD St values between the signal at that all other jet centre line locations
are given.
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Figure 6.20: Example of a dominant regime’s spatial distribution of largest PSD Strouhal number for all four repetitions of the same
AR/Re combination. The colour bar lists the 15 most commonly found largest PSD St values in order of occurrence frequency in
decreasing order.
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Figure 6.21: Example of a mixed regime’s spatial distribution of largest PSD Strouhal number for all four repetitions of the same
AR/Re combination. The colour bar lists the 15 most commonly found largest PSD St values in order of occurrence frequency in
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for each AR/Re combination. According to this definition, the mixed regime example

in figure 6.19c had four bands within this repetition. Bands 1, 2, 3 and 4 were thus

centred around St ≈ 0.05, 0.09, 0.13 and 0.24, respectively. The major frequencies of

all experiments belonged to one or more of the first three bands (table 6.1). Band 4

was only represented in one of the AR/Re combinations, i.e. the example mixed regime

dataset in figure 6.19c, and might have been a harmonic of band 3. All dominant regime

experiments only displayed a single band which all fell into the band 2 category. Not

every repetition of the same experimental configuration always displayed the same

major frequency bands, although the actual major St values (blue stars) were very

consistent between repetitions.

Previous plane jet studies found St values within a range of between 0.08 and 0.3

(section 2.4.5), within which bands 2 through 4 lie. Thomas and Goldschmidt (1986)

observed that the frequencies of some of their spectral peaks were ’difference modes of

some other’, i.e. they can be found by adding or subtracting two others, while some

were harmonics of other peak frequencies. In the case of the experiments presented

here, neither the ’differences mode’ nor the harmonics explanation appears to hold for

bands 1 through 3 as one cannot be exactly obtained through subtraction, addition or

squaring of the others, although adding bands 1 and 2 approximately equals band 3.

The major St values from CPSD peaks are also displayed in figure 6.19. Here the

major St values were ordered according to which was most commonly shared between

the signal at that particular and all other jet centre line locations. It is evident that

the mixed regime’s most commonly shared frequencies conformed to the previously

determined major frequencies. Band 2 had a slightly different St value, but was still

consistent with the total variability of frequency for this AR/Re combination as seen

from table 6.1. The dominant regime’s PSD and CPSD major frequencies were also

identical.

So far only St values on the jet axis have been considered. As the majority of

previous studies relied on point measurements, hardly any information is available

on across- and along-jet St distribution. The spatial distribution of the largest PSD

major St for all four repetitions of both the dominant and mixed regime examples can

be found in figures 6.20 and 6.21, respectively. The 15 most commonly found major St

values across all four repetitions are shown. Gaps within the view window are locations

with St values other than the ones listed. Coverage gaps near the edges were caused

by gaps within the time series due to seeding gaps, as any grid point with a single time

gap could not be analysed. The third repetition in figure 6.20 only has St data within
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the jet centre as there existed a five frame long gap in data within the low velocity

area, due to a slight camera movement, presumably due to someone stepping onto

the mezzanine floor above the laboratory ceiling on which the camera was mounted.

This was the only experiment where such a movement occurred and that thus had the

reduced St coverage observed in figure 6.20. Since only five frames out of 11520 were

affected, it can be assumed that the laboratory results were otherwise unaffected.

As can be seen from figure 6.20, the dominant regimes typically had identical St

values across the majority of the experimental region and excellent repeatability be-

tween different repetitions. The mixed regimes, however, were typically both much less

spatially uniform and repeatable (figure 6.21). Although the mixed regimes only had

three or four major St values, their relative importance changed with location, caus-

ing the spatial plot to look extremely variable. In addition, each colour represents a

discrete St value, and even slight variations were thus recognised as different St values

and given its own colour. Thus similar areas in different repetitions in figure 6.21 have

similar St values. It is acknowledged that figure 6.21 appears seemingly chaotic with

no clear ordering of St values or regions, due to each colour representing a discrete

value and only the most common 15 being included in the plots. This is intentional to

alert the reader to the stark difference between the spatial St distributions of a mixed

and dominant regime and the reader should refer to figure 6.19 for a neater represen-

tation of along-jet St distribution. Figure 6.21 shows that the St with the largest PSD

value in the mixed regime example was largest within the jet region of the first half

of the view window and decreased in both along- and across-jet direction. This was

generally the case for all mixed regime experiments. The along-jet decrease could also

be observed in figure 6.19c.

As can be seen from table 6.1, dominant regime experiments always belonged to

the largest Re experiments within each AR, although the dominant regime Re values

themselves decreased with decreasing AR. This implies that a single St dominance

was established from some cut-off Re which itself decreased with AR, i.e. the regime

state depended on both Re and AR. This is visualised in figure 6.22a. All dominant

St values lay in band 2. Mixed regimes that had one St that was most common also

did so, with one exception, within band 2, i.e. had values between 0.08 and 0.11. In

summary, as Re increased the flow shifted from a mixed to a dominant regime, and did

so sooner (at lower Re) for shallower ARs. Once the dominant regime was established,

St values remained in the narrow range of band 2.

When the Re is calculated using W rather than H , however, the transition from
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mixed to dominant regime occurred for all ARs at ReW ≈ 63000 (figure 6.22b). It

is therefore likely the case that, although the dominant length scale regarding the

turbulence of the flow within the jet is H(section 2.3.1), the stability of the jet itself is

dominated by its horizontal scale W .

By visually observing particle clips it transpired that although flapping was ob-

served in all experiments the mixed regime experiments entertained much more in-

termittent flapping, i.e. there existed long periods during which the jet remained

approximately straight with no or symmetrically aligned 2DCS to either side, whereas

all dominant regime experiments observed near-constant flapping with asymmetrically

aligned 2DCS. This suggests that a dominant regime signifies a jet with a much more

developed and temporally uniform two-dimensional turbulence structure.

All laboratory major St values from bands 1 through 3 listed in table 6.1 are

plotted in figure 6.23a. In all three bands St decreased with AR, particularly within

bands 2 and 3. Within bands 2 and 3, St also decreased slightly for increasing Re. It

is subsequently clear that increased bottom friction caused the flapping frequency to

decrease.

When St is plotted against ReW , however, (figure 6.23b) then St decreased only for

an increase in ReW , not for a decrease in AR, again suggesting that the length scale

determining the flapping is W , rather than H .

This is the first study to have investigated Re and/or AR dependence of St at such

low ARs. The mixed to dominant regime transition as well as the decrease of St with

Re (and with AR for same Re) has therefore not been observed before.

Strouhal numbers from autocorrelation

Another method of extracting the major St from a signal is through its autocorrelation

function (from Emery and Thomson (1998), p.374-376)

Rv1v1(tτ ) =

1
N−k

N−k
∑

i=1

[v′iv
′
i+k]

1
N

N
∑

i=1

v′2
, (6.1)

where v1 is the v
′ signal at a particular location to be correlated with itself at different

time steps, N is the number of time steps within the time series, the time lag tτ = k∆t

and k is the number of time steps ∆t between the two signals. By calculating how

much a signal is correlated with itself shifted in time by a variable time lag, one can
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obtain the underlying major frequency and hence St. The time lag between peak

correlations or between every other zero crossing is equivalent to the inverse of the

major frequency. Figures 6.24a and 6.24c show the autocorrelation functions at five

different downstream locations for both the dominant and mixed regime examples. The

non-dimensional time lag between one zero crossing and the second one thereafter was

the inverse of the major St at that location. To eliminate noise a running average with

a window size of 1.25W/(∆tU0) was applied to the autocorrelation function first. The

resulting St values are plotted in comparison to those obtained from PSD analysis in

figures 6.24b and 6.24d.

For the dominant regime the autocorrelation functions were extremely regular and

uniform and the resulting St values were identical to those obtained from the PSD

analysis. The mixed regime’s autocorrelation functions, on the other hand, were very

variable and non-uniform. The resulting St values were similar, but far from identical,

to those from the PSD analysis and had very large associated errors. Rather than distin-

guishing between different St bands, the autocorrelation approach smoothed out band

differences, resulting in intermediate smeared and thus incorrect St values, although it

did support the found underlying trend of decreasing St with along-jet distance. Un-

surprisingly, it is heretofore clear that the autocorrelation approach failed to perform

well for data with more than one major St.

6.2.3 Jet flapping

Correlation coefficients are a method of determining whether two time series are related

and if so how strongly. When using the across-jet velocity components, the correlation

coefficient between the velocity signals at locations 1 and 2 is (e.g. Cervantes de Gortari

and Goldschmidt (1981))

Cv1v2 =

N
∑

i=1

v′
1
v′
2

N

√

N
∑

i=1

v′
1
v′
1

N
×

N
∑

i=1

v′
2
v′
2

N

. (6.2)

The larger the absolute magnitude of Cv1v2 , the stronger both signals are related/correlated.

If Cv1v2 is large and positive, i.e. the signals are positively correlated, they are in phase.

If Cv1v2 is large and negative, the signals are out of phase by 180o.

In the case of the present plane jet experiments, Cv1v2 could be used to determine

if and where the jet displayed the often observed flapping behaviour as was done in
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Figure 6.24: Example dominant and mixed regime autocorrelation functions and asso-
ciated mean Strouhal numbers (calculated from the functions zero-crossings) compared
to those St values found from PSD analysis (figure 6.19). Error bars are one standard
deviation.
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Figure 6.25: Correlation coefficients between shear layer v′ velocities. v′1 = v′(be), v′2 = v′(−be). Experiments are grouped by different
AR (top row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars show the variability between all four repetitions of that AR/Re
combination.
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previous studies with point measurements (section 2.4.5). A correlation coefficient

computed using the v′ time series from within both jet shear layers should be negative

when the shear layers’ 2DCS were symmetrically aligned and positive when they were

asymmetrically aligned, i.e. the jet was flapping. Larger positive magnitudes for Cv1v2

meant the flapping was particularly ’pure’, i.e. it was more uniform in space and time.

The shear layer location used for the correlations was the 1/e-width be as this is the

inflection point of the presumed Gaussian similarity profile. The resulting Cv1v2 values

over along-jet distance for all experiments are displayed in figures 6.25a to 6.25c.

The figures show that all AR/Re combinations observed a positive correlation, i.e.

a flapping jet, at some distance downstream. In all but one of the AR/Re combinations

this flapping occurred over at least the second half of the view window. Eight out of

the twelve AR/Re combinations displayed weak symmetrical, or uncorrelated turbulent

fluctuations within the majority of the first half of the view window, while the remaining

four AR/Re combinations observed asymmetry, albeit weak, from the inlet channel exit.

The correlation magnitude increased with distance downstream, although it appeared

to hit a plateau in three of the larger Re cases at Cv1v2≈ 0.7. These three cases were

the exact same ’exceptions’ that were found to have shown larger v′ than u′ turbulence

contributions (section 6.1).

This increase with x could mean several things. Either the phase shift between

both sides increased towards 180o, the magnitude of the turbulent components re-

sponsible for the flapping became so large that it was masked less by noise and/or

three-dimensional turbulence or the flapping occurred more frequently within the over-

all signal with distance downstream. As it was found from the along-jet St variation

that the flapping frequency remained identical (dominant regime) or decreased (mixed

regime) with along-jet distance (section 6.2.2) the latter can be ruled out. This is

supported by visual observations of the experiments and particle clips which showed

that, once established, the flapping propagated downstream without vanishing and

reappearing. Therefore the first two explanations are more likely. Since the turbulence

spectra changed from a three-dimensionally dominated turbulence field at low x to a

two-dimensionally dominated turbulence-field at larger x (section 6.2.1), the increase

in correlation coefficient with x must have at least been partially caused by this in-

creased prevalence of the two-dimensional flapping over the surrounding background

turbulence. Bottom friction is likely to have a stronger and/or faster effect on three-

rather than two-dimensional turbulence as the former is limited in space by the water

depth, while the latter is limited by the lateral extent of the flow, thereby causing the
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latter to appear more pronounced. An increase in phase shift towards 180o might have

been an additional factor.

The majority of previous studies also found asymmetrical vortex alignment (section

2.4.5), i.e. flapping, although some (Deo et al., 2008, Thomas and Goldschmidt, 1986,

Browne et al., 1984, Antonia et al., 1983) found symmetrical vortices within their

potential core region, which realigned asymmetrically where the two shear layers met.

The location of the end of the ZOFE, xs, is equal or slightly further downstream than

the end of the potential core. When comparing those values (table 5.1) with the location

of transition from symmetrical to asymmetrical vortex alignment (flapping) in figures

6.25a to 6.25c, it becomes clear that in the present case the realignment also occurred

approximately where both shear layers met. This was of course only the case for those

experiments that observed initial symmetrical vortex alignment. Deo et al. (2008)

suggested that the type of inflow determines the symmetry of the vortex alignment

in the potential core region, proposing that a contracting inflow causes symmetrical

alignment, while an inlet channel causes an asymmetrical alignment. Since the results

presented here show both types within the potential core region, for shallow jets at

least this theory is thought to have been refuted.

Figures 6.25a to 6.25c display Cv1v2 values for all different Re experiments conducted

at each AR. Larger Re values appear to have been slightly stronger correlated within

the second half of the view window. An increase in Re caused a shift from a mixed

to a dominant regime (section 6.2.2 ), which should have larger Cv1v2 values as their

flapping frequency was more defined. An increase in Re appears to have also caused

a slightly sooner onset of flapping, as the ZOFE became shorter. There were three

AR/Re combinations that observed the plateaued correlation coefficients in the second

half of the view window. These were the same ’exceptional’ AR/Re configurations that

had assumed larger u′ than v′ contributions at some distance downstream. It can be

expected that the correlation coefficient would have remained at this asymptotic value

until bottom friction would have stabilised the jet at some further distance downstream.

According to stability theory (section 2.4.5) flapping should cease due to the stabilising

effect of bottom friction when b ≥ 68H , i.e. for the lowest AR used here when b ≥ 4W .

As the largest halfwidth achieved by the end of the measurement region was 1.5W

(figure 5.13b) a termination of flapping within our measurement region and thus a

decrease in Cv1v2 with x was unlikely.

Figures 6.25d to 6.25f show Cv1v2 variation with AR for three different Re values.

Flapping occurred sooner for a lower AR. In the case of the lowest AR the flapping
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was detectable from the jet exit. Correlation magnitude was larger over the majority

of the view window for decreasing AR and increasing Re. It is likely that this was

caused to some extent by the increasing occurrence of the flapping, observed to have

been the main difference between the mixed and dominant regimes.

6.2.4 Flapping amplitude

An indication of flapping amplitude could be gained by calculating correlation coeffi-

cients between v′ signals at symmetrical locations about the jet axis, as in equation

(6.2), but by using increasing lateral distances from the jet centre. Figure 6.26 dis-

plays the lateral distances beyond which Cv1v2< 0.2. Where no value is seen correlation

coefficients were larger than 0.2 for y/W ≤ 4.1 Although this method does not yield

absolute amplitude values, it gives relative amplitudes and thus allows us to gauge

amplitude development and any Re and AR dependency.

Flapping amplitude thus increased with along jet distance, particularly within the

second half of the measurement region. Both amplitude and rate of amplitude increase

also grew with Re and decreasing AR. While most experiments observed a gradual

increase in amplitude, the three ’exceptional’ AR/Re combinations had a particularly

rapid growth in amplitude between x/W = 3 and x/W = 4.

6.2.5 Vortex advection

The cross-correlation function of two signals taken at the same time at different down-

stream locations can yield the advection speed of the main underlying structure, in this

case the 2DCS and the associated flapping. Similar to the autocorrelation function dis-

cussed in section 6.2.2, the cross-correlation function shows the time lag tτ at which

two signals are most correlated. Dividing the along-jet distance between the signals’

locations by that tτ gives the advection speed UCS of the 2DCS. The cross-correlation

function is (Emery and Thomson, 1998)

Rv1v2(tτ ) =

1
N−k

N−k
∑

i=1

[v′1iv
′
2i+k

]

√

1
N

N
∑

i=1

v′1
2

√

1
N

N
∑

i=1

v′2
2

. (6.3)

Shear-layer locations’ (be) time series were used, since their Rv1v2 values were more

distinguished than those at the jet centre. Cross-correlation functions of v′ of three
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Figure 6.26: Lateral location from which correlation coefficients between v′ velocities from either side of jet were lower than 0.2.
Where no data are given the correlation coefficient was larger than 0.2 for y/W ≤ 4.1. Experiments are grouped by different AR (top
row) and some by constant Re (bottom row). Range bars show the variability between all four repetitions of that AR/Re combination.
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Figure 6.27: Example v′ cross-correlation function between three shear layer (y/W =
be) and progressive downstream shear layer locations.
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different along-jet shear layer locations’ with further downstream locations of the mixed

regime example dataset can be found in figure 6.27. Since there was no fundamental

difference between mixed and dominant regime Rv1v2 , only one example is shown here.

Unsurprisingly, figure 6.25 shows that Rv1v2 peak magnitude for the same v′1 decreased

slightly with distance, as the underlying structure changed or became masked by noise.

As x/W for v′1 increased, this decrease became much less and Rv1v2 values were much

larger in general. This suggests that the advected 2DCS or flapping became more

developed and/or more distinguishable with distance, presumably due to the previously

mentioned dominance over the three-dimensional turbulence.

The first Rv1v2 peak for each v′1 was thus tracked downstream until it became

indistinguishable or its magnitude dropped below 0.2. Figure 6.28 shows all tracked

peaks’ tτ values overlaid by the first velocity signal’s (v′1) common x/W values for the

example data set. The slope of the resulting curve was equal to the 2DCS advection

speed UCS. To enable inter-experiment comparison, least square linear (red line) and

quadratic fits (green line) were carried out. The linear fit approximated the change of

lag over distance reasonably well, but due to a slight increase in lag between points

over distance, i.e. decrease in UCS, the quadratic fit performed better. Nevertheless,
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Figure 6.29: Non-dimensionalised 2DCS advection velocity from quadratic least squares fit of tracked cross-correlation peaks. Only
the positive y shear layer’s results are shown. Range bars show the total area covered by all four experimental repetitions’ best fit lines.
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Figure 6.30: 2DCS advection to centre line velocity fraction. Only the positive y shear layer’s results are shown. Only the means of
all four repetitions were used.
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the inverse of the linear fit’s slope, gave a good first approximation of the advection

speed. This example experiment thereby had UCS ≈ 0.45U0.

The derivative of the quadratic fit

x

W
= a(

tτU0

W
)2 + b

tτU0

W
+ c (6.4)

gives the non-dimensionalised 2DCS advection velocity

UCS

U0
= 2a

tτU0

W
+ b. (6.5)

By solving (6.4) for tτU0/W and substituting it into (6.5), one obtains the non-

dimensionalised advection velocity over along-jet distance

UCS

U0

= ±
√

4a
x

W
+ b2 − 4ac. (6.6)

All experiments’ UCS/U0 results based on the quadratic fit are shown in figure 6.29,

grouped according to different AR and Re values. Only the results from the positive

y shear layer were included, since both shear layers’ results were similar.

From figure 6.29 it is evident that all 2DCS advection velocities decreased from

between 0.5U0 and 0.6U0 at the jet exit to between 0.25U0 and 0.45U0 at the end of

the measurement area. There was some variability between different repetitions of the

same AR/Re combination. Rockwell and Niccolls (1972) found the ratio UCS/U0 near

the exit to lie between 0.5 and 0.55 (section 2.4.5), which is very similar to the values

found here. For the two lower ARs, larger Re values displayed larger exit advection

velocities and a faster decrease in its magnitude, while the largest AR’s results were

inconclusive. This again suggests, that Re effects were dependent on AR. According to

figures 6.29d to 6.29f, a decrease in AR also caused a faster along-jet advection velocity

decrease, particularly for the largest Re value shown.

Since jet centre line velocity also decreased with along-jet distance (section 5.3), it

is of interest to see the relative magnitudes of both velocities which are shown in figure

6.30, grouped according to the same AR and Re values as in figure 6.29. The advection

velocity had magnitudes between 0.35Usc and 0.5Usc, which is slightly lower than the

values found by Cervantes de Gortari and Goldschmidt (1981) and Goldschmidt et al.

(1981) of 0.58 <= UCS/Uc <= 0.75. In the present case the ratio UCS/Usc varied

slightly with along-jet distance, though not in a consistent manner. The UCS/Usc

values in the second half of the measurement region decreased for increasing Re (at
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the lower two ARs) and decreasing AR, and more so for larger distances downstream,

meaning overall advection velocity decreased slightly relative to the jet centre line

velocity. Although bottom friction slowed both jet centre line velocity and advection

velocity, its effect was therefore felt either more strongly and/or sooner by the latter.

6.2.6 Flapping wavelength

In the dominant regime experiments, the 2DCS structures and associated flapping had

a single dominant frequency, fd = 1/TCS, where TCS is the period, of which the St is

the non-dimensional form (St = W
TCSU0

). The 2DCS and flapping also had an associated

wavelength λCS which is related to the 2DCS’s advection velocity UCS and St through

λCS

W
=

UCS

U0
× 1

St
. (6.7)

Figure 6.31 shows the non-dimensionalised wavelength for all dominant regime exper-

iments. Since the mixed regime experiments had several major St values the above

calculation makes little sense in their case and their λCS results were thus omitted.

Generally, λCS lay between 5.5W and 7W at the inlet channel exit and decreased with

distance to between 3W and 4.5W at the end of the measurement area. Since the

experimental area was only 10W long, this implies that no more than two whole me-

anders could have been present at any one time. The dominant regimes’ wavelengths

in figure 6.31 all decreased substantially with distance and more so with increasing Re.

No exact AR effect could be determined because no experiments with the same Re at

different AR values conformed to the dominant regime, although the largest Re at the

largest AR had the least wavelength decrease, whereas the lowest Re depicted in the

figure was also for the lowest AR and displayed the second largest drop in λCS, thereby

suggesting that a drop in AR also caused the wavelength to decrease faster.

This means that the meander wavelength was compressed with downstream dis-

tance, even though meander amplitude increased. This downstream compression was

increased for larger Re and lower AR.
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Figure 6.31: Non-dimensionalised 2DCS wavelength of the dominant regime experi-
ments obtained from both shear layers’ cross correlation function lags and PSD St values.

6.3 Summary

Time-averaged turbulent quantities

• Across-jet TIu profiles typically had symmetrical peaks within the shear layers

which grew with along jet distance, as did the centre line value (see figure 6.1).

TIv initially also had growing symmetrical shear-layer peaks, but the centre line

value grew rapidly, leaving only a single growing broad peak for the majority of

the measurement field. No asymptotic behaviour in the TIs was found in the

present investigation, although this might have occurred beyond the end of the

measurement region (figures 6.3 and 6.4).

• There were three exceptional AR/Re combinations which did not conform to the

standard along-jet increase in TIu, but that instead had TIu values that ceased

to grow from some location within the second half of the measurement region,

and instead even decreased slightly, resulting in a magnitude disparity between

the TIs beyond this distance, while TIv continued to grow, increasingly so for

larger Re values (figure 6.2). This difference in spatial TIu distribution began to

occur at large Re values, but at lower Re values for lower AR and could have

either been caused by a selective influence of bottom friction on the turbulent u

component over the turbulent v component or through secondary circulation.

• The TKE profile shape and downstream behaviour was similar to that of TIu
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(figure 6.6). Additionally, the across-stream profiles of TKE increasingly deviated

from the standard ’Russian doll’ shape with increasing Re and even more so with

decreasing AR, displaying increasingly more pronounced along-jet TKE peaks

within the shear layers (figure 6.7). These peaks were presumably caused by the

preferential diminishing effect of bottom friction on the turbulent u component

rather than its v counterpart.

• The jets’ across-jet profiles of shear stress had the predicted maxima of opposing

sign within each shear layer, which caused its value at the jet centre to always

be zero (figure 6.10). The shear stress observed the same ’Russian doll’ trend

and deviation from it as did the TKE as well as the along-jet peak development

trends of magnitude maxima (figure 6.11).

• Bar two exceptions all AR/Re combinations displayed large anisotropy within

the jets’ shear layers, yet near-isotropic conditions outside of the main jet area

and around the jet centre line (figure 6.13). These large shear-layer magnitudes

were expected due to the large shear stresses.

• There were two AR/Re configurations that did not conform to the above point

and also observed anisotropy at the jet centre within the second half of the

measurement region. These two configurations happened to be two of the three

previously found ’exceptions’. This showed that this anisotropy on the down-

stream jet centre line thus appeared and increased from some large Re value,

which itself decreased with decreasing AR.

• As x increased v′ grew with respect to u′, although the former remained below

the latter for all but the three ’exceptional’ AR/Re combinations. This likely

signified the main reason for the difference between the standard and ’excep-

tional’ experiments, and is in agreement with the TI and TKE results. Thereby

the ’exceptional’ experiments were thus different, due to their larger v′ than u′

components caused by an along-jet decrease in u′ at larger Re, presumably due

to bottom friction.

Jet flapping and macro-vortices

• The large-field instantaneous coverage of the velocity field by the PTV technique

has made it possible for the first time to quantitatively analyse a plane jet’s

flapping behaviour spatially at high resolution.
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• A transition from three- to two-dimensional turbulence with along-jet distance

could be observed from the spectral plots (figure 6.17), although no direct mea-

surements of three-dimensional turbulence were made.

• Some experiments had several major underlying frequencies, i.e St, and were

thus called mixed regimes (figure 6.19). These St values conformed to three

major bands centred about approximately 0.05, 0.09 and 0.13 and the prevalent

band decreased with along- and across-jet distance.

• As Re increased and AR decreased the mixed regimes gave place to dominant

regimes which had one single major St lying within band 2. The regime state

thus depended on both Re and AR (figure 6.22). When ReW was used, however,

AR had no influence on regime state and the transition from mixed to dominant

regime occurred at ReW ≈ 6300, suggesting that the length scale determining the

flapping was W rather than H . Visual observation showed that mixed regimes

differed from dominant regimes by displaying much more intermittent flapping,

while a dominant regime had a far more developed and constant two-dimensional

structure.

• Not only was the regime state dependent on both AR and Re, but the St value

in both regimes decreased slightly with increasing Re and significantly with de-

creasing AR (figure 6.23). Again, when using ReW , the St value only decreased

with ReW , not AR.

• All experiments displayed an asymmetrical vortex alignment about the jet centre

line, i.e. flapping, from some distance downstream, which decreased with de-

creasing AR and increasing Re (figure 6.25). Increasing shear-layer correlation

magnitudes with x suggest that, as was also found by the spectral analysis, the

two-dimensional turbulence progressively out-weighted the three-dimensional tur-

bulence and thus became more distinguished. The amplitude reached an asymp-

totic value for large Re, where the transition took place at lower Re values for

decreasing AR. As the correlation magnitudes increased with decreasing AR and

increasing Re this was presumably due to the shift from a more intermittent to

a near-constant flapping occurrence.

• Flapping amplitude increased with along jet distance, particularly within the

second half of the measurement region (figure 6.26). Both amplitude and rate of

amplitude increase also grew with Re and decreasing AR.
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• The flapping and associated macro-vortices advected downstream at velocities

between 0.25U0 and 0.6U0 (figure 6.29). Advection velocity decreased with down-

stream distance and in the second half of the view window decreased relative to

the jet centre line velocity for larger Re and smaller AR, likely due to a prefer-

ential influence of bottom friction on the jet advection velocity rather than the

centre line velocity (figure 6.30).

• For the dominant regimes the flapping wavelength lay between 3W and 7W and

decreased primarily with increasing downstream distance, which occurred more

rapidly with increasing Re and decreasing AR (figure 6.31). The flapping thus

became longitudinally compressed with downstream distance, and increasingly

so for increased bottom friction.
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Chapter 7

Comparison of laboratory and

Otago Harbour jet dynamics

In order to directly compare the laboratory to the field results from chapter 3, the

same RBF analysis was carried out on the laboratory data. Since there was no tidal

development in the experiments, the time-mean velocity field was used for analysis and

the RBF interpolation without the temporal expansion in equation (3.3) was employed.

Since the time-mean velocity field had been obtained through averaging a long time

series, it contained virtually no noise and a RBF weight validation analysis therefore did

not make sense as more weights continuously resulted in a slightly better fit. Instead

the same number of weights as was used for the field data (89) was used to fit the

laboratory data with the same number of fits (10). The dynamical terms of equation

(3.5) were thus extracted and can be seen in figure 7.0 for one of the experiments.

As there was no temporal variation, local acceleration was zero everywhere and was

therefore not included in figure 7.0. As the horizontal eddy coefficient AH was unknown,

the horizontal friction component was calculated directly from the data as follows. The

bottom and horizontal friction components in equations (3.6) are only approximations

of the gradient of the Reynolds stress tensor. Therefore for the x and y momentum

equations

AH(
∂2u

∂x2
+

∂2u

∂y2
)− CD

h + η
|u|u =

∂u′u′

∂x
+

∂u′v′

∂y
+

∂u′w′

∂z
(7.1)

AH(
∂2v

∂x2
+

∂2v

∂y2
)− CD

h + η
|v|v =

∂u′v′

∂x
+

∂v′v′

∂y
+

∂v′w′

∂z
, (7.2)
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Figure 7.0: Spatial distribution of dynamical terms for an example laboratory data
set (AR = 0.09, Re = 6000). AJ = along-jet components (equation (3.6)), CJ = cross-
jet components (equation (3.7)). Units m/s2. Equivalent figures from the remaining
experiments can be found in the appendix.

where the sum of the first two partial derivatives on the right hand side is equal to the

horizontal friction component, while the last derivative is equal to the bottom friction

component. The left hand side approximations are commonly used as the Reynolds

stresses are often unavailable. In the current case the data resolution was excellent and

the Reynolds stresses, or shear stresses, could be computed for the entire measurement

region (section 6.1.3). The horizontal friction components could therefore be extracted

directly from the data by RBF fitting the Reynolds stress components u′v′, u′u′ and v′v′

using the same number of weights and repetitions as before and extracting the relevant

derivatives in the same manner as was done with the velocity. The resulting horizontal

friction distribution is the one found in figure 7.0. By equating the horizontal friction

term in equation (7.1) and (3.6) it transpired that the horizontal eddy viscosity AH

was not constant in this case, with the R2 value of a linear fit lying between 0.2 and

0.3, raising doubts about the applicability of a constant eddy viscosity assumption in

these strong shear flows.

The bottom friction component on the right hand side of equation (7.1) could not

be directly obtained from the data because the surface PTV method employed here

did not yield velocities at different depths. To calculate bottom friction the left hand

side of equation (7.1) was employed, using the same friction coefficient of CD = 0.0025,

due to this coefficient also being valid for the perspex bed used here (section 2.4.2).

The spatial distribution of the dynamical terms in figure 7.0 was extremely similar

between all laboratory jets, although their magnitudes increased with decreasing AR
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and increasing Re. When compared to the Otago Harbour jet results in figure 3.12, it

transpires that the horizontal friction, bottom friction and Coriolis distributions were

very similar between both jets, although smoother for the laboratory data, as would

be expected from a time-mean velocity field. Additionally, the horizontal friction mag-

nitudes in the laboratory data were largest in the second half of the measurement

region, whereas in the Otago Harbour jet they were largest at the exit. The advection

and hence pressure gradient terms were similarly patchy, although the laboratory jet

had only a negligible across-jet component, unlike the Otago Harbour jet, again, most

likely due to the temporally averaged nature of the laboratory data. The patchiness

in the advection term was again caused by slight undulations in the velocity field (fig-

ure 7.1a). It is known from figure 5.5 that the laboratory jet did indeed have such

inherent undulations which were thus likely real rather than introduced by the RBF

technique. Additionally, the spatial resolution of the laboratory data was excellent

and the undulations much larger than the average distance between grid points, which

further supports the accuracy of these undulations. It is therefore likely that the strong

patchiness observed in the horizontal advection and pressure gradient terms in figure

7.0 and also in figure 3.12 were indeed real. Nevertheless, to test whether the undula-

tions might have been caused by overfitting of the data a RBF analysis using 50 rather

than 89 weights was trialled which resulted in much increased advection undulations,

thereby showing that over-fitting could not have been the cause. The dynamic topog-

raphy calculated from the integral of the pressure gradient term, returned a reasonable

distribution (figure 7.1b), with a slightly raised surface at the jet exit. In summary,

the RBF analysis of the laboratory data therefore lends support to the RBF technique

as a whole and also to the validity of the results obtained from the field data.

The actual laboratory dynamical balance along the jet centre line for this example

dataset is presented in figure 7.2 and is approximately representative of all laboratory

results. Since the total of all dynamical terms was very variable, it is not possible

to provide an approximate typical fraction of each dynamical term. Compared to the

Otago Harbour jet’s balance in figure 3.14, additionally to the advection and pressure

gradient terms and to some extent bottom friction, horizontal friction now also played

a significant role in the second half of the view window in both the along- and across-jet

balances, presumably due to the much lower Re values than those in the real Otago

Harbour jet. The across-jet dynamical terms were more than an order of magnitude

lower than the along-jet dynamical terms, due to the time-mean nature of the veloc-

ity field. The Coriolis term was negligible, which was unsurprising due to the small
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Figure 7.1: RBF fitted u velocity and extracted dynamic topography for an example
laboratory data set (AR = 0.09, Re = 6000). Units m. Equivalent figures from the
remaining experiments can be found in the appendix.
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horizontal scales involved.

To allow determination of any AR and Re dependencies in the dynamical balance,

figure 7.3 displays the terms that predominantly comprised the along-jet dynamical

balance for three same Re and different AR and for three same AR and different Re

experiments. The main jet region was thus for all experiments primarily dominated by

the horizontal advection and pressure gradient terms, with some patches within which

horizontal friction also contributed. Outside of the main jet region, the horizontal

friction term also dominated within the downstream two thirds of the view window.

For some experiments the bottom friction term also dominated in patches within the

main jet region, in the same manner it did in the Otago Harbour jet (figure 3.16).

This bottom friction dominance increasingly occurred for decreasing AR and, counter-

intuitively, for decreasing Re. Although the magnitude of the bottom friction term

increased with increasing Re, so did the magnitude of the other terms, thereby causing

the bottom friction term to be overshadowed by the other terms at larger Re.

Since it is now clear that the Reynolds stress gradient exerted a significant influ-

ence on the laboratory jet, in the form of horizontal and bottom friction, it would be

interesting to know what temporal sampling resolution would be required in the field

in order to directly resolve these, rather than having to approximate them using the

left hand side of (7.1). Assuming that the St of the Otago Harbour jet would also be

within band 2, i.e. St ≈ 0.09 where

St =
freq ×W

U0
, (7.3)

where W = 500m and U0 = 1m/s for the Otago Harbour jet, the period of the Otago

Harbour jet’s 2DCS would be

T =
1

freq
=

W

St× U0
= 5.56× 103s, (7.4)

which is 93 minutes. Assuming also that the propagation speed of the 2DCS is equiv-

alent to the advection speed of the peak velocity, which was determined in chapter

3 to be 0.37 m/s, this gives a wavelength of 2.06 km, which from figure 3.5 appears

reasonable. The spatial resolution of 150 m between survey lines was thus ample to

resolve the features spatially. Temporally, however, an average time for circuit com-

pletion of between 46 and 64 minutes (table 3.1), was insufficient. If the horizontal

Reynolds stresses in the Otago Harbour jet are indeed primarily caused by the 2DCS,

as suggested by the present results and those by Rowland et al. (2009), then in order
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to temporally resolve them a circuit time of at the most 30 minutes would be required.

7.1 Summary

• The spatial distributions of the dynamical terms were very similar between the

Otago and laboratory jets.

• The patchy distribution of the advection and pressure gradient terms therefore

appears to have been real.

• The dynamical balance in the laboratory jet was also primarily dominated by the

advection and pressure gradient terms.

• Secondary terms were also bottom friction, but no longer local acceleration and

Coriolis. Instead horizontal friction became important in some areas, particularly

outside of the main jet region.

• The importance of bottom friction in the dynamical balance of the laboratory jet

increased for decreasing AR and decreasing Re.

• The laboratory results suggest that the Otago Harbour jet’s 2DCS period and

wavelength are 93 minutes and 2 km, respectively. The spatial resolution of the

surveys was thus sufficient to resolve this, but to do the same temporally a circuit

time of no more than 30 minutes would be necessary.
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Figure 7.3: Along-jet dynamical balance for six laboratory configurations. Balance configurations are listed in order of increasing
spatial coverage and include all terms with a magnitude of at least 40% of the largest term. Colours may therefore be different between
figures. Blank areas denote balances of 5 terms or more. PG = Pressure Gradient, HF = Horizontal Friction, BF = Bottom Friction, C
= Coriolis, HAM = Horizontal Advection of Momentum, LA = Local Acceleration. Equivalent figures from the remaining experiments
can be found in the appendix.
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Chapter 8

Laboratory discussion

Chapters 5 through 7 presented and preliminarily discussed the detailed results of

the laboratory investigation. This chapter aims to draw all these results together,

determine the inter-relations between different properties and to interpret the findings.

The majority of the laboratory plane jet’s time-mean and turbulent properties

observed some bottom frictional dependencies. The along-jet decrease of momentum

flux and advection velocities (figures 5.17 and 6.29) clearly showed that for these shallow

ARs bottom friction indeed caused significant energy dissipation which increased at

smaller AR.

8.1 AR- and Re-dependency coupling

All key AR and Re dependencies of the investigated properties are summarised in table

8.1. The majority of properties listed in table 8.1 showed some form of dependency

on AR and/or Re. The time-mean velocity field properties investigated thereby all

showed strong AR dependencies. Re dependent trends, however, only occurred at the

lowest two ARs, i.e. there was only a Re dependency within the measurement region if

the AR was sufficiently shallow, in this case AR < 0.15. It is, however, likely that a Re

dependency in these time-mean velocity field properties also existed for the largest AR,

but that this would have occurred beyond the main measurement region (x/W > 9)

and therefore remained undetected in the present experiments. These results clearly

show that AR and Re effects were indeed coupled as predicted by equation (3.6). This

coupling of AR and Re dependencies was also supported by many of the other results

in table 8.1, as often an AR dependency effect only appeared or was enhanced by an

increase in Re and vice versa. The transition from a mixed to dominant St regime,
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for example, occurred at some transitional Re that decreased with AR (figure 6.22a),

centre line TIu and TIv increased faster with decreasing AR only when Re was large

enough (figures 6.3 and 6.4) and a hump appeared in the along-jet peak TKE profiles

for large Re, but to appear required smaller Re values for lower ARs (figure 6.7).

Similarly, a decrease in AR and an increase in Re both separately caused the jet’s

flapping purity and amplitude to increase and its frequency, advection velocity and

wavelength to decrease (section 6.2). A decrease in AR also resulted in a substantially

faster centre line velocity decay and a more rapid lateral jet spread, both of which

were also increased by an increasing Re, but only for the lower ARs (chapter 5). Over-

archingly, it can therefore be concluded that for the examined range of AR and Re,

both variables exerted a strong influence on the plane jet’s flow field and that the effect

of one, more often than not, depended on the value of the other.

8.2 Influence of low AR on entrainment

Only four of the properties listed in table 8.1 showed clear trends in dependencies on

either one or the other, either AR or Re. The first two were the obvious AR depen-

dency of the similarity profiles, while no such dependency existed for Re. The along-jet

velocity similarity thus tended towards an increasingly squarer shape with decreasing

AR (figure 5.10), while the across-jet velocity similarity profile had increasingly larger

flows within the jet (figure 5.15). The third AR specific trend showed reduced en-

trainment relative to the increased jet spread for decreasing AR (table 5.2), while no

such trend existed for increasing Re. As previously mentioned it is thought that these

three properties are related and that the lack of increased entrainment for a decreasing

AR, despite the increased lateral growth (larger Cb), caused the Us similarity profile to

adopt a squarer shape. The thus produced sharper lateral velocity gradient was caused

by reduced mixing with the surrounding fluid. The increased spread for decreasing

AR must have therefore been caused primarily by the flapping (larger Vs magnitudes),

rather than by lateral entrainment. Since the amount of entrainment relative to the

entrainment predicted from the jet’s growth remained approximately constant for an

increase in Re, no such similarity profile change was visible here. Not only were the

entrainment and jet spreading behaviour not linearly related for decreasing AR as pre-

dicted by the models, but the laboratory entrainment coefficients were also generally

lower than predicted (table 5.2). This last point suggests that even for the largest

AR the jet appeared wider due to the flapping than it should have been based solely
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Table 8.1: Summary of all investigated properties’ major AR and Re dependencies. Arrows denote trends.

property
investigated

property
notation

property change as AR ց interpretation property change as Re ր interpretation

Time-mean
non-
turbulent

U similarity profile U(y/b)/Uc shift from Gaussian to increasingly squarer shape sharper lateral velocity gradient, probably caused
by increased spread but same entrainment, i.e. less
lateral mixing

−→

ZOFE length xs possibly ր jet possibly required longer distance to become
fully developed

largest AR: −→
lower AR: possibly ց

jet possibly required shorter distance to become
fully developed at lower AR

velocity decay
coefficient

CA strong ր faster velocity decay due to increased flapping am-
plitude

largest AR: −→
lower AR: possibly ր for higher Re

possibly slightly faster velocity decay at large Re
due to increased flapping amplitude

exit surface
velocity

Usc(x0)/U0 ր possibly an indication for a non-logarithmic bot-
tom boundary layer

largest AR: −→
lower AR: possibly ր for higher Re

possibly an indication for a non-logarithmic bot-
tom boundary layer

spreading
coefficient

Cb ր particularly at larger Re faster jet spread due to increased flapping ampli-
tude

largest AR: possibly ր for largest Re
lower AR: ր particularly for large Re

faster jet spread at lower AR due to increased flap-
ping amplitude

V similarity profile V (y/b)/Uc ր within jet region possibly caused by increased flapping no trend
entrainment
coefficient

αe(x) no discernible trend strong decrease in St caused entrainment to re-
main similar

largest AR: no discernible trend
lower AR: ր with x

increased entrainment with x at lower AR

αe/Cb ց jet entrained increasingly less fluid than it should
have based on its lateral growth

−→

momentum flux M(x)/M2−5 ց with x jet momentum was dissipated faster largest AR: −→
lower AR: ր with x

jet momentum was dissipated less fast at lower AR

vertical velocity
magnitude

|〈W 〉|/U0 ց secondary circulation was suppressed slightly ր secondary circulation increased slightly

Time-mean
turbulent

centre line TIu TIu(x) at y = yc lower Re: −→
higher Re: ր with x
appearance of hump (’exceptions’)

increased u turbulence
ceasing to grow with x due to bottom friction

−→ with x for all AR
appearance of hump (’exceptions’) ceasing to grow with x due to bottom friction

centre line TIv TIv(x) at y = yc lower Re: −→
higher Re: ր with x
no hump

increased v turbulence
continued growth with x

largest AR: ր with x for largest Re only
lower AR: ր with x
no hump

increased v turbulence
continued growth with x

across-jet location
of peak TIu

y(TIuMax) −→
temporary ց in 2nd half (’exceptions’)

−→
temporary ց in 2nd half (’exceptions’)

across-jet TKE
profiles

k(y)/U2
0 increasing deviation from Russian doll shape appearance of hump increasing deviation from Russian doll shape appearance of hump

along-jet peak
TKE

kMax(x)/U
2
0 appearance of hump (not just for ’exceptions’)

hump ր & moved upstream
continued growth of v′2 but decrease of u′2

faster initial growth of v′2 and u′2
appearance of hump (not just for ’exceptions’)
hump ր

continued growth of v′2 but decrease of u′2

faster initial growth of v′2 and u′2

TKE flux kF/kF0 lower Re: ր of small hump, otherwise −→
higher Re: ր with x

ր with x

across-jet location
of peak TKE

y(kMax)/b ց with x (’exceptions’) ց with x (’exceptions’)

across-jet τxy
profiles

τxy(y)/(ρU
2
0 ) increasing deviation from Russian doll shape appearance of hump appearance & increasing deviation from Russian

doll shape
appearance of hump

along-jet peak τxy τxyMax(x)/(ρU
2
0 ) appearance of hump (not just for ’exceptions’)

hump ր & moved upstream
continued growth of v′2 but decrease of u′2

faster initial growth of v′2 and u′2
appearance of hump (not just for ’exceptions’)
hump ր

continued growth of v′2 but decrease of u′2

faster initial growth of v′2 and u′2

across-jet location
of peak τxy

y(τxyMax)/b −→ −→

ellipticity c/a larger Re: ց at jet centre in 2nd half (’excep-
tions’)

v′2 > u′2 as bottom friction affected u′2 first larger Re: ց at jet centre in 2nd half (’excep-
tions’)

v′2 > u′2 as bottom friction affected u′2 first

along-jet ellipticity
minimum

(c/a)Min appearance andր of ellipticity trough (anisotropy
hump)

continued growth of v′2 but decrease of u′2

faster initial growth of v′2 and u′2
appearance andր of ellipticity trough (anisotropy
hump)

continued growth of v′2 but decrease of u′2

faster initial growth of v′2 and u′2

ellipticity minima
location

y((c/a)Min)/b largest AR: ց in 1st half
lower AR: −→

−→

turbulence angle at
location of peak
anisotropy

β at y =
y((c/a)Min)

in ZOEF: ր
> 45o for large x (’exceptions’)

increased v′2 contribution, but only for ’exceptions’
did v′2 become larger than u′2 at large x

in ZOEF: ր
initial rapid increase ց

lower AR: transition from asymptotic to steadily
increasing behaviour

increased v′2 contribution
faster change from a primarily u′2 based to a mixed
turbulence field
change from a constant to increasing v′2 contribu-
tion

Flapping &
2DCS

flapping frequency St ց (−→ for ReW )
transition from mixed to dominant regime (not for
ReW )

decrease in flapping frequency
shift from intermittent to near-constant flapping

ց (slight)
transition from mixed to dominant regime

slight decrease in flapping frequency
shift from intermittent to near-constant flapping

flapping purity Cv1v2 at y = ±be ր

x onset of positive Cv1v2 ց
reached asymptote with x (’exceptions’)

flapping became more pronounced and outweighed
3D turbulence and noise
flapping began at lower x
peak flapping purity was achieved

ր

x onset of positive Cv1v2 ց
reached asymptote with x (’exceptions’)

flapping became more pronounced and outweighed
3D turbulence and noise
flapping began at lower x
peak flapping purity was achieved

relative flapping
amplitude

y(Cv1v2 < 0.2) ր
rate of increase with x ր

flapping amplitude increased
amplitude increased faster with x

ր
rate of increase with x ր

flapping amplitude increased
amplitude increased faster with x

2DCS advection
velocity

UCS(x)/U0 ց with x 2DCS advection speed decreased faster ց with x
lower two AR: UCS−0 ր

2DCS advection speed decreased faster
2DCS exit advection speed increased

advection relative
to centre line
velocity

UCS(x)/Usc ց at large x decrease of advection velocity relative to jet centre
line velocity

lower two AR: ց at large x decrease of advection velocity relative to jet centre
line velocity

flapping
wavelength

λCS ց with x faster decrease in flapping wavelength with x ց with x faster decrease in flapping wavelength with x
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on entrainment. The flapping thus causes the time-mean velocity field to be laterally

smeared, making the jet appear wider. This clearly shows that for low AR shallow-

water plane jets a model which only includes jet growth based on entrainment is not

sufficient and that the jet’s flapping behaviour needs to be incorporated, as the flapping

becomes increasingly more important for decreasing AR.

The fourth property with differing AR and Re trends was the along-jet momentum

flux M which decreased faster with decreasing AR but less quickly with increasing Re

within the ranges tested (figures 5.17 and 5.20). This, again, was likely related to the

difference in similarity profile and entrainment. A decrease in AR caused a reduction

of lateral entrainment relative to the increased jet spread. This means a larger area

was exposed to bottom friction without the expected transferral of momentum to more

(entrained) fluid. The momentum was thus lost to bottom friction faster for decreas-

ing AR than it was for increasing Re within the ranges tested. Momentum flux and

entrainment coefficient are derived using the jet’s similarity profile, halfwidth and cen-

tre line velocity, all of which had their own AR/Re dependencies. Therefore it is not

altogether surprising that AR/Re dependencies of momentum flux and entrainment

coefficient were not uni-directional themselves. Both only displayed clear Re depen-

dencies at the lowest two ARs and therefore these effects, too, were AR/Re coupled

dependencies.

All remaining properties in table 8.1 displayed, if any, uni-directional dependen-

cies for both increasing Re and decreasing AR simultaneously. As isolating either a

universal AR or Re dependency when interpreting these results is therefore impossible

and isolating an effect of one at a particular value of the other meaningless, a general

bottom frictional effect will be focused on. Accordingly, an increase in bottom friction

in accordance with equation (3.6) results from a decrease in AR and/or an increase in

Re.

8.3 Bottom frictional influence on 2D and 3D tur-

bulence

Both the time-mean turbulence and flapping/2DCS results also displayed very obvi-

ous bottom frictional dependencies. The time-mean turbulence results incorporate

the jet’s entire turbulence and therefore included both three-dimensional (3D) and

two-dimensional (2D) turbulence, where the flapping and 2DCS were the jet’s 2D tur-

bulence. As shown in the spectral analysis (section 6.2.1) the 2D out-weighed the 3D
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turbulence from some distance downstream, but certainly within the entire ZOEF. It

can therefore be assumed that the time-mean turbulence results within the ZOEF,

effectively the second half of the measurement field, were predominately due to 2D

turbulence, i.e. dominated by the jet’s flapping and 2DCS. This is supported by the

laboratory study by Rowland et al. (2009), who conducted the only previous labora-

tory true shallow plane jet study and found that their TIs were almost one order of

magnitude lower when 2D turbulence had been removed using low-pass filtering, while

their filtered shear stresses were one sixtieth of the original.

In the present case the timescale over which the velocity was averaged to arrive at

the mean velocity used in the Reynolds decomposition (section 2.2.2) was, according

to convention, the whole length of an entire experiment. By using shorter timescales of

the order of the flapping frequency, it might be possible to allow the separation of the

2D from the 3D turbulence and thus obtain an estimate of how small scale turbulence

and hence mixing is influenced by a change in bottom friction.

Those AR/Re combinations that were referred to as ’exceptions’ were those ex-

periments with particularly large bottom friction, i.e. both large Re and low AR, and

displayed certain features that were unique to them (section 6.1). The first of these was

the appearance of a hump in the centre-line TIu profiles, while no such hump occurred

in the TIv counterpart. These ’exceptions’ also showed the presence of anisotropy at

the jet centre near the end of the measurement region with a larger v′2 than u′2 con-

tribution. They were also the only experiments where v′2 achieved larger values than

u′2 within the peak anisotropy regions within the shear layers, also near the end of the

measurement region. The last result that was specific to these ’exceptions’ was that

their flapping purity reached an asymptote in x.

The TIu hump and anisotropy at the jet centre were clearly related. Since TIu

ceased growing, while TIv continued to do so, this caused a disparity between the mag-

nitudes of both and hence anisotropy. While everywhere else and for all other AR/Re

combinations TI grew with distance downstream, only these ’exception’ experiments

reached v′2 values that were similar and larger than u′2. It thus appears that bottom

friction preferentially acted upon u′2 (or TIu) before v′2 (or TIv), thereby allowing the

latter to grow larger than the former. The latter would have most likely been affected

at some further distance downstream, outside of the measurement region.

A similar hump as that observed in TIu appeared in the along-jet peak TKE, τxy

and anisotropy (inverse ellipticity) profiles with increasing bottom friction. Unlike TIu,

however, this hump appeared not only in the ’exception’ experiments, and increased in
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amplitude with increasing bottom friction. Also unlike TIu this hump did not mark the

end of the property’s growth, but was followed by a renewed increase. Since TKE, τxy

and anisotropy depended on both u′2 and v′2, their along-jet development resembled a

combination between both turbulent components and both the hump of u′2 as well as

the continued increase of v′2 were visible. The reason the hump now appeared in many

more datasets than just the ’exceptions’ is that TI calculated the intensity relative to

the local jet centre line velocity which, in itself, decreased substantially with x. TKE,

τxy and anisotropy, on the other hand were calculated relative to U0 which remained

constant across x. Therefore the absolute value of u′2 decreased much faster with x

than TIu and the hump appeared at lower bottom frictional values, again suggesting

that bottom friction retarded u′2, but not v′2 within the measurement region. The

same hump could also be observed in along-jet TKE flux profiles. What made the

’exceptions’ exceptional was therefore the fact that their v′2 reached larger magnitudes

than u′2.

Apart from the appearance and growth of the hump, the TIs, TKE and τxy increased

more rapidly with x for increased bottom friction. Bottom friction therefore initially

increased turbulence and shear until a maximum level was achieved beyond which

bottom friction acted to dissipate/reduce u′2. This is also the reason why the hump

moved slightly upstream with increasing bottom friction, as this maximum sustainable

turbulence level was reached at lower x. A similar maximum level was not reached for

v′2 within the parameters and x ranges used.

8.4 Bottom frictional influence on jet flapping

To determine the cause of this preferential u′2 over v′2 dissipation by bottom friction

we turn to the jet’s flapping behaviour (section 6.2). Flapping purity increased with

x as 2D turbulence began to out-weigh the initially prevalent 3D turbulence, as in-

ferred from the spectral plots, and because v′2 continuously increased relative to u′2,

thus out-weighing both 3D turbulence as well as any potentially present background

noise. As bottom friction increased, so did the flapping purity and is likely explained

by the shift from more intermittent to near-constant flapping, as the difference is par-

ticularly stark between the mixed and dominant regime experiments. This suggests

that the flapping was not fully developed in the mixed regime experiments. Only the

’exception’ experiments observed an asymptotic behaviour in flapping purity at some

distance downstream, presumably since with such large bottom friction the flapping
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had achieved its peak occurrence frequency and v′2 was sufficiently large to no longer

be masked even slightly by 3D turbulence.

Additionally, an increase in bottom friction also caused the location of flapping

onset to shift upstream and flapping amplitude to increase. These are the reasons for

the increased jet spread, since the flapping now occurred nearer the exit and its lateral

extent increased. This also explains the faster jet centre line velocity decay, as the

jet now had to sweep an increasingly larger lateral area. This spread the overall jet

momentum over a larger area, thus reducing the mean velocity at the jet centre.

Flapping frequency (St) also decreased with increasing bottom friction, but did

so much more for a decrease in AR than an increase in Re within the ranges tested.

It is probable that this was the cause for the above mentioned difference in entrain-

ment and hence similarity profile between a decrease in AR and an increase in Re.

A decrease in St signifies the production of fewer vortices and therefore less mixing.

Each flapping wavelength is associated with a large vortex within each shear layer. If

the non-dimensional frequency within which these wavelengths occur decreases, this

results in proportionally fewer vortices. The decrease in AR would thus result in lower

vortex production, less mixing, less entrainment and squarer velocity profiles, while

an increase in Re within the tested ranges would only cause slightly fewer vortices to

be shed and therefore more mixing, entrainment and ultimately unchanged similarity

profiles.

This reduction in mixing is likely to have also been the cause of the faster momentum

flux decay with a decrease in AR. An increase in Re caused a faster momentum flux

decay through an increase in bottom friction as bottom friction increases as the square

of the velocity. A much faster momentum flux decay, however, occurred for the decrease

in AR, partly due to the reduced depth itself, but probably also since, as established

above, there was much less relative mixing with the surrounding fluid at lower AR. For

two jets with the same Re but different ARs, the velocity magnitudes within the jets’

meanders at any moment in time would have been larger in the lower AR case due to a

more coherent meandering jet, even-though the time-mean jet centreline velocity was

much reduced for the lower AR jet due to smearing across a larger lateral area. These

larger instantaneous velocities combined with the reduced depth itself were likely the

cause for the much faster momentum flux decay with decreasing AR than increasing

Re within the ranges used here.

An increase in bottom friction also caused the flapping advection velocity and wave-

length to decrease more rapidly and consequently the jet’s laterally growing meanders
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(a) Non-exception: AR= 0.09, Re = 6000. (b) Exception: AR= 0.09, Re = 9000.

Figure 8.1: Example particle tracks at peak flapping amplitude of an ’exception’ versus
a non-exception experiment.

were being increasingly longitudinally compressed. Compared to the jet centre line

velocity, however, the advection velocity decreased slightly at larger x for increased

bottom friction, i.e. the latter decreased faster with x than the former. Bottom

friction therefore not only reduced the along-jet turbulence faster than the across-jet

turbulence, but also reduced the flapping advection speed slightly faster than the jet

centre line velocity.

A possible explanation for the larger v′2 than u′2 values in the ’exceptional’ exper-

iments could be the increase of flapping amplitude to a level causing the inner edge of

the shear-layer macro-vortices to cross the jet centre line. This is supported by visual

observations of the particle tracks (figure 8.1) and also by the faster inwards shift of

the location of the peaks in across-jet TKE profiles for these datasets. This inwards

shift resembles a more rapid merging of the two turbulent shear layers, which would

have been greatly aided by a crossing-over of vortices.

8.5 Summary

In summary the key findings of the laboratory plane jet study are as follows:

• For the examined ranges of AR and Re, both variables exerted a strong influence

on the plane jet’s flow field and the effect of one, more often than not, depended

on the value of the other since the amount of bottom friction influencing the jet

depended on both.
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• A decrease in AR caused a similarity profile change from a Gaussian to an in-

creasingly squarer shape possibly caused by the decrease in flapping frequency,

which signifies the production of fewer vortices and therefore less mixing, visible

in the reduced entrainment compared to the increased spread rate. A decrease

in AR thus resulted in lower vortex production, less mixing, less entrainment

and squarer velocity profiles, while an increase in Re only caused slightly fewer

vortices to be shed and therefore more mixing, entrainment and ultimately no

change in similarity profiles.

• Shallow-water plane jets of low AR can not be thought of as growing solely

due to entrainment, as a decreasing AR changes the flapping behaviour without

significantly changing the entrainment. Therefore the flapping behaviour has

to be incorporated into any theoretical model aimed to accurately describe the

behaviour of low AR shallow-water jets.

• Increased bottom friction resulted in an increase in the jet’s flapping purity and

amplitude, but a decrease in its frequency (St), advection velocity and wave-

length. The jet’s meanders therefore became increasingly longitudinally com-

pressed.

• Increased bottom friction initially increased turbulence until a maximum level was

achieved beyond which bottom friction acted to dissipate/reduce u′2. A similar

maximum level was not reached for v′2 within the parameters and x ranges used.

Increased bottom friction therefore preferentially retarded u′2 over v′2. In the

case of the ’exceptions’ bottom friction was large enough to cause u′2 < v′2,

presumably due to the flapping being sufficiently pronounced for the inner edge

of the shear layer vortices to cross the jet centre line.

• As bottom friction increased the jet transitioned from a mixed frequency to a

dominant frequency regime. This suggests that the 2D turbulence caused by the

shallowness of the jet only became fully developed at sufficiently larger Re and

small AR combinations.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Study summary

The presented work aimed to improve knowledge of the dynamics and hydromechanics

of shallow-water plane jets. The motivation behind this work was the Otago Harbour

tidal jet and a field study preceded the laboratory study. The field study used RBF in-

terpolation of vessel-mounted ADCP data of the Otago Harbour tidal jet for a detailed

velocity field analysis. This was the first time this RBF interpolation had been car-

ried out on multiple ADCP surveys combined and the velocity field results compared

favourably with results from a previous study which had harmonically fitted the data.

The results showed the typical ebb-flood asymmetry, referred to as tidal pumping, but

also showed the temporal and spatial variability inherent in the flow, most notably ev-

ident in the appearance and offshore advection of large counter-rotating vortices. The

RBF technique yielded a continuous velocity field which allowed the dynamical terms

of the shallow-water momentum equation to be estimated. The determined terms show

that at peak ebb flow the jet’s momentum was balanced primarily by horizontal ad-

vection of momentum, pressure gradient force and to a slightly lesser degree by local

acceleration, bottom friction and Coriolis.

The low temporal resolution as well as the moderate spatial resolution of the field

study prompted the laboratory study which aimed to more accurately determine the

effects of bottom friction on shallow-water jets. This was done by approximating the

ebb jet using a steady-state shallow-water plane jet and varying both aspect ratio (AR)

and Reynolds number (Re) in a systematic fashion, as bottom friction is dependent on

both AR and Re (equation (3.6)).

There have been previous laboratory investigations that examined Re or AR plane
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jet dependencies (table 2.1), but all examined each individually and, more impor-

tantly, did so for jets with ARs much greater than unity. Not only was the present

investigation the first to examine Re and AR dependencies of truly shallow jets with

AR = 0.15, 0.09, 0.06, but it did so using the shallowest ARs employed in any labora-

tory plane jet study to date. This was made possible due to the novel self-regulating

side weir systems and downstream weirs which simulated infinite lateral and bottom

boundaries. The present results are therefore much more representative of environ-

mental jet flows, such as ebb tidal jets, which commonly have very low ARs. The PTV

measurement technique only yielded surface velocities, but resulted in excellent spatial

coverage which allowed for the investigation of a wide range of properties across the

entire measurement area simultaneously, while most previous plane jet studies were

restricted to point measurements. This enabled the detailed analysis of the 2DCS, the

large asymmetrically aligned vortices that due to their downstream advection gave the

jet the appearance of flapping. This flapping had been previously observed in shallow

plane jets, but the high temporal resolution and spatial coverage found here enabled

detailed assessment of this flapping and its response to changes in AR and Re.

As seen in chapter 8, the majority of the laboratory plane jet’s time-mean and

turbulent properties observed bottom frictional dependencies and it must thus be con-

cluded that for such shallow ARs bottom friction plays a significant role in determining

both the mean and turbulent structure of plane jets, at least within the Re range used

in the current experiments. It was also found that the jet’s flapping behaviour was

strongly linked to all other properties, influencing factors such as the shape of the sim-

ilarity profile and the amount of entrainment. It is therefore clear that in a truly shallow

plane jet at these Re values one cannot examine the mean or turbulent properties in

isolation. Instead an integrated approach of both is required.

Therefore, by addressing all objectives listed in chapter 1, both overarching aims

were achieved. These had been firstly to improve the understanding of the hydrome-

chanics of shallow jets, in particular their response to the influence of bottom friction,

and secondly to successfully employ the various experimental/analysis techniques in a

manner not achieved before, i.e. 1 - using the RBF interpolation on a large dataset, 2

- employing the PTV technique on a plane jet and 3 - the novel self-regulating experi-

mental approach to modelling a true shallow plane jet in the laboratory.
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9.2 Limitations of the Otago and laboratory jet com-

parison

The laboratory jet was an idealised Otago Harbour jet, particularly as it was observed

at a steady state, while the observed Otago Harbour jet develops over the tidal cycle.

This is particularly obvious in its local acceleration dynamical terms. A continuation of

the present experiments would be to include a temporally variable outflow, to simulate

the tidal nature of the flow. This was done as part of the present experiments and it was

possible to observe a developing vortex cap that propagated downstream trailing the

slowly decaying jet behind it. Quantitative analysis of these experiments was, however,

not possible since due to the self-regulating nature of the lateral and far-field boundary

conditions the temporal change in jet outflow caused a continuously changing depth

within the tank. The present laboratory configuration would have thus required the

bottom weir height to be continuously adjusted along-side the inflow.

Although the laboratory jets had ARs very close to that of the Otago Harbour

jet, their Re was much reduced and their Fr much larger (section 2.5.2) as it was

impossible to match both Re and Fr at the laboratory scales. The here employed

AR and Re range nevertheless allowed the finding of an important transition between

regimes. In the case of AR this was the transition of the similarity profile transition

from the typical Gaussian to a squarer shape. In the case of Re (or ReW ) this was

the transition from a mixed to a dominant regime. The Otago Harbour jet has a ReW

value much larger (ReW = 5× 108) than the transitional value of 6300 found here and

would thus certainly fall under the dominant regime classification, but it is nonetheless

insightful that such a transition occurs at all.

Another important difference between both jets was the bathymetric variation in the

Otago Harbour jet, most notably the presence of the offshore sandbar, which caused

the jet structure and its dynamical terms to be far more variable than those of the

laboratory jet. The prevalent background Southland current, particularly visible during

the flood phase, also affected the Otago Harbour jet, presumably shifting the jet further

North than would have otherwise been the case. No such cross-current existed in the

laboratory jet. The flows’ turbulence fields could not be compared as the field study

did not have a sufficient temporal resolution to resolve turbulence.

Nevertheless, both the Otago and laboratory jets shared many common features.

They both spread laterally, had longitudinally decreasing velocities, lateral entrain-

ment, near-Gaussian similarity profiles and very distinguished 2DCS which advected
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downstream, particularly visible in the particle tracks of both jets. They both were

dominated primarily by the advection and pressure gradient terms, with bottom fric-

tion contributing to the dynamical balance in some areas. No flapping behaviour could

be observed in the Otago Harbour jet, as the temporal resolution of the sampling was

not sufficient to determine its presence. Notwithstanding these limitations, the sim-

ilarities between both jets thus showed that in many ways an ebb tidal jet can be

compared to a laboratory plane jet.

9.3 Future work

Possible future extensions to the current investigation that would be of interest could

be the following:

• Any future laboratory work on shallow plane jets clearly has to be done in a

framework of the meandering jet. Time mean measurements are not sufficient.

• The present data could be re-analysed using shorter time-averaging scales of the

order of the flapping frequency to separate 2D and 3D turbulence.

• By finding a way to introduce a temporal inflow variation to the existing labora-

tory jet the tidal nature of the Otago Harbour jet could be simulated.

• To obtain direct measurements of secondary circulation and vertical shear stresses,

it would be useful to obtain depth-averaged velocity measurements or vertical ve-

locity gradients by using dye, neutrally buoyant drogues or point measurements.

Vertical time-mean velocity profiles and vertical turbulence measurements would

be of particular value.

• A sandbar similar to that of the Otago Harbour jet and/or a cross-current such as

the Southland current could be introduced to allow for assessment of the influence

of an uneven bed on the jet structure.

• To resolve the Otago Harbour jet’s shear stresses due to the 2DCS, further ADCP

surveys with circuit times of no more than 30 minutes could be carried out.

They could be further aided by deploying at least two bottom-mounted ADCPs

at strategic locations. This would allow correlations to be carried out on the

time series, similar to those in chapter 6, which should yield a definite answer

regarding the existence of the flapping.
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• A theoretical model of plane jets incorporating the effect of jet flapping at low

ARs could be developed and compared to the data presented here.

• One could attempt to reproduce the results obtained here with numerical simu-

lations.

• A spatial stability analysis using the laboratory jets’ stability parameters and

jet Reynolds numbers (section 2.4.5) could be carried out and compared with

theoretical predictions found in the literature.
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Appendix A

Data CD content

The attached data CD contains the relevant figures of all the laboratory data that was only presented
in the form of example results. A total of 252 files are included presenting the following types of
figures:

• Non-dimensionalised across-jet surface velocity profiles for progressive along jet locations as in
figure 5.3 (filename beginning with U_profiles_)

• Along-jet velocity similarity profiles at progressive downstream locations as in figure 5.4 (file-
name beginning with Usimilarity_)

• Across-jet surface velocity similarity profiles at progressive downstream locations as in figure
5.7 (filename beginning with Vsimilarity_)

• Spatial distribution of non-dimensional time-mean vertical velocity as in figure 5.21 (filename
beginning with W_)

• Across-jet turbulent intensity profiles of u′ and v′ at progressive downstream locations as in
figure 6.1 (filenames beginning with TIu_profile_ and TIv_profile_)

• Spatial distribution of u′ and v′ turbulent intensity profiles as in figure 6.2 (filenames beginning
with TIu_spatial_ and TIv_spatial_)

• Non-dimensionalised across-jet surface turbulent kinetic energy across-jet profiles at progressive
downstream locations as in figure 6.6 (filename beginning with TKE_profiles_)

• Overall spatial distribution of non-dimensionalised surface turbulent kinetic energy as in figure
6.6 (filename beginning with TKE_spatial_)

• Non-dimensionalised across-jet turbulent surface shear stress across-jet profiles at progressive
downstream locations as in figure 6.10 (filename beginning with tauxy_profiles_)

• Overall spatial distribution of non-dimensionalised across-jet turbulent surface shear stress as
in figure 6.10 (filename beginning with tauxy_spatial_\verb)

• Ellipticity and turbulence orientation of the eigenvalue ellipse of the shear stress tensor of the
surface velocity components as in figure 6.13 (filename beginning with Isotropy_)

• Jet centre line major St values as determined from PSD as in figure 6.19 (filename beginning
with St_centreline_)

• Jet centre line major St values as determined from CPSD as in figure 6.19 (filename beginning
with St_centreline_CPSD_)

• Spatial distribution of largest PSD St as in figures 6.20 and 6.21 (filename beginning with
St_spatial_)
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• Spatial distribution of dynamical terms as in figures 7.0, 7.1 and 7.3 (filename beginning with
Dynamics_). The different endings refer to: pPG: along jet pressure gradient term, nPG: across
jet pressure gradient term, pHF: along jet horizontal friction term, nHF: across jet horizontal
friction term, pHAM: along jet horizontal advection term, nHAM: across jet horizontal advection
term, pC: along jet Coriolis term, nC: across jet Coriolis term, pBF: along jet bottom friction
term, nBF: across jet bottom friction term, pDynBal: along jet dynamical balance and DT:
dynamical topography.
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